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About LEARNING BEYOND SCHOOL 

 

Learning Beyond Schooling explores the role of education in shaping and 

growing children’s true potential. Education here covers the education of the 

whole child and not merely the act of schooling, which has been found to be 

rather limiting in terms of freedom  and creativity. The writer explores the 

various alternatives to schooling, including homeschooling, that can be 

practiced and applied by families searching for a way out of the rigid and 

often stifling schooling system. For those who are brave enough to tread the 

path less traveled, they reap the reward of seeing their children fulfill their 

true potential, or at least be on track towards that goal. Included here are 

many interesting testimonies shared by various families who have embarked 

on this journey  - the journey of learning beyond schooling. 

 

 

About the author 
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Preface 

 

 
For many years, I have been hearing the same complaints from countless parents about the 
declining state of our education system and how hard school-going children have had to work 
in order to get their strings of A’s. But when I suggest that they do something to change 
things for the better, they shake their heads and say that there is nothing they could do. So, 
people are contented just to gripe about their problems but not do anything to change things 
for the better.  
 
This got my husband and I thinking deeply about what education means to us as a family and 
we eventually came to the conclusion that education ought to be a liberating force that frees 
the mind from ignorance and wrong views and promote an inquiring mind that constantly 
questions and wonders about the world. And the best place to acquire knowledge of our world 
would be the world around us! And when we examine how children are made to learn in 
schools, we realize that that is a very limited way of learning. For children to acquire real 
knowledge, we have to go beyond schooling and learn from the real world. And what is the 
real world for children? It is a world that they can experience and even fantasize about. It is a 
world in which they can feel free to be themselves. It is a world where they do not have to 
worry about being wrong or being punished. It is indeed a world they could truly learn and 
grow in!  
 
This book is not about school-bashing although some problems of schooling are being 
highlighted. Neither is it trying to change the education system for that is a long and tedious 
process that is better left to educational experts. But as a parent, I feel it is pertinent that we 
embrace learning with an open mind and to learn to see beyond what has been laid before our 
eyes. Our duty is to nurture our children into individuals who can think and feel and care 
about people and the world around them. In a world that is increasingly fixated on speed and 
instant gratification, our children need to grow up without the needless push to the top. Our 
role as parents is to help our children realize their own potentials and to be supportive of their 
dreams.  
 
I have tried to offer a balanced view of education and even alternative education, which is still 
in a process of finding its own identity. At the end of the day, what we are concerned about is 
not how much knowledge our children have accumulated, but rather, how they have learnt to 
utilize their knowledge to become calmer and happier people! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Chong Wai Leng 
2nd August, 2003 
USJ, Subang Jaya. 
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Introduction:  Malaysian education - going round in circles? 

 
 
The issues of schooling and learning have frequently been intensely and passionately debated 
in the various media by scholars, writers, teachers, parents, policy-makers and politicians. 
Noticeably missing is the input and opinions of children who are the affected party in the 
education system.  
 
It is openly acknowledged that our education system puts too much emphasis on exams and 
grading and not enough on creativity and critical thinking. However, the way the media 
glorifies examination successes shows that the exam culture is still very much the accepted 
way of life here. If we were to be serious about changing our education culture, from rote-
learning to smart learning, the first thing we need to do is to do away with the glorification of 
excellent results and in its place, promote the culture of creative learning that is self-paced 
and independent. But is our community ready for that? Can our students switch to creative 
learning just by the push of a button? 
 
About 20 years ago in 1983, there was a seminar on Education and Development organized 
by the Consumers’ Association of Penang. In the foreword to the book, Key Questions on 

Malaysian Education, published by CAP, which is a compilation of the summary of the 
papers presented at the Seminar. Over 70 papers were presented by educators, academicians, 
Education Ministry officials, students, legal experts and social scientists from our local 
organizations as well as from abroad. Twenty years down the road, we are still faced with the 
same problems, some of which have even grown bigger and more threatening. Amongst the 
issues discussed were:  
 

a) the problems of rote learning;  
b) exam-oriented learning;  
c) the lack of good educational planning,  
d) the lack of good educational research;  
e) the segregation of school children along linguistic and racial lines;  
f) a lack of creativity in teaching methods and approaches;  
g) the lack of concrete measures in promoting and safeguarding our local cultures 

and values;  
h) the lack of incentives for students’ participation in extra curricular activities;  
i) poor standards in literary skills due to the introduction of multiple-choice exam 

questions;  
j) an obsession towards success in exams;  
k) teachers overloaded with administrative tasks instead of focusing on planning and 

teaching; which leads to dissatisfaction;   
l) the lack of educational options for school dropouts; 
m) the lack of proper communication between teachers and students and parents; 
n) the high costs in keeping children in schools which prevent the poor from 

attending; 
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o) the existence of a hidden curriculum that promote failures rather than winners; 
p) the poor quality of textbooks and content development; 
q) the lack of priority in educating girls as compared to boys. 

 

 
Apart from the last point that has seen vast improvement over the years, the rest of the issues 
have hardly changed. Schools are still very much geared towards rote-learning and exams, 
teachers are still a highly disgruntled lot, parents worry for their kids, and students are 
scapegoats to an inefficient and often fickle education system. There are obviously no lack of 
educators and teaching specialists who have great ideas and teaching strategies to 
recommend. Over the years, there have been consistent voices from parents, teachers and 
students who have been appealing for a better education system that promote a more positive 
and conducive environment for the higher development of the mind. There have been 
constant cries to improve the status and morale of the teaching community.  
 
 

Still waiting 
 
We are all deeply aware of the many limitations and challenges that confront our education 
system. There are many frustrated teachers, parents and students out there who have much to 
complain about. But we seem to be going round in circles because everyone is looking 
outside for answers or solutions to their woes rather than taking the bull by its horns and 
actually doing something about it. So, when will we begin to put that right? Are we going to 
wait for the education ministry to make the changes for us? Are we going to wait for the 
teachers to make the changes in their teaching? Are we going to wait for schools to change so 
that our children could learn better? Or are we going to make the change right here and now, 
starting with our families and ourselves?  
 
Do we as parents have a choice to change things for the better? Perhaps the question we 
should all ask ourselves is: do we all need to wait for the ideal school to come about? Do we 
all need to wait for one fine day when our education system gets the much-needed overhaul? 
But how long is it going to take? 10 years? 20 years? 30 years? Our children cannot wait that 
long, for their childhood are but fleeting moments of their lives, like caterpillars changing into 
butterflies.  
 
 

Education to fill job market?  
 
Many people approach education in economic terms - how much they can get out of it - and 
this is a very wrong approach, for it produces a population of personal gainers who are only 
concerned about getting a job with their certificates so that they could earn comfortable 
salaries to live a comfortable life. But does that guarantee them happiness? Which leads us to 
the question of what IS happiness? And if we think about it, it has nothing to do with 
acquiring all the things that are taught in schools or universities. Instead, it is something that 
naturally occurs when we let go of our urge to acquire this and that and to have the peace of 
mind to pursue something that we feel is meaningful to ourselves and to others as well. It also 
occurs when we can anticipate change and are prepared for it rather than having to cope with 
it long after change has occurred. This entails self-knowledge (knowing about oneself) and 
world-knowledge (knowing what's going on around us) that together will give us a clearer 
picture of what is to come.  
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This leads us to the next point of whether students today are being prepared for change at all 
with all the focus on acquiring results and certificates? Will their hard-earned certificates 
guarantee them jobs in today's rapidly changing economic climate? Companies are changing 
the way they are run and institutions are transforming around the world. We are experiencing 
rapid changes in our lives and if we expect our children to continue the way we worked in the 
industrial mode when they would inevitably be living in a high tech mode, they would be ill-
prepared for it. So, the question is also, should education be looked upon as certificates for 
jobs in the market, or should it be something deeper and more meaningful than that?  
 
The issue about jobless graduates is not new and this has been a recurring problem here. 
Fingers are pointed here and there and no one wants to admit the truth. The truth is that our 
education system has failed in nurturing an educated, well rounded and motivated learners 
from the school level right up to the university level. And everyone is still playing the passing 
the bucket game!  
 
 

Changing the way we look at learning 
 
We have to change the way we educate our young and we have to change the way we look at 
the future. As parents, we can no longer not wait for things to happen for our children. We 
can make things happen for our families by changing the way we view and practise education 
- not as something that happens externally and mechanically, but as something that grows 
from inside our hearts that is synonymous with joyful living. 
 
To do this, we need to trust our children to learn and to grow in their natural ways. And we’ve 
got to trust ourselves to listen to what our heart tells us. And that is the essence of what 
education is all about – understanding ourselves so that we begin to understand the world 
around us.  We cannot do that if we outsource the important job of educating our children to 
the schools alone. We must get involved in their education process and not be contented by 
just reading their report cards!  We must strive to understand what education is all about and 
how we can be active participants in our children’s learning process.  
 
And the journey starts from our homes.  
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Chapter 1:  Education? 
 

 

“Tomorrow’s illiterate will not be the man who can’t read; he will be the man who has not 

learned how to learn.” (Herbert Gerjuoy)  

 

 
 
Why are we dreaming of a better education for our children? A simple answer would be to 
ensure that they get a better life. However, what passes as education today, is a hopeless 
anachronism. Parents look to education to fit their children for life in the future. The 
government exhorts young people to stay in school so that: 
 

1. They mainly get out of trouble from the law.  
2. Both their parents can join the nation’s workforce with greater ease of mind. 
3. They get proper training to join in the nation’s workforce after they graduate. 

 
 
The fact is, these excuses can be easily refuted because: 
 

1. Children can still get themselves into trouble in school. 
2. Their parents still worry about them even while they are at work. 
3. The years of schooling do not guarantee a place in the workforce. 

 
 
Millions of young people have been passing through this “educational machine” or factory 
assembly line as some would have it called, and rightly so, and many millions more will still 
be passing through this in the future. The system had worked well enough during the peak of 
the Industrial Age. However, a New Age is emerging that is dramatically changing the way 
we live, learn and work. What had served us well in the past may not be relevant any more. 
Our students need ample opportunities to experience, explore and engage in activities that 
would prepare them to face the rapidly changing world of ours that is also laden with 
innumerable conflicts and contradictions. Many great thinkers have spoken about education 
and its importance on the development of the higher mind of mankind, and the need to 
transform and change to cope with the future. Bertrand Russell, the great thinker and 
philosopher of the twentieth century, talked about the need to be forward-looking in education 
for the betterment of humankind.  
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“The wish to preserve the past rather than the hope of creating the future dominates the mind of those 

who control the teaching of the young. Education should not aim at a passive awareness of dead facts 

but at an activity directed towards the world that our efforts are to create. It should be inspired, not by 

a regretful hankering after the extinct beauties of Greece and the Renaissance, but by a shining vision 

of the society that is to be, of the triumphs that thought will achieve in the time to come and of the ever-

widening horizon of man’s survey over the universe. Those who are taught in this spirit will be filled 

with life and hope and joy, able to bear their part in bringing to mankind a future less sombre than the 

past, with faith in the glory that human effort can create.” 
 [Bertrand Russell, Principles of Social Reconstruction (1916)] 

 
 
Alvin Toffler seems to be echoing Russell’s thoughts in his chapter aptly titled, Education in 

the Future Tense:  

 
“Yet for all this rhetoric about the future, our schools face backwards towards a dying system, rather 

than forwards to the emerging new society. Their vast energies are applied to cranking out Industrial 

Men – people tooled for survival in a system that will be dead before they are. To help avert future 

shock, we must create a super-industrial education system. And to do this, we must search for our 

objectives and methods in the future, rather than the past.” 

[Alvin Tofler, Future Shock (1970)] 

 
 

Another world-renown personality, Krishnamurti, talks about the need to find out what true 
education really is and to create a new education culture: 

 
“Real education means that a human mind, your mind, not only is capable of being excellent in 

mathematics, geography and history, but also can never, under any circumstances, be drawn into the 

stream of society. Because that stream which we call living, is very corrupt. So, the question is how to 

bring about the right kind of education so that the mind can withstand all temptations, all influences, 

the bestiality of this civilization and this culture. We have come to a point in history where we have to 

create a new culture, a totally different kind of existence, not based on consumerism and 

industrialization, but a culture based upon a real quality of religion.” [Krishnamurti, On Education (1974] 

 
 
And Maria Montessori, the woman behind the revolutionary Montessori method of learning, 
speaks about education and school in her book, The Montessori Method: 
 
“Today we hold the pupils in school, restricted by those instruments so degrading to body and spirit, 

the desk and material prizes and punishments. Our aim in all this is to reduce them to the discipline of 

immobility and silence, - to lead them, - where? Far too often toward no definite end. Often the 

education of children consists of pouring into their intelligence the intellectual contents of school 

programs. And often these programs have been compiled in the official department of education, and 

their use is imposed by law upon the teacher and the child”.  [The Montessori Method, 1909, p26-27] 

 
 
So, is education merely about learning the various subjects like chemistry, physics, biology, 
math, history or geography? Or is education much more than that? If there is more to 
education than just learning to pass exams and get good grades, what is it that we need to be 
educated about? Can the kind of education that we get teach us to be better people who have 
the capability to feel and care for others, to be truthful and honest, to be curious and have an 
inquiring mind, and to live in harmony with our environment? In other words, can our 
education help us to be better human beings? 
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Can our children learn to see, hear, smell, taste, touch and think more? Or are they too busy to 
just pass examination, get their degrees and then their jobs, to care about anything else? Do 
they have time to stop and smell the flowers in the garden, or listen to the birds singing in the 
sky, or feel the cool breeze in the air? Are they educated to be a wholesome part of the 
community where their contributions are valued no matter how small, or are they educated 
just to conform to a faceless structure called society? Are our children educated to think 
critically and even differently, without fear, rather than accepting facts and data blindly and 
religiously? Are our children being educated to trust themselves, to follow their hearts and to 
listen to their inner voice, or are they educated to submit and obey and to surrender their souls 
to the institution?  
 
Is it all there is to life - to be educated to get good grades and good jobs and a “good” life? Or 
is it also part of life to be sensitive, to observe, to be aware, to watch, to think, and to reflect 
about what goes on around us? These are the key questions on education posed by the 
spiritual teacher.  According to Krishnamurti, children are an important part of the world and 
should be educated in a more complete and holistic manner rather than making the education 
process a fragmented piece of a jigsaw puzzle that is most puzzling to the onlooker. 
Education must be able to help the child make sense of the world and help him learn personal 
skills that could help him cope with the constantly changing world 
 
And according to Toffler, people need to have new skills in three crucial areas if they were to 
be equipped for the future: learning, relating and choosing. “Tomorrow’s schools must therefore not 

merely teach data, but ways to manipulate it.”  
 
Similarly, Herbert Gerjuoy, a psychologist of the Human Resources Research Organization, 
echoes his thoughts: “Tomorrow’s illiterate will not be the man who can’t read; he will be the 
man who has not learned how to learn.”  
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Chapter 2:  What choices? 
 
 
“Parents need to know that they have the choice and the power to help their children create, 

nurture and realize ideas that are uniquely theirs”. 

 
 
 
As compared to the United States where parents are beleaguered with an overwhelming 
choice when school is concerned, Malaysian parents may seem to have a much easier task 
with so little choices. However, judging from the feedback of many parents here, it would 
soon dawn upon any neophyte that making a decision about the type of school to send one’s 
kids to may rank as one of the most difficult decisions a family has to make! It may even top 
decisions like what kind of house or car one wants to buy! And decisions on where to buy 
one’s property is increasingly influenced by which school the kids are attending so that 
precious time and money would not be lost in traffic jams. It may sound incredible but it’s 
true!  
 
So what have we got on our table?  
 
 
Option #1: The mainstream Malaysian National Schools (Kebangsaan Schools) 
 
The Malaysian national schools have over the years become more and more Malay-centric 
with about 80% of the student enrollment being made up of Malays with BM as the official 
language. These schools have mainly replaced the missionary schools where the standard of 
English was at a highly respectable level. Today, these national schools have grown in leaps 
and bounds in terms of numbers and building size but these do not seem to be enticing enough 
for many non-Malays as their concerns about the learning of their mother-tongue language 
still dominate their decision about their choice of school. The standard of English is largely 
poor apart from the few former missionary schools that still uphold their former school values 
and culture. The national school system also suffers from “political fickleness” as policies and 
curriculums are changed at the whims and fancy of those in power. 
 
 
Option #2: Vision schools 
 
The authorities are slowly waking up to the realization that their formula that had worked well 
enough in the past is growing into an ugly monster in the forms of racial polarization and 
intolerance. On top of that, the Islamic schools that had been in quiet existence have been 
suddenly brought to the spotlight because of the recent incidents of terrorism and religious 
extremism. To nip the problem in the bud, the authorities have since closed all non-
government agama schools and have integrated them into the mainstream public schools. 
These they have done in a brisk and calculated manner, indicating the government’s 
seriousness in the matter.  
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Seeing the real danger of racial polarization and religious extremism, the government is now 
committed to establishing a schooling environment that tries to integrate all the different 
racial mix of students under one roof through the Vision School concept. Under this concept, 
students from its Chinese, Tamil and Malay schools built within the same compound are 
engineered to mix during certain times like recess, sports or extra-curricular activities. This 
vision was heavily and heatedly debated amongst various educational quarters with emotional 
sentiments running high at one point. But the government persisted to the vision and in 2002, 
two Vision schools were successfully launched and all objections seemed to have petered 
away. It is still too early to tell how much of the government’s vision has been achieved 
through the Vision Schools, but to the students and teachers of such schools, school life goes 
on as usual and things look hopeful.  
 
The Ministry of Education has also taken several measures in upgrading the standard of 
English amongst teachers and students and has introduced the use of English in the learning 
of Math and Science subjects to make students more competent in those subjects. On a macro 
level, these steps are seen to be heading towards the right direction in making Malaysia 
globally competent and competitive. However, on a micro level, there are many things that 
need to be sorted out and problems to be addressed such as having adequately trained teachers 
to perform the tasks. To this end, the Education Ministry has put high priority in and is seen 
to be taking the right measures to achieve its objectives. But the problem of implementation is 
a real issue and it would take many years to have everything put in place and to bring the 
standard of English back to the level of the “glorious” days. But can our children afford to 
wait that long?  
 
 
Option #3: The Chinese Schools 
 
Chinese schools here have been enjoying a revival of sorts with the opening up of China – the 
world’s new economic powerhouse. Despite the fact that its high demand far exceed supply, 
more and more Malaysian-Chinese parents, even non-Chinese, are opting to put their children 
in such schools with the aim of having them master Mandarin and also to achieve greater 
results in Math and Science subjects. Scenes of parents queuing up over-night at such schools 
just to register their young children for school three years down the road is not uncommon. 
Parents go to great lengths to get their kids into such schools, even to the extent of lying and 
bribing!  
 
There will be parents who will wax lyrical about the benefits of Chinese school education and 
there is no doubting their effectiveness of their methods if that is what parents want for their 
children. But the common complains from parents and students about the horrific amount of 
homework and pressure exerted on students leaves one wondering whether they are of any 
benefit or not.  
 
But despite their infamous pressure, pain and punishments (they are still openly and callously 
carried out with little objections from parents), the Chinese schools continue to attract 
Malaysians because of their good track records. They maintain high standards in Mandarin, 
Math and Science, and they take pride in having high levels of discipline due to their strict 
and sometimes high-handed approach to disciplining their students.  
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Option #4: The Tamil Schools 

 
Then we have the Tamil schools’ dilemma. These schools which were set up to uphold the 
Indian culture and mother tongue are slowly dying due to lack of funds and support. We see 
before our eyes the vast disparity between these schools and other schools such as the 
“Smart” Schools initiated by the government.  
The problems of funding and the lack of political will on the part of the responsible bodies in 
solving the problems of Tamil schools here have resulted in the existing poor conditions of 
these schools today. More Indian students are enrolled in kebangsaan and Chinese schools 
than Tamil schools, while the urban Chinese schools are mostly over-registered because of 
the renewed interest in the Chinese language. However, with the government’s recent move to 
have math and science subjects taught in English, more parents are seen to be making the 
switch back in favour of the kebangsaan schools, at least for the secondary school level.  
[Source: “Drop in enrolment at Chinese schools blamed on English, The Star, July 5, 2003] 

 
 
 

Option #5: The private schools 
 
With all the problems besetting our public schools, parents may think that their problems 
could be solved with the private schools as long as they could afford the exorbitant fees. 
Unfortunately, the problems persist here at a greater expense of the fees-paying parents! This 
is probably because private schools, despite their great structures and facilities, as a business, 
will inevitably be answerable to its paying customers (the parents) who want to see results 
and deliverables. Hence, teachers are more pressured to deliver good results from their 
students. However, students here may need greater motivation to study as other priorities such 
as keeping up with their friends in terms of expensive fashions and gear may be the order of 
the day!  
 
 
Other Options?  
 
What is missing, perhaps, is a learning culture that encourages curiosity and inquisitiveness in 
children. The learning culture needs to be instilled from day one of schooling and teachers 
and facilitators of educational institutions must lead by example by being curious about the 
world and allowing much room for questions from the students. Unfortunately, this is sadly 
missing in schools today where children are told to sit still and be quiet while the teacher 
rambles on monotonously in class.  
 
Young children are naturally inquisitive as they learn about the world around them with eyes 
of wonder and fascination. But this vital ingredient for learning is often repressed as they 
enter formal schooling and gradually, the child loses interest in learning altogether. Are our 
schools and other learning institutions teaching students how to learn? We would be living in 
a state of denial if we were to insist that they do!  

 
 

Deleted: The story below reflects the 
true situation that Tamil schools face in 
our country.¶

Deleted: The missing link?
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Chapter 3: How Parents Feel 

 

 
“Malaysians must learn to take responsibility for making choices for the family 

 instead of forcing their individual, familial or community choices on a national system.  

[As I Wonder: The merit of home schooling NST (Nov 24, 2002)] 

 
 
 
We exercise our freedom and choice when it comes to where we want to live, eat, work and 
be entertained. But when it comes to the education of our children, we leave that decision to 
others to decide for us. What choice do parents have when it comes to finding the right kind 
of education for their kids? Let’s hear what some parents in Malaysia have to say about this.  
 
My husband, KV had posted a short article on our website several years ago and this topic is 
still a hot favourite amongst parents today – “Which school shall we send our kids to?” In 
Malaysia, this question starts to surface the moment the child is born! By the age of two, they 
would most likely have been registered with a public school! Talk about freedom and choice 
for the child! 
 

 

 
Which School? 

 
Which school are we sending our children to? If you ask, here is my answer.  
 
The school that I intend to send my children to should care for and appreciate children as because of 
who they are, be they fast or slow, intellectual, athletic, or both, and continue to appreciate and respect 
them for who they are with their unique potentials. They are human beings irregardless of how they 
perform in their examinations - for children have the right to live as children are meant to, that is, love 
and be loved, to explore the world around them, and to grow in colourful imagination.  
 
The school I intend to send our children to should take a serious interest in understanding education for 
what it is, in the context of "edu-care" which should hold a holistic approach balancing the mind and 
the body. The training and education process should encompass the development of both the "heart" 
and "head".  
 
I would like to have my children be in a school where we parents have a significant role to play, not 
just signing report cards, attending sports or speech day. We want to be and continue to be actively 
involved in the education process of our children for I understand and acknowledge that as a parent, I 
am my children's first educator.  
 
I am deeply concerned about the way students are pushed to complete the school syllabus and are 
further pushed to be ahead in examinations. In the process, students are being overloaded with tonnes 
of meaningless homework. I have seen seven-year-olds feeling stressed out because of an overload in 
homework! Whatever happened to play as part of education process? We are looking for a school 
which exercises this concern.  
 

Formatted

Deleted: <xxx quote>
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In connection to the point above, I have my doubts about the priority of some heads of schools. Do they 
want their students to really succeed or do they want their school's name to be good with excellent 
results that reflect the head's ability to effectively run the school. I would like to see the head of school 
to serve beyond the self (and profit).  
 
I would like to send my children to a school where the teachers are enthusiastic about teaching and not 
over occupied in attaining a "menegak"(merit) status. They should be well trained and show genuine 
concern about their students' education and well being. Nowadays teachers are more like administrators 
with piles of paperwork to do. Teachers are handling more than they could chew. They have to teach 
and handle a class of over 45 students per class. The school which I will be sending my children to 
should give teachers their due respect and recognition.  
 
Above all, I would like the school for my children to be part of making them better people, instilling in 
them the social and spiritual values and seriously combating the effects of consumerism and affluence 
culture and lifestyle.  
 
Our children are only aged two plus and one plus. They have some time more before settling down and 
actually going to school, if you have come across any school that meets the above criteria please let me 
know! I would like to hear from you! 

 
Ever since we started the discussion on schooling, the question of which school to choose has 
been constantly asked by parents. The above posting started a chain of responses from parents 
who are concerned about the kind of education their children are getting from schools. This is 
a reflection of some of the problems and challenges that parents are faced with today. 

 
 
 
 
The following are excerpts from email responses that we had received on the above topic in 
1998. 
 

 
Looks like neither you nor I can find the "ideal" school. I am also one of those in a spot as to where to 

send my daughter next year for Year 1. 

 

 Schooling these days is very competitive and every Tom, Dick and Harry are sending kids for tuition 

even in kindergarten and as you said, more concerned about getting 100 marks. Our days in school 

was fun, no pressure and how many parents those days know English but all of us managed to study 

right up to upper grades without tuition and turn out to be so and so. Something must have gone wrong 

with our education system. I too, believe in fun learning for kids and not be bogged down with books, 

books, books. But where to find such an ideal school?     
From Amy  (July 1, 1998) 

 

   

I wholly agree with you with the type of school that should cater to the total education needs of a 

child.  Please let me know if anyone had informed you of any such school.  As far as I know, only 

expensive private schools take such an approach to their education system, but not the public schools.  

I can ill-afford private schooling as  I have 5 kids?  I must say I do not know enough of the present 

public school system as my kids are not in primary school yet but I have heard about all that homework 

and how the schools stress on grades and hard work without the play element.  I also hear a lot of kids 

are not so keen on school and I believe this must be because of the system which stresses so much on 

"performance" that takes the fun out of learning.   
From ML Kit (July 13, 1998) 
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I read with enthusiasm K.V Soon's article on where to send the little ones when they are of schooling 

age. I have at some point in time also wondered the same thing for my 1+ son and my soon- to- be -

born baby. Malaysia is a place where you don't have much choice do you? 

 

We'll consider the possibilities here. The first and obvious option is the government schools, be it the 

National type ones, selected schools or government-assisted schools. Here, the child will turn out to be 

one of the masses. Someone who goes with the flow. Unless, the parents give extra support at home 

with hobby classes and what not to enhance the child's mind. More often than not the concerned 

parents have to make the child unlearn some things the child has learnt in school.  

 

Then again, there's the private schools. These are identified with the Sri in the school's name. You can 

choose which syllabus you want for your child, the National syllabus, the American school syllabus, 

the UK syllabus, or possibly the Australian syllabus, or a combination of local and overseas syllabus 

or the Religious syllabus. And then there is the cost of these schools to consider. Parents have to work 

doubly hard to fork out the “dough” for this privilege. Products of these schools come out more 

“worldly”, confident and balanced as a result of the exposure they receive from the school and also 

their fellow students.  

 

What is then the third possibility? Send your child to be educated in another country. This option might 

not be viable if the child is barely six years old and considering the high exchange rate.  

 
From  Yasmin (July 20, 1998) 
 
 

 

 

I read with interest your article "Which School?" and could not help feeling that the criteria listed are 

rather idealistic. Don't get me wrong, I'm totally for the concept of a balanced approach in education 

and agree that our schools here are very academically orientated. But the reality is that, that's the way 

things are here in Malaysia.  

 

The education system is structured towards 3Rs and passing exams. The so-called "good" schools are 

those which produce students with excellent grades. Then, there are those articles we read in the 

newspapers about school teachers. Of course, there are private schools which have  better quality 

teaching but then again the emphasis is on academic achievement. And they cost a bomb too. Then 

again, there's the issue of distance. There are some "better" schools around but the children might 

have to wake up at 5.30 am to battle through a 1 hour journey (considering the present traffic 

situation) to the school of choice. 

 

That is the reality. Of course I would also WISH to send my children to such a school you mentioned 

but the reality is that we are faced with limited choices.    
From Joanne Tan  (July 29, 1998) 

 
 

 
 

When my firstborn was barely four years old, she had pestered us on wanting to go to school.   When 

we decided to finally send her to school, I had to spend some time going round all the kindergartens 

around my area (it had to be near so that she didn't have to spend too much time travelling).  I figured 

at that age, school should be a fun place.  No academic class of any sort and should emphasize on 

interacting between kids and to be independent away from mommy's eyes (for the first time - my kids 

had always been staying at home under watchful eyes of relatives). I finally chose a place where there 

were no desk and chairs for four year olds, where even alphabets were not taught (except in songs).  

She was taught how to mingle, make friends, share toys, sing, color and draw.  At five years old she 

was taught simple mathematics and alphabets.  She is six now and already reading. She will be 

attending public school next year. My only worry is she'll get bored in school.     
From Rozita  (August 28, 1998) 
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I'm new to your community and I am happy to find you here. Like many parents out there, we know how 

much the quality of our education system has declined. But what alternatives do we have? I tried 

sending my children to a private school, but to my dismay private schools have followed the national 

school curriculum and do not really provide better quality education. Teachers are not necessarily 

better--in fact their turnover is so high, my children complain that for months they did not have a 

teacher to teach Maths. The fees are exorbitantly high-- we pay about RM 9,000 per year. The school 

could only provide for better physical amenities: air-conditioned classrooms, smaller class size, etc. 

etc. The teaching methods are no better, the school does not even provide proper computer lessons. I 

found out that the teachers are not well trained and in the area of IT, the topics they teach were 

outdated!  

 

I am a firm believer that parents can help their children in their studies if we have the right teaching-

learning resources and we have the time to prepare these materials. I wanted to know if I could 

register my children to sit for the private O-Levels exam. but was told the Ministry of Education does 

not allow that in principle unless you are an expatriate or have lived overseas for the past three years. 

What is the logic behind such restrictions? The world economy is going global, but our education 

system is still closed. I wanted to give my children a predominantly English environment to study but I 

cannot register my children in the International schools. What do other parents think? To me, it is 

totally ridiculous.  
From LeeFung, May 19, 2001 

 

 

 
 
Yes indeed, there are many things that parents feel are ridiculous about our school system but 
because of a lack of choices, parents and students feel trapped and frustrated. Although we 
have the Chinese schools, the Tamil schools, the government-run kebangsaan schools, the 
religious schools and the private schools to choose from, in reality, they are merely variations 
on the same theme. The underlying approach to education is the same: students are to take in 
a set of learning materials pre-set by the schools and to regurgitate them during exams and 
how well they perform would depend on how well the process of regurgitation takes place. 
And for parents who want something different, they may have to look elsewhere.  
 
Why do some parents put so much pressure onto their children to excel in school while others, 
like the mother above, prefer the more relaxed way of learning through play? The answer 
probably lies in the fact that most parents have a great fear that their children would end up as 
failures in life if they do not keep up with others in their studies. And this line of reasoning 
probably came from their own parents during their time of economic depression. Getting a 
good education was likened to getting a ticket out of poverty and into a new level of wealth 
and respect. That was the early industrial period.  
 
The next question we should ask is: are these fears justified? This depends on the country we 
are talking about. If we were talking about a Third World country, perhaps. Learning to read 
and write is vital for its people where a majority of them struggle to set up schools and 
adequate facilities for learning. But in a developing country like Malaysia, where the 
education of its citizens have gone on for more than five decades with some measure of 
success, the issues of education that we are talking about is on a somewhat different plane. 
Ultimately, we have to ask ourselves, what do we send our children to learn? And why? Do 
we all have the same objectives? Are we all speaking the same language here? Do all parents 
have the same motive as the government’s, that is, to teach its citizens the current appropriate 
skills to fill the number in the country’s workforce? If not, what should be the priority here?  
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It is a natural tendency for parents to worry about their children. But given the situation, 
parents ought to worry more about the kind of world their children are going to inherit – is it 
going to be progressively more violent and inhuman? How are our children going to deal with 
their world? What moral or spiritual values are they going to possess that would ultimately 
shield them form the cold and harsh world around them? We ought to be very worried about 
what kind of persons they are growing up to be rather than whether or not they are going to 
score a string of A’s in exams that would invariably be obsolete and meaningless.  
 
Why should parents protect the sanctity of their children’s childhood? Because it is every 
child’s right to grow up in a healthy and happy environment. And it is every parent’s 
responsibility to see that his or her children have a happy and healthy childhood. Studies have 
shown that nature and nurture during childhood play a very important role in determining a 
person’s intellectual and emotional life. If our children were to thank us later, they would 
probably thank us for the happy childhood that we have provided them and not for the 
numerous tuition classes that we had painfully paid for! 
 
In the following article, a father reflects  about his childhood and how kids miss out on this 
important aspect of their lives by being pushed to grow up too fast too soon.  
 
 
 

 

Life in the fast lane 
By David Tan 

 
Life is rushing by at such a furious pace it's too easy for families to be swept along unawares. I am 
referring to the way we swallow wholesale the arguments for globalization, technology, and education 
enrichment programmes. We dignify some of these ideas with false claims about accelerated learning, 
and justify our anxieties by saying we merely want our kids to realise their 'full potential.' All too often, 
in our hurry to make their growing-up years 'special,' we unwittingly conform to the ways of the world, 
and rob our children of the simple joys of childhood. What's wrong with 'normal' then? 
 
I think of my own carefree days as a young boy in Alor Star hunting down caterpillars and cicak in the 
garden. As a preschooler, my parents put me through a Chinese language kindergarten that strangely, 
left no lasting impressions. I remember however, sitting on the kindly principal's lap, in tears, and 
nursing a bump on my head, deservedly perhaps, for standing in the way of a missile launched by a 
fellow student. 
 
My father was a civil servant who knew nothing about overtime, but had the sense to take his family on 
day trips and picnics now and then. Didn't read much to us too, though he blew the harmonica when the 
fancy struck. But we lived in a home with books, encyclopedias, magazines - TIME, LIFE, Finding Out 
- and sibling and friends who resisted any attempts to band together as the Five Find-Outers or Secret 
Seven. We didn't travel; instead I constructed my own worlds - SimCity, minus the pc! - maps of make-
believe island cities with their own topography, climatic conditions, oceans, military and industries. 
 
Today, the load of activities we impose upon our children is simply astounding - so they can come out 
of their shyness, improve their memory, or simply for the sake of 'exposure.' Music, dance, kumon, 
language, IT, reading competence, art, drama, karate, etc. Even if these kids don't know what hit them, 
I know what all that makes me feel - deprived. Which simply begs the question: who's setting the pace 
now? It's all very good fun (if you can afford it), and I'm certain our kids do have a great time all in, but 
what's it all about? 
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David Elkind, Professor of Child Study and Senior Resident Scholar at Tufts University, calls it 
'miseducation.' With reference particularly to preschoolers who are hurried to master skills way ahead 
of their age, Dr Elkind warns that when we start them on a regiment of academics, swimming, 
gymnastics, or ballet before they are ready, we are courting disaster. "We put them at risk for short-
term stress and long-term personality damage for no useful purpose. There is no evidence that such 
early instruction has lasting benefits, and considerable evidence that it can do lasting harm." He goes 
on to add that all this hurrying is really about us, never about our children. It's all about getting a leg up 
over and above the competition, social pressure dressed up as 'holistic' education. 
 
Sadly, we forget Jesus' words to his disciples when questions about greatness arose: "Unless you 
change and become like little children, you will never enter the kingdom of heaven." There is 
something wrong when we spend so much time and effort doing the reverse instead, manipulating and 
molding compliant children to change and become like us, miniature copies of grasping, fretful, 
insecure adults. I am not saying that any of these great activities are 'bad' in themselves. But we 
certainly need to stop being pushy, see that our children are indeed ready or interested, and that we're 
not unconsciously compensating for our own adult needs. Speed kills. If our children are in danger of 
miseducation, it's time to slow down and review life in the fast lane.  
 
For our children's sake, and for ours. 
 

 
 
 
Parents taking responsibility 
 
Managing education on such a large scale is never easy and takes a great deal of thinking 
through, planning and execution from the different parties to succeed. It is a general 
assumption that education should fall under the responsibility of our government since we pay 
taxes and the government builds schools for our children. But the fact is, there is a limit to 
what the government can do for its citizens if its citizens do not assume some basic 
responsibility on their own, such as parenting, healthcare, education and spiritual fulfillment. 
Parents can and should take on a greater responsibility towards their children’s education and 
not outsource it wholesale like how some parents outsource parenting and teaching to the 
“professionals” because this could lead to many social problems. If we truly want to improve 
the education of our young, we have to approach education from bottom-up rather than the 
other way around. This means truly taking the welfare of children into consideration and 
letting children learn more independently, naturally and happily. This may seem like a tall 
order especially when we are talking about schools with hundreds of children to manage. But 
perhaps, if we work at it from a different angle, that is, from the family and community’s part, 
we may be able to sort out a lot of the problems of schooling and indeed, even lessen the 
burden of the Ministry of Education that is so often the target of finger-pointing whenever 
there are school-related problems.  
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Professor Ibrahim Ahmad Bajunid who has a column in the NST wrote on this issue: 
 
“The politicisation of education at every turn by every opportunistic group with its own agenda has 

created a phenomenon where problems in education do not go away and the challenges cannot be met 

boldly and effectively. In many respects, the discourse on education is locked into problem-centered 

rather than solution-centred discourse. Recurring problems also do not seem to go away because 

thinking about education in Malaysia is centred mainly on the role of the school as the sole institution 

of education. The idea that schools are the main institution for transmission of all kinds of knowledge 

has to be checked if Malaysian society is to advance boldly. There are other institutions in society 

which have equally significant responsibilities both in the education of the person and in nation-

building. These include the family, religious institutions like the mosque, temple and church, the mass 

media, the private sector institutions, and the community with its various civil institutions and 

agencies, particularly the NGOs. Each of these institutions must be assigned the appropriate educative 

and development function within the framework of human and national development.” 

 

 

What this means is that there are other ways of getting a good and rounded education aside 
from schools and these can play an important role in supporting and even enhancing what the 
schools are doing. The Professor concluded in his article with a very pertinent advice: 
 
“Malaysians must learn to take responsibility for making choices for the family instead of forcing their 

individual, familial or community choices on a national system. The national education system should 

be allowed to do the best it can in forging national unity and in preparing the next generation with the 

tools of learning, thought and skills for global competitiveness.”  
[As I Wonder: The merit of home schooling NST (Nov 24, 2002)] 

 
 
Yes, people say that we must conform to the system or be left behind. But, the question is, to 
be left behind in what? In the rat race that everyone's scrambling to get in? In the workforce 
where thousands are being retrenched each day? The way businesses are run in the future will 
be very different. We are seeing great changes now in new technologies, in innovations that 
change how we communicate, transact our finances and even manage our healthcare. But has 
our education system changed to keep up with all these? The rate of change is getting faster 
and faster and what we learn today may be obsolete tomorrow. What our children need is 
skills that would help them to think creatively, analyze and adapt to situations quickly and be 
able to use data to effect changes to the best of their ability. Can our education system prepare 
our children for that? Can our schools adequately prepare our children for the future? 
 
Children need to know that they have the choice to choose what they want to learn and how 
they want to learn. They must never be made to feel helpless in their ability to shape their 
own future but instead be given ample freedom and motivation to make an impact, to change 
the world. Teachers and parents need to know that they have the choice not to be dream-
breakers but to be dream-makers – helping their students dream their dreams and help turn 
them into realities. Parents need to know that they have the choice and the power to help their 
children create, nurture and realize ideas that are uniquely theirs.  
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Chapter 4: The Problems  

 
 

“I think it is clear that the pattern which we now cultivate and call education,  

which is conformity to society, is very destructive. In its ambitious activities, 

 it is frustrating in the extreme.” 
[Krishnamurthi, On Education] 
 

Much as we do not like putting down schools as bad or ineffective (as we ourselves were 
“products” of the schooling system), it is imperative that we look at the school system with 
greater clarity minus the emotional currents that often cloud our eyes whenever we talk about 
schooling. The mention of school brings back childhood memories of friendships, adventure 
and of course, mischief! But they also include punishments, humiliation and dejection, as they 
kind of go hand-in-hand in a system that recognizes conformity rather than individuality. As 
schools get bigger and bigger, so do the problems and the costs of maintaining these long-
established institutions. Unlike the days of our parents and grandparents when schooling was 
looked upon with great respect and gratitude, and as a passport to a better life, schooling 
today has seen a lot of changes in its approaches and attitudes.  
 
Schools play a vital role in Third World countries especially, as a place where children 
receive basic education and become literate. When parents themselves are illiterate and poor, 
sending children to schools give them a ray of hope for a better future for their children. But if 
we look at developed countries where its citizens are better educated with high literacy rates, 
the role of schools become more focused – that is, to churn out a high percentage of high 
achievers for highly specialized jobs. Like a highly efficient factory, the school adopts 
systems and methodology that ensures efficient results. Often, the human factor gets 
neglected. The question that today’s educated parents ask is: is giving our children adequate 
schooling the same as giving them a good education? Perhaps we need to give that a little bit 
more thought because they do not seem to be pointing to the same thing anymore.  
 
In the old days, when people worked mainly in tin mines, rubber estates, padi fields or 
farmlands, being able to afford schooling is a big deal because that would mean a way out of 
hard labour and an opportunity to be an employee in the civil service. Some of those who had 
benefited from schooling then went on to become public servants and some went on to 
become high-ranking government officers. These are considered very honorable jobs and are 
highly respected by all. Things have changed somewhat over the years with higher and higher 
expectations on students to bring home strings of A’s from their public exams resulting in the 

over-emphasis on getting good grades than getting a good education. 
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In his article in the NST Aug 12, 2002 titled “It's History: When education means more than 
studies”, Professor Khoo Kay Kim has this to say about the state of schooling here: 
 
“There will of course be denials. But those who deny are not teachers. What do schools do these days? 

More than half the time they are preoccupied with the need to ensure pupils score good grades in 

standardised examinations. Parents are even more anxious. The situation will get worse because pupils 

at the SPM level can now take more than nine subjects which used to be the maximum. Many will 

endeavour to perform record-breaking feats. There will be even more cramming and more mugging. 

Many children loathe to go to school. What has happened to character building and civic 

consciousness? Youngsters today do not know how to queue up. They do not know how to say ‘Thank 

you’.” 

 
“What then is the meaning of education? Before we have even addressed the basics, why talk of life-

long education?” 

 

We need to look at students as persons with feelings and self-dignity, and not as factory 
products to be made from moulds and machines. If we are able to do that, we will be able to 
open up a whole new world of wonderful learning experiences for our kids.  

 

 
Help! My Child Does Not Want to Go to School! 

 
Parents often panic when their child refuses to go to school. At first they try to cajole and 
even bribe the kid into going to school. But when that doesn’t work, they resort to threats and 
warnings. If that doesn’t work either, they bring the kid to see a psychiatrist. The general 
belief is that there must be something wrong with the child if the child refuses to go to school, 
or shows symptoms of stress, depression and even aggression in some cases. So the good 
doctor would usually prescribe some medication to counter the symptoms like anxiety, 
migraine or aggressive behaviour. The good parents would try their best to make life bearable 
for their child so that they continue to go to school and endure what they have to endure there 
for a good 12 years of their lives. And the good child would continue to suffer daily from 
anxiety or boredom (whichever category they fall into) until they reach school-leaving age, 
and for those who have just entered the institution called school, it’s a long way to go! 

 
There is quite a wide disparity between preschool learning and primary school education. 
Most parents and teachers would agree that children of preschool age need a great deal of 
play, space, hands-on activities and the freedom to be creative and imaginative. And most 
preschools are designed in such a way that appeals to young children. Unfortunately, there are 
also many preschools that are actually preparatory schools for Primary One, with greater 
emphasis on reading and writing and loads of homework for the 5-6 year-olds. So, instead of 
learning through play, children are made to learn sitting down at their desks and doing their 
worksheets for the various subjects. Children get turned off by homework before they even 
enter Primary One! Small wonder why the word “homework” is such a dreaded word 
amongst school-going children.  
 
So, should parents panic and worry if there is anything wrong with their child when their son 
or daughter refuses to go to school? Why do parents jump to the conclusion that there is 
something wrong with their child if they do not want to go to school, instead of finding out if 
there is anything wrong at school that is usually the cause of the problems in the first place?  
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Just try to compare the days or years before the kids start formal schooling: 
 
 Before starting school    After starting school 
 
The child has plenty of time to play.   There is no time to play 
 
The child asks questions all the time.   The child is to remain quiet in class. 
 
The child is free to pursue his own interest.   The child has to follow a fixed schedule. 
 
The child runs and jumps as he likes.  The child is confined to his table and chair. 
 
The child looks forward to the next day.     The child dreads going to school with all its 

compulsory homework and exams. 
 
 
 
The transition from a fun and carefree environment to a structured and confined one is drastic 
and often traumatic for many young children. The fact that there is a growing indication of 
school-related stress amongst school-going children indicates that formal schooling may in 
fact be going against the natural development of young children. So the question is not how 
well should our children cope with school, but rather how well the schools should cater to the 
children’s natural needs and development?  
 
Parents tend to get confused about what is accepted and what is not when it comes to their 
children’s predicaments in school. Is it all right for teachers to reprimand their children? Is it 
all right to accept all the homework given? Is it all right to let our children suffer emotional 
turmoil even though we know they do not deserve it?  
 
Well, it is not all right if our children are miserable at school because he or she cannot fit into 
the daily regiment there. It is not all right if our children are not having fun learning and 
discovering new things everyday. It is not all right if our children have to suppress their true 
selves to conform to seemingly accepted norms and behaviours set by the school or the 
teachers or their peers. It is not all right to try to change our children so that they could fit in a 
system that does not fit into theirs!  
 
For our children are individuals to be shaped with love and care so that they grow up to be 
sensitive, thoughtful and caring adults who are not madly competitive, greedy or selfish or 
fearful. If we want to effect a better world, we have to start to treat our young citizens with 
love, thoughtfulness and respect.  
 
“I think it is clear that the pattern which we now cultivate and call education, which is conformity to 

society, is very destructive. In its ambitious activities, it is frustrating in the extreme.”  
[Krishnamurthi, On Education] 

 
 
Schools may not be able to cater to the wide-ranging needs of today’s children, a percentage 
of whom are better informed than many of their school teachers. In order to address the 
diversity of students’ needs, parents and educators need to be more sensitive and respectful 
towards children. The emphasis should be on nurturing individuals rather than to produce 
student clones! 
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The Cries of Children 
 
Over the years, there have been numerous cases, reported and unreported, of student-abuse in 
schools by teachers who are supposed to care for them. It is indeed heart wrenching to know 
that young children go through deep emotional trauma on a daily basis in schools where they 
are supposed to be happily learning and exploring new things and experiences. It is also very 
sad to know that most parents prefer to let their children suffer in silence for fear of being 
further victimized. What they do not understand is that by allowing that to happen, we are 
telling our kids that they are not important enough for adults to stand up for them and to 
protect them from unnecessary abuse. Parents must never allow such a thing to happen to 
their children or any children that they know of. In remaining silent, they are just as guilty as 
the abusers.  
 
Below are extracts of some of the letters that appeared in a local national daily a few years 
ago when someone wrote about a teacher-abuse case and highlighted the emotional trauma 
that the student had to go through. Subsequently, the newspaper received numerous responses 
and letters of similar abuses. Here are extracts of some of the more touching cases: 
 
 

 
 Letter from Disillusioned Mother: 
 
The incident concerning my elder girl took place when she was in Year Four and this particular 

teacher accused her of not handing in her Mathematics book for marking. We searched the whole 

house in vain, while my girl insisted she had passed up the book. For the next few days the teacher 

continued to harass my girl and told her to buy a new book. We did just that. The poor girl had to 

suffer through half-a-year’s math work before handing in her book. Shortly afterwards, the previous 

book surfaced. Apparently it had been in the teacher’s house. No apology, nothing. My daughter 

suffered. We did, too, in silence. 

 

Although my girl’s self-esteem and confidence have taken a bashing, I have continued to help her see 

the other side; always telling her about the teacher’s responsibilities and the pressures of coaching a 

class for exams while coping with administrative duties.  

 

I have not confronted this teacher for fear of further victimization, but I continue to feel sad for my 

child as this is her last year in primary school and I wish for her to have fond memories, not misery. 

Meanwhile, my younger daughter – an intelligent, quiet and well-behaved girl – who went to school 

bright and eager, has now been rendered “voiceless” and fearful of the teachers, thanks to their harsh 

manner in talking to the children. 

[Writer’s name withheld] 

 

 

Letter from Helpless Mother: 

 
I have a son, aged seven, attending a Chinese primary school in Petaling Jaya. He often tells me what 

happens at school when he comes home. What hurts me most are some of the things that take place in 

his classroom. On one occasion, my son was made to endure shame when the teacher made him remain 

in the classroom during recess time. The crime? He did not have the relevant exercise books. On 

another occasion, the teacher scolded him and made him stand while the other pupils sat, because 

when she asked the whole class to stand he did not do so (as he was not feeling well). Yet another time, 

my son was slapped for drawing a line on his exercise book wrongly.  

[Writer’s name withheld] 
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There is a big debate amongst parents and teachers on the best ways to discipline children. 
Many parents today prefer the holistic way of instilling positive reinforcements onto children 
that would invariably result in positive behaviour in them. However, there are also a number 
of parents and educators who hold on to the notion that “to spare the rod is to spoil the child.”  
Many teachers lament that students today are so different from the “good old days” when 
teachers are highly feared authorities and very well respected for their knowledge and power. 
But we have to face reality that society has changed and children today are greatly influenced 
by the new media, especially the internet. To cling on to practices of a past gone era is like 
trying to live in the dinosaur age. The way we approach teaching children today is to respect 
them as individuals and not treat them as insignificant fools. Problems arise when children are 
made to feel small and insignificant in the eyes of the adults. And parents and teachers 
wonder why their children are not obedient and respectful towards them! 
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Chapter 5: Where’s the Respect?  

 

 
“I personally believe that we should give more intention to imparting a spirit 

 to teachers than scientific techniques, that is, our aim should be towards 

 what is intellectual rather than material …  

One who desires to be a teacher must have an interest in humanity 

 that connects the observer with the observed more closely than that  

which joins the zoologist or biologist to nature …” 

 [Maria Montessori] 

 

 

 
The things that teachers say and do to their students have a great impact on them. 
Punishments and admonishments often leave the more sensitive children deeply devastated 
and humiliated and such negative experiences stay with the child for the rest of his or her life. 
If we asked parents to relate their own experience of school many years ago, we would most 
likely hear similar stories with vivid details of how they got punished by their teachers and 
how angry and humiliated they had felt. Most often than not, they had had to keep their 
feelings to themselves as no one, not even their own parents, would have been sympathetic 
towards them.  
 
My own child, who was beaten on the hand for not knowing her numbers (from 1-100 in 
Mandarin!) on her first day at kindergarten, did not reveal her secret to me until months later. 
And I had always thought that my daughter would tell me everything that happens to her. I 
was gravely mistaken and have come to understand a young child’s mind better. Children do 
not often tell the bad things that happen to them, especially at school and by their teachers. 
They may not know how to deal with their fears but if we are intuitive enough, we may be 
able to pick up signs that would tell us that something is not right. “It is difficult for children 
to articulate to an adult that they do not feel respected. When they see their peers treated with 
similar disrespect, the topic is even harder to discuss. Moreover, the undiscussability is often 
undiscussable: They cannot talk about the fact that they cannot talk about the disrespect.”  

[Schools That Learn – A Fifth Discipline Resource (Nicholas Brealey Publishing, London, p. 36) ] 

 
The sad thing is, punishment in school is a daily affair that is being silently accepted by 
students and their parents. But is fear the right way to motivate children to learn better? Is this 
the best way to educate children? Education is a national concern but how often do we hear 
educators or parents talk about the dignity of the children? We talk and debate about 
curriculum, teaching methods, getting straight “A’s” and coping with exams, but rarely do we 
talk of children who have value and who deserve respect and understanding?  
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Timothy Lucas, one of the contributors of Schools That Learn, has this to say about the 
dignity of the children: “As people concerned with school, we need to step back and reflect on 
the meaning of the dignity of the child. Many educators and parents seem to believe that the 
principle is self-evident, especially after the ‘self-esteem’ fad swept through schools several 
years ago. Unfortunately, that isn’t true. If the primacy of children’s dignity were obvious to 
everyone, then we would look more often at children through the lenses of their own 
perceptions of themselves. There would be far fewer labels – such as ‘at-risk,’ ‘tough,’ 
‘special,’ and ‘disturbed’ – applied to children.” 
 
 
Concerned parents are now asking questions like: “Will my child be valued and appreciated 
for his or her individuality?” “Will my child be respected and treated with dignity by the 
teachers?” “Will my child be able to cope with the rigours of school?” But the number of 
parents who voice out their concerns are minute compared to the majority who choose to 
remain quiet or blind to what is going on at school that deeply affect their children. Many feel 
powerless to change things and choose to remain silent at the expense of their children’s 
dignity and self-esteem. We talk about the rapid decline of discipline in schools where 
bullying is common and gangsterism is on the rise, where teachers are not respected and are at 
a loss with what to do. Parents and educators are split over whether to bring the cane back 
into the schools and encourage capital punishments. 
 
Perhaps we should just start by giving dignity back to the children where they may feel loved 
and accepted as who they are.  
 
John Holt, in his book Freedom and Beyond (Boynton/Cook Publishers, Heinemann, 1995) warns of 
the dangers of overusing adult authority over children: “To live well with other human beings, 
adults or children, is a subtle art. Rules for doing it are not much help. But if I had to make a 
general rule for living and working with children, it might be this: be very wary of saying or 
doing anything to a child that you would not do to another adult, whose good opinion and 
affection you valued.” 
 
In other words, do not do unto the child what you would not do unto an adult. If we want 
children to respect teachers, teachers should first show their respect for the children by 
speaking to them with respect, not with threats of punishments. “As long as we don’t abuse 
our power intolerably, or weary the children with our constant struggles to assert it”, says 
Holt, “most of them, most of the time, are willing, perhaps even too willing, to accept it.” In 
order for teachers to treat students with dignity and respect, they themselves need to feel 
dignified and respected in their profession.  
 
Teaching is unlike any other professions because teachers are dealing with young minds that 
can be shaped and molded into useful tools, or if they are not careful, can also be destroyed 
by a stroke of the hand. This is why David Levine, in his article, Building a Vision of 

Curriculum Reform, likens teaching to be an art rather than a technical skill.  “Since teaching 
for democracy means helping students become highly competent, sensitive, and independent 
human beings, it is a complex undertaking beyond the ability of teacher as technician. It 
requires the effort of a teacher who is aspiring to treat her or his profession as an art.” 
(Rethinking Schools – An Agenda for Change, The New Press, 1995) 
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But teachers are torn between playing their roles as artful educators who fill the students with 
innovative and enlivening experiences, and being bound by the tightening reigns of a 
bureaucratic system that does little to encourage initiative and experimentation. To make 
matters worse, teachers are overworked and underpaid, and are subjected to a ridiculous 
system of performance evaluation, where if they are seen to be good in the eyes of their 
principal, they get rewarded. If not, they remain stuck at the same level indefinitely. This 
gives rise to constant politics, bickering and dissatisfaction. And we are wondering why 
teachers are not performing as they should! 
 

 

In Defense of Children  

 
If children the world over have changed with technological advances, if they have access to a 
deluge of information readily available through the TV and the computer, if their learning 
needs demand a greater means to make sense of all the information that they have access to, 
then, teachers need to change in the way they educate and present their lessons to this new 
generation of students. Otherwise they would risk having before them, a classroom of very 
bored or restless children.  
 
In an article from the Sunday Star titled “Taking the Tedium Out of Learning” (January 3, 1999) it 
was found that boredom in schools led to the decrease in the learning capacity of students. 
 
“A study for the National Foundation for Educational Research found that more than half of Year Nine 

pupils said they were bored in some lessons. It is found that towards the end of secondary school about 

20% of students have totally lost interest in education through boredom while another 20% are well on 

the way – the only thing that might save them is if they discover a great interest or a great teacher.”  

 
 
According to the article, boredom can debilitate children of all abilities. Bright children get 
bored when they’re not sufficiently challenged, and slower learners switch off when they 
don’t fully understand, which in turn makes lessons even more boring for them. But the 
majority of children just put up with the boredom, either because they don’t want to get into 
trouble, or because they’ve got their sights set on some long-term goal like passing their 
GCSEs.  
 
Also in the same article, a Professor Montgomery found through her analysis of over 1,000 
lessons, that 70% of periods where students and teachers were interacting was taken up by the 
teacher talking, while only 1% involved cognitive challenges where pupils worked things out 
for themselves rather than being fed facts. The professor believes that this is partly the fault of 
an overloaded curriculum which leaves little time for creative thought. 
 
Although the article was written in the context of a Western country, it applies just as well 
here or anywhere else in the world for that matter. Issues in education have become global 
issues and urgent steps need to be taken by everyone who wants to see education truly 
benefiting students and in the process, knowledge can be attained and utilized to improve the 
quality of lives in one’s country and even the world.  
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In the same issue, an article titled “High expectations of school life” by Prof. Dr Chiam Hee 
Keng, a well-known professor here, described how children eventually fail in school despite 
their high expectations of school when they first entered the institution.  
 
“Children begin school with high expectations of themselves. Very few of them enter school 

with anticipation of failing, being deviant or difficult. To them, they have a world to explore 

and conquer. In their imagination or fantasy, they expect school experiences to be fun, 

valuable and rewarding. Unfortunately, for many, this auroral image they have of school will 

soon be shattered. Unless the teacher is discerning, concerned and caring, those without the 

basics in language and numbers, will in a very short time find themselves out of depth and 

unable to keep up.”  

  
 
In Defense of Teachers 
 
My father was a teacher all his working life and he was highly respected for his vocation. 
Because I was a daughter of a school teacher, I too had the dream to become one. However, 
when I saw the stress and frustrations that went with the job (a teacher does not just teach - he 
has to be a disciplinarian as well as an examiner and an administrative clerk who has to report 
to bigger bosses above!), I eventually abandoned the idea. But I still chose to work with 
children through music and other means. But to those teachers who continue to stick on to this 
noble vocation in spite of all the challenges, I salute you! 
 
One thing is clear about the teaching profession – it has changed quite a bit from a generation 
or two ago when kids were much less exposed to the various media and thus life was 
generally more “simple” then. With smaller classes to contend with, teachers then spent more 
time teaching than having to “class-manage” and to deal with tons of paper work. Those were 
the days when teachers were highly respected for their knowledge and skills in imparting their 
knowledge; when classroom size was small enough for the teachers to know their students 
intimately; when there was more time for meaningful conversations between fellow teachers 
and students; when there was less stress and more enjoyment in teaching and learning in 
schools. These remain as mere memories now. Can teachers regain their lost dignity and pride 
in their vocation? Or are all these merely our distorted memories, a yearning for something 
that was not that rosy in the first place?  
 
“The historical record,” according to Robert Lowe, “suggests that such pasts never existed”. 
He feels that in dispelling the myths of the golden past, it may help us assess where we are 
now and what the prospects are for significant reform. “If teachers are to improve their 

opportunities to utilize their intelligence and imagination, such change will have to come 

from the bottom up rather than from the deliberations of corporate foundations and the deans 

of major schools of education.” [Teachers Through History, Rethinking Schools, The New 
Press, 1995] 
 
 

The teaching profession has been around for a very long time and teachers have long been 
viewed as highly knowledgeable people that play an important role in transmitting their 
knowledge to their students. So much respect was placed on teachers that their job was 
considered more of a vocation than a profession and a teacher in a village would also act as an 
interpreter and letter-writer. Today, with the advent of information technology and a wider 
use of ICT, the role of teachers in the area of human connection is even more important as 
education can become rather technical and impersonal if not for the human touch of caring 
teachers.  
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In “Preparing Teachers for Education in a Diverse World” [Rethinking Schools, The New 
Press, New York, 1995], Cynthia Ellwood shares her personal experience of being a teacher:  
 
 “Teaching is interaction, and it demands all the resources of my being. At any moment, I 

have to decide whether to present information or stand back and let a student discover it. I 

have to know when and how to encourage, compel, accept, judge, nurture, admonish, humor, 

provoke, and inspire thirty individuals. Now if I am teaching your son or daughter, you 

undoubtedly hope that I understand your child well enough to make those decisions – so often 

spontaneous ones – wisely. And if I really understand your kid, if I can see into his soul a bit, 

or if I can figure out how his mind works when he’s wrestling with a particular concept or 

skill, or if I can find a way to make him passionately interested in what I teach, I just might be 

able to inspire him to real heights. But if I don’t understand, I can damage your child. I can 

turn him off, or set him back, or crush his feelings, or stifle his opportunities.” 

 
Maria Montessori believes that the role of the teacher should mainly be an observer rather 
than an imparter of knowledge. She feels that education, even during her time, was something 
separated both from biological and social life, and that although it is rich in methods, aims 
and social ends, it takes no account of life itself. “I personally believe that we should give 
more intention to imparting a spirit to teachers than scientific techniques, that is, our aim 
should be towards what is intellectual rather than material … One who desires to be a teacher 
must have an interest in humanity that connects the observer with the observed more closely 
than that which joins the zoologist or biologist to nature …” [The Discovery of The Child, 1948]  
 
David Levine gives some ideas for education reform in his article “Building a Vision for 
Curriculum Reform” [Rethinking Education, The New Press, New York, 1995, p52-60]: 
 

1. The need for a student-centered approach to education where students are encouraged to 
explore their own interests by using their personal skills and intelligence. 

 
2. The need for a learning process that is more interactive where students learn to listen and 

respond to others. 
 
 

3. The need for critical and original thinking where students get to think and question 
intelligently. 

 

4. The need for “the artful cultivation of democracy” where students get to discuss and debate 
controversial topics like racism, sexism, ecology, violence, and distribution of wealth. 

 
 
According to Levine, unshackling the educational imagination means understanding that at its 
heart, good teaching is an act of creative intelligence, and responsibility to construct and 
critique their own curriculum. He feels strongly that the impact of a great deal of curriculum 
development activities in the classrooms will be negligible unless we change how the time 
and energy of teachers are spent. “We need opportunities to meet in relatively relaxed settings 
to discuss common problems, learn about each other’s successes, and debate the merits of 
different goals, techniques, and curricular materials.” One of the ways to optimize teachers’ 
time and energy is to reduce the number of students in the classrooms. Levine suggests two 
ways to encourage teachers to think independently and self-critically about their own 
teaching: One is to have groups of teachers design curricula together and meet periodically to 
discuss about the implementation process. Another is to use “peer coaching” as a non-
threatening way to receive both affirmation and constructive criticism from each other. 
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But even after all the rhetoric about cultivating good teachers, we are no where nearer the 
ideal because of the many limitations that bind the teachers – they are called apathy and 
bureaucracy. Being good teachers is not enough because teachers today need also to be good 
planners, administrators, supervisors, quality controllers, account clerks as well as production 
managers!  When teachers are made to function just as employees of a “factory”, the art of 
teaching will be lost to a system that values speed, precision and performance.  To quote from 
Professor Khoo Kay Kim again: 
 
“Society pays lip service to the importance of teachers. Almost all are agreed that the future 

of their children rests on the teachers and that the children of today are the citizens of 

tomorrow; also that teaching is the noblest profession in the world. But society has acquired 

the habit of saying things it does not mean.” [From NST Aug 12, 2002 titled “It's History: When education 

means more than studies”] 
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Chapter 6: Children’s Rights? 
 
 

.”It’s a children’s right to be children, to enjoy the pleasures, and to suffer the pains of 

childhood that is infringed by hurrying. In the end, a childhood is the  

most basic human right of children.”  

[David Elkind]. 

 
 
 
 
Then there is the question of the rights of children in schools. Are children’s rights being 
violated by  the things that they have to conform to at schools, such as having to be classified 
as good, mediocre or poor students and separated accordingly into classes that give them a 
strong message of whether they are good or poor students. Having to take compulsory 
examinations that put so much stress on children is another example. Being subjected to 
verbal, emotional and even physical abuses by school authorities is also a gross violation of 
children’s rights.  
 
Professor Chiam Heng Keng who is Suhakam’s education working group chairman had 
pointed out that human rights violations in schools are on the rise and becoming more serious. 
Professor Chiam said that violations were committed against both students and teachers and 
included acts such as bullying, extortion, denial of places for the disabled and giving attention 
only to the academically bright students. Other violations include caning and punishment 
meted out by the school that ridicules and degrades the dignity of the child, and dadah abuse. 
[Sunday Mail, 20 April, 2003] 

 
In his book The Hurried Child – Growing Up Too Fast Too Soon, David Elkind argues for a 
decentering of children’s lives and putting them into proper perspective. He feels that 
hurrying children into adulthood violates the sanctity of life by giving one period priority over 
another. “Valuing childhood does not mean seeing it as a happy innocent period but, rather, as 
an important period of life which children are entitled. It’s a children’s right to be children, to 
enjoy the pleasures, and to suffer the pains of childhood that is infringed by hurrying. In the 
end, a childhood is the most basic human right of children.” [Hurried Children, Stressed Children, p202]. 

 
 
Of Hyperactive and ADD Kids  

 
We received a posting from a worried mother about her son who had been labeled as 
hyperactive by his teachers. Many children are increasingly being labeled (not unlike factory 
products!) as ADD, ADHD, autistic, dyslexic, learning disabled, etc. But how many parents 
are questioning the methods of teaching and learning conducted in schools that could actually 
be the cause of some of these problems? Perhaps we should start to examine this aspect more 
closely instead of jumping into conclusion that our children have learning defects that need to 
be corrected! 
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Today I was told that my 3+ (coming to 4 middle of March) son is categorized as a hyperactive kid by 

his preschool principal. 

  

Actually I had a lot of complaints from teachers since he started preschool when he was 3. Nobody was 

very sure then, as his age 3 is consider a very young boy. One of the teachers told me to give my son 

another year before I diagnosed him as hyperactive. 

  

This year I changed him into a new preschool with a much better facility and environment. I did warn 

the principal regarding how playful and active my son is. Maybe as a parent I hope my son is not 

hyperactive. And I am still hopeful that he is not. 

  

According to the principal, my son has a very short concentration span. Maybe 5 to 10 minutes. After 

that he will walk around the class, disturbing other kids, making noise and doing other things that he 

wants. He can follow instructions but it has to depend on whether he wants to do it or not. He is very 

playful. The only lessons he can sit still for the whole time is story telling and phonics. J loves books 

since he was very young. He still can't read but he can sit and flip through the pages for a long time. I 

often read for him since young. The class teacher has to allow him to do whatever he wants to do whilst 

tending to other kids. After the lesson is done, then only will she teach him one- to- one. Even though 

he does not concentrate he can answer any questions that the teacher asks him. His class teacher once 

told me, ' I do not know how he can know the answer. He does not even concentrate.' His principal told 

me that he is a smart boy. To be honest, all I want is for my son to be able to sit down with other 

classmates and listen to his teachers during lessons. In kindy, maybe the teachers can tolerate his 

behaviour. I was afraid that when he started Primary One, he'll be considered a nuisance and have a 

hard time in school. 

  

I read a lot of hyperactivity diagnosis through the internet but J does not fall into the category. I even 

asked his pediatrician specialist, and he told me that my son is normal. He always follows his 

instructions when we went to see him for any illness or immunizations. 

  

At home, he is the only kid. He will play with his toys. He has a very wild imagination since he was 

very young. He loves legos although he is not very good in making one. He listens when I say that he 

can't do certain things. At home I do not consider him hyperactive. I can say that he is very playful. 

  

Now my big question is 'What am I going to do?' I am very sad. As a mum I do not know how to help 

my son. Is he too young for me to worry regarding hyperactivity? Please advise. 

 

 

This is my reply to the mother: 
 
I read your mail this morning about your dilemma with your son. Here are my thoughts on it and hope 
you would think about them and take the necessary actions to rectify the "problem". 
 
First of all, do not let anyone who does not fully understand your child put labels on him just because 
they do not know how to stimulate your child's learning development. Teachers are trained to manage a 
classroom of kids who are supposed to be obedient and quiet and follow instructions without 
questioning. But this is not how children naturally learn because children learn best through play and 
hands-on activities that stimulate their senses.  
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Children also have different learning styles (research has shown that there are 8-9 learning styles which 
include the musically gifted, the gifted readers and writers, the gifted sports person, etc So, trying to 
teach every child in only one way, that is, emphasis on reading and writing, is grossly inadequate. And 
your child who is only three, will definitely not take to boring routine and sitting down work. The 
reason he is up and about is because he needs to move about, probably due to boredom and frustration, 
and disturbing other kids is a sure sign of it. Not because there might be anything wrong with him, but 
very likely that there is everything wrong with the approach to learning in the classroom by his well-
meaning teachers. 
 
The fact that your son can sit down to read at a given length of time shows that he is able to concentrate 
when he wants to, and obviously finding something that interests him helps. Hyperactive children 
would not be likely to do that at all. He may not seem to concentrate in class, but he is taking it in even 
though he seems to be moving all the time. He is merely learning the way he deems fit. As he displays 
high levels of intelligence, it is highly probable that the lessons are too easy for him and hence the 
boredom.  
 
To make him sit still for long period of time is a torture to him and for him to rebel is a natural instinct 
to protect his sanity. He sounds like a very reasonable and mature boy and I would urge you not to 
allow his natural brightness be dimmed by various labels that do not fit him. At his age, he should be 
allowed to play as much as he can and ask questions about the world around him. Countless studies and 
research has been made about children's learning development that ought to be play focused and not 
heavily leaning on literacy skills alone. But because parents and teachers here are so caught up with 
teaching children to read and write and count well, they often neglect the most important aspects of 
child-development - play!  
 
You ought to be very happy that you have a very bright and normal child who is healthy and happy 
growing and learning in a loving and stimulating environment at home. If he's happier that way, then 
do not send him to school anymore. To let him play with other kids, you could arrange for playgroups 
with just a couple of kids (not too many!) about once a week. That should be fine. 
 
In the meantime, ENJOY your son while he is still cute and adorable and curious and innocent! Do not 
make him grow up too fast but at his own pace. He is ALL RIGHT and you have nothing to worry 
about. Even his doctors say so! Give him lots of hugs and kisses and assurances that he is loved and 
valued for what he is and not what you or his teachers want him to be. He will invariably grow up to be 
a bright and intelligent young man who is also sure of himself and faces the world with positive 
confidence. For isn't that what we want for our children?   

 

 
We posted this on our discussion list and received some interesting replies: 
 
Hi! Would be interested to know what others think, but for myself J sounds like a very normal 4 year-

old boy! It would appear that the school has the problem. To expect three- and four-year-olds to sit still 

reading, writing and listening for lengthy periods of time is, in my opinion, detrimental to their 

development, particularly if it happens 5 days a week. When do they 'play', i.e. make choices for 

themselves, learn to interact on some level with the other kids (I know this is not always ideal 

'socialisation', but if there are other kids around it would be much more fun to play with them than to 

sit listening passively), and just have fun? Every country is different, and every culture has a right to its 

own  ideas on education, but just to help you relax, as a teacher in New Zealand working with 5 year-

olds, I always had several boys who could not sit still for more than about a minute at a time! I used to 

allow these children to walk quietly back and forth at the back of the classroom while the others sat. 

Interestingly, these children could concentrate on what I was saying more easily while their bodies 

were active. For milder cases of the 'fidgets', I would allow children to roll 'koosh' balls around in their 

hands.  

 

Again, this left them free to concentrate on what was being said. This is reasonably common practice in 

NZ, where, because the climate is milder and most homes are bungalows, children are expected to play 

outside for much of the year, and hence children (especially boys)  tend to have difficulty sitting still for 

the periods of time that the wonderful children here in Malaysia do! 
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I didn't mean to go on for so long, but really I'm just trying to reassure you that your child is 

completely normal, and if schools can't handle him then it's probably time for some teacher training. 

Keep him home and let him enjoy himself, and for times when he does have to sit and appear to listen 

in public, give him a small ball or soft toy to fiddle with- it'll help him concentrate! All the best!   

[T. Chong] 

 

 
Another mother responds: 
 
 
Hello. This is Haliza. I've got a friend whose child is diagnosed as hyper by a specialist. Now the girl is 9 - same 

age as my daughter. The mother is a kindy teacher herself and she really took care of the girl's 'diet' - no sweets 

and preservatives and stuffs like that. She seemed 'slow' at her school work at first, but I think she's catching up 

because the doc said this will end by the time she's 9 or 10. But what impressed me is that although she's branded 

naughty by all especially by her friends, to me she's even more well-mannered than my own daughter 

when it comes to socialising with adults. Another neighbour is also a kindy teacher. Son 5 yrs old but 

has not seen the 'doc'. Unfortunately the mother sent him to a different kindy because she said he 

wouldn't listen to her and I guess she's embarrassed that the kid would get into 'fights'. 

 

Has J ever done anything destructive that might hurt himself or others? My other friend's son  literally 

opened the TV from the back to get the Power Rangers watches the TV was showing. I was a kindy 

teacher myself and not everyone wants to face the challenge of handling a 'special' kid. But I see it's 

actually a lesson for everyone around as well so that they accept people as they are. 

 

T. gave you a very good and reassuring advice about J and frankly I agree with her. I have a 3 1/2 year 

old boy who cannot sit still either. Although that irritates me sometimes, I know this bundle of energy 

has to let go. That’s why I have a lot of activities lined up for him during the day so by evening he'll be 

tired which allows me work in peace (I work from home). Amongst the outdoor activities that he enjoys 

daily is the public playground and the swimming pool. 

 

I quite agree with T's deduction that the school is the problem. My son went to 4 kindergartens before 

we finally found one with an experienced and understanding teacher. I enjoy educating my son but 

homeschooling is not my cup of tea. I would like to stress on the importance of social interaction 

because we do live in a society and my son needs to understand the norms of living in one. 

 

If J loves to play he'll enjoy playing with other kids even more. Of course he will gradually see that 

running around while the teacher is teaching is not the norm. This will take time but trust me he'll get 

there. My son had a few months break before attending the next kindergarten (he went to 4 remember) 

but on the 5th one, he never once complained and I had none from the teacher either. Give Jason a few 

months break and in the mean time shop around for another kindergarten. Avoid those with young 

child-minders who are paid a measly salary to look after kids who just cannot sit still.   - N.  

  

 

J’s mother wrote again to tell us what had transpired after that: 
 

 
A few days ago J was requested to leave the kindy by his principal by a phone call. She does not even 

bother to give the news to me face-to-face. 

 

She claimed that J is too much to handle and she had tried her very best to solve J's problem. She did 

mention that J should go for special school. This really makes me uneasy but J is really happy for not 

going to school. 

 

I have already homeschooled J for a few days now. He loves being at home. At the moment he is 

playing lego by himself. He just told me that he made a spaceship and his Lego man is sitting upside 

down.   J looks normal. But I'm not sure that whether he really has social problems.  
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We are not medical practitioners to be able to judge whether children like J above are really 
faced with problems of hyper-activity or ADD or other names that imply some form of 
learning disability. But if we were to examine how most young children naturally behave and 
learn - not by sitting down quietly to listen or write for long periods of time, but by moving 
about or asking intelligent questions  - then we may come to the realization that we have been 
mislabeling them! However, when there are reasons to suspect that there is a valid case of 
learning disability, then the child should be examined and tested by a psychologist who would 
then recommend the appropriate therapy for the child.  
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Chapter 7: School Violence in Asia 
 

 
“Life is just too hard on us. For me, the struggle to obtain a recognised paper qualification is 

stretching my patience to the limit.  

Any day now, that line will snap and all hell will break loose.” 

 
 
A 14-year-old Japanese boy was suspended from school for fighting. To pass the days away 

from classes, he tortured cats and collected hunting knives. One long, idle afternoon, he 

invited a younger schoolmate out for some fun, luring the 11-year-old to a quiet hill where he 

strangled him and sawed off his head. The 14-year-old placed the severed head in a plastic 

bag and dropped it off at the gate of his school. A note stuffed in the younger boy's mouth 

read, "(This is) revenge against the compulsory education system and the society that created 

it."   
(Source:  www.time.com/time/asia/features/asian_education/cover3.html on School Daze, 2002)  

  

 
And so began the deluge of school violence and even student suicide cases that were sharply 
on the rise in tandem with school pressure. Consider these recent cases from around the world 
highlighted in the Star Education pullout recently (8 June, 2003): 
 

1. Six teenagers from a top boys’ school in Singapore beat up a classmate while 
documenting it all on video. While the school was not named, all in the group were 
described as “bright kids from good families” and athletes. The victim was said to be 
the “non-sporty” type.  

 
2. Hundreds of Afghan medical students at Kabul University protested over failing their 

end of year exams. Students seized the guard and his gun and locked him in a room at 
the university. They also blocked the entrance and main gate to the medical faculty to 
push their demand for the chance to retake their exams.  

 
3. Nearly 3,000 Bangleshi students were thrown out of exams for cheating in the first 

two days of month-long high school tests. Authorities had tried to crack down on 
widespread cheating by posting police outside examination centres and threatening 
jail for violators. Success in the exams is the gateway to compete for government and 
defence positions or to advance to university. 

 

On our shores, we too are seeing an increase in student violence in the forms of bullying, 
gangsterism and extortion. The most shocking case involved a teenage boy who stabbed 
(more than 20 times!) and killed a girl out of anger because he apparently could no longer 
tolerate her alleged verbal taunting. If this does not send shock waves down our spines, then I 
do not know what will! The boy has been convicted and will be put behind bars for the rest of 
his teenage years – he was only thirteen when he committed the crime. Why? Why would a 
boy like him do such a thing? Where did he get the idea from? TV? Computer games? Video 
arcades? And when parents and teachers are too busy to notice warning signs of such nature, 
tragedies like this strike at the most unsuspected moments. 
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Dysfunctional behaviours of students point back to our society that condones a system of 
extreme adulation towards excellent examination results and academic achievements, at the 
expense of students’ emotional and spiritual well-being. When the mass media becomes a 
baby-sitting gadget for home alone kids, parents are asking for trouble. Today’s students’ 
increasingly deviant and violent behaviour speak for themselves.  
 
We need to change the way we teach our kids. And we need to change real fast before things 
really get out of hand, like what we see happening now all around us! And parents need to be 
more involved during their children’s learning and growing years and not leave this important 
phase of their lives entirely on the schools alone. Parents must start to see that and do 
something about it! 

 
A concerned reader wrote in about the disciplinary problems of students: 
 

We have forgotten the ancient wisdom that always holds true: Take care of the roots, and the 

tree will grow healthy. In society, the root is located right in our home, family units. That's 

where all possibilities of future prospect will be decided.  

 

Upon reaching teen-hood, the society plays an important role in molding the teenagers. And 

upon maturity, the adult needs to transform and leave behind societal thinking and search for 

the truth by his/her own thoughts along with a few good teachers (we call it role model 

sometimes). 

 

If we try to solve most of our problems during adulthood, we would probably be too late, as 

the root started way back then... during the beginning of the childhood. But it is often we see 

parents neglecting the critical moments of their siblings during early childhood as they are 

very busy caught up in the rat race. 

 

"But what can I do?" complain most parents. Rice bowl would be more important than 

bringing up kids isn't it? No rice bowl, no kids! Well, that's what most people say. The lesson 

is very important: If we are not ready to sacrifice and bring up kids properly, the parents 

better prepare to suffer the consequences. 

 

After all that is said and done, parents must continue facing their own mindset and learn to 

upgrade them by learning from others. If parents want to bring up their child to be like them, 

well that's how the child will end up being - just like their parents! Do you want to do that? 

Or do you want to explore possibilities with our children in seeing how can the immense 

potential be realized? Such are great dilemma. On one hand, we are comfortable with who we 

are, and we want our children to be comfortable as well. On the other hand, we want our 

children to be different, to go beyond what parents could not have achieved. 

 

It is never easy to handle such matters. But those families that have done well deserve to have 

the best, while those who just take things lightly will suffer the consequences. The cause and 

effect has never been more obvious.  
 

(posted by jay_conrad) 
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Of Stress and Suicide  

 
Today’s children seem a lot brighter and smarter than the previous generations but the 
pressure they have to face is enormous. And signs are already there to indicate that if we do 
not slow down the pace of living and learning for our kids, they might just buckle from the 
strain of it all. And many have indeed buckled under the stressful weight of school pressure. 
Many people have come to accept stress as the way of modern living. But if it was so natural, 
why are more and more people getting stress-related illnesses? From hyper-tension to heart 
failures, these are signs that we are not living the way nature intended us to live and more and 
more children are getting illnesses that were hardly heard of 30-50 years ago, like depression, 
migraine, nervous-breakdown and so on.  

 
When children cannot cope with all the stress and shame at school, some of the more 
depressed ones may resort to suicide. According to a recent survey of 9 to 12-year-olds, it was 
found that one in three said that life was not worth living because of the fear of academic 
failure.  
 
“Life is just too hard on us. For me, the struggle to obtain a recognised paper qualification is 

stretching my patience to the limit. Any day now, that line will snap and all hell will break loose.”  
 

So writes a teenager trying to cope with her studies at school.  
 
“In my opinion, teenagers tend to commit suicide because they can't handle the pressures of life and 

can no longer carry the burden on their backs. Thus, many take what they believe to be the easy way 

out.”[From the article,“Suicide not the answer”  by Vanessa, Sunday Star, April 27, 2003)] 

 
Singapore schools, for example, have earned a draconian reputation for piling loads of 
homework on students. But, specialists say it is the parents not the schools that are the prime 
cause of child stress. [The Star - “Singapore kids under pressure to do well”, 16th September 2002] 
 
According to the same article, one survey found nearly RM2.16mil was being spent daily on 
private tuition, with more than 33% of children receiving lessons outside school hours.  
 
Malaysians are fast catching on with the kiasu trend of not wanting to lose out at schools. We 
can choose not to become another kiasu parent, or we could choose to join the flock due to 
extreme pressure, as pointed out by June Chan, in one of her recent column HomeLife (Starmag, 

June 8, 2003): 

 
 “Surrounded by the parents of children who will be sitting for the UPSR in three months’ time, I 

suddenly got a lump in my throat.”  

 

 
First, the long list of straight As students was prominently displayed on the school’s notice 
board. Next, her daughter’s teacher managed to convince her that her daughter can do better 
than what she was doing now. Finally, the book sale in the school hall selling nothing but 
workbooks with parents carting loads of those home. 
 
“Suddenly I was fired with a renewed sense of mission. I was convinced that I must behave like all 

mothers who have a child sitting for the UPSR in three month’s time.” 

 
It may sound very amusing to the uninitiated but to those who are involved, it is no laughing 
matter! The fear of being left behind is very real and parents and children get on a roller-
coaster ride of emotional and physical tensions just to be in the flock of successful students. 
Only thing is, the thrill of excitement is somewhat missing in the whole process.  
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Chapter 8: How Children Learn Best 

 
 

We all need to be focused on learning how our children learn rather than 

concentrating on controlling their minds to acquire information that will be 

outdated before it can even be integrated. 

And that means beginning to recognize, honor, and respect the different ways children learn” 

[Dawna Markova and Anne Powell] 

 
 
 
Children learn best when they are loved and appreciated by their parents and teachers. Love 
and appreciation is the greatest motivating factors. When children feel that their teacher loves 
and cares about them, they feel a warm acceptance and a greater motivation to learn. 
Similarly, parents who show an interest in their children’s learning or, better still, participate 
in their learning process, help to accelerate it. It is an unconditional kind of love – that is, it 
remains constant and unchanged irrespective of whether they perform well or not. As long as 
they constantly strive for their best, that is cause for praise. It should not be the case of “I 

would love you more if you get a distinction”. This “if” mentality could severely bruise the 
child’s self-esteem if he or she could not perform to the adult’s expectations, and the burden 
of having to please the adults can get too much for a child to bear.  
 
A child with good self-esteem is a positive child who thirsts for knowledge for knowledge’s 
sake and not for any rewards that may be dangled in front of them. A self-motivated child 
needs no carrots for motivation as they do not see learning as apart from themselves but 
rather, it is very much a part of their natural growing process – the more they learn, they more 
they grow. Parents and teachers play an important role in sowing the seeds of love in their 
children’s early years. It does not help if students are constantly being talked down to, 
threatened with punishment, and being told that they are stupid. We need to understand how 
children learn best so that we could best provide them with the right opportunities, approaches 
and strategies to be the best that they can be, and to learn with deeper understanding and 
clarity.   
 
John Holt, author of How Children Learn, is of the opinion that when we better understand 
how children learn, school may then become “a place in which all children grow, not just in 
size, not even in knowledge, but in curiosity, courage, confidence, independence, 
resourcefulness, resilience, patience, competence, and understanding.”  
 
Holt feels that we may take a very long time to find out how best to do this, and may even be 
badly mistaken in our notions about it. But “we will make a big step forward if, by 
understanding children better, we can undo some of the harm we are now doing.” He sums it 
all up in two words – Trust Children. If we can do that, if we can trust children to learn in 
their natural ways, we would be doing them a great favour by not trying to do too much or too 
incorrectly or too artificially. Most of the time, we should just let them learn the way they 
know best. 
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Most of the time, we adults try to intervene in our children’s learning process by trying to 
teach them how to learn, thinking that without adult intervention, children would fail to learn. 
But in reality, children are natural learners if we allow them the freedom to learn on their own 
and at their own pace, which is something that we adults find immensely difficult because we 
have a lot of fear in us. We fear that our children would become failures if we don’t teach 
them. We fear that our children would become illiterate if we do not put them on expensive 
reading programs that would program them to read and write perfectly. We fear that our 
children would lag behind if we do not enroll them in the best schools or tuition centers. In 
other words, we are passing on our fear to our children who will grow up with the fear of 
trusting their own minds and hearts.  
 
In short, we have lost sight of what education and learning is all about and risk losing it if we 
do not step back and take a good look at it, without fear. This poem says it all too well: 
 

“I tried to teach my child with books. 

He gave me only puzzled looks. 

I tried to teach my child with words. 

They passed him by, often unheard. 

Despairingly, I turned aside, 

‘How shall I teach this child?’ I cried. 

‘Come,’ he said, ‘play with me.’” 

Anonymous 

 

 

 
And that is how children learn best and that is the message children all over the world are 
crying out to us. All we have to do is just watch and listen and learn about how they learn. 

 

 
Catering to Children’s Learning Styles 
 
At an orphanage that I had volunteered in, I was given the task of helping an 8-year-old girl 
learn her alphabets and numbers which she still could not master. Another volunteer tutor  
had given up trying to teach her because she could never get past the alphabet “C” no matter 
how hard she tried. I noticed that she liked to sing and so I got her to sing the alphabet song 
which she did without problem. But as soon as she was asked to recognize the alphabets, she 
had difficulty going beyond “D”. So we played a card game. I used the flash cards and lined 
them up while singing the alphabet song. The first line went like this: A B C D E F G (pause) 
while I lined the cards in order for her. She was then asked to pick out letters that I had 
named. When she got into difficulties, all she had to do was to sing the song again until she 
got to the required alphabet. After she could remember this first list, we went on to the next 
list which was: H I J K (pause) while I lined these letters for her. And the exercise was 
repeated until she attained mastery of it. In the second lesson, she could reach to “K” and in 
subsequent lessons, she could master all of her alphabets. Because learning was done in a fun 
and game-like manner, the child did not have any resistance learning. And as she improved, 
so did her self-esteem. This was reflected by the big smile on her face that lighted up 
whenever she got the right alphabet. And it did not take an “expert” to make it happen! 
 
This goes to show that it was not because the child was a slow learner that she could not 
learn. It was because her teachers did not explore different teaching strategies for her that she 
could connect with and hence learn and understand better and faster. The fact is, I was not 
“teaching” her anything. I was merely the facilitator who helped her to use her own mind 
more effectively. She really learnt her alphabets herself.  
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And this is the contention of Dawna Markova and Anne Powell, authors of How Your Child 

IS Smart,  “…our schools are failing because they don’t know how to facilitate learning. To 
turn things around, parents and teachers need to shift from being the “learning experts” to 
becoming facilitators of learning. We all need to be focused on learning how our children 
learn rather than concentrating on controlling their minds to acquire information that will be 
outdated before it can even be integrated. And that means beginning to recognize, honor, and 
respect the different ways children learn.” [How Your Child IS Smart, Conari Press, Berkeley, CA, 1992] 

 
The authors feel that the cause of students’ failure is the educational system itself which trains 
children to notice what does not work rather than trusting their own abilities to make it work. 
“The teacher marks how many words they get wrong on the spelling test, not how many they 
get right. They are told they are ‘weak in math.’ We groove an awareness of their mistakes 
into their brains. Thus, they are taught to take for granted what they can do and instead 
concentrate on their deficits.”  Information about learning styles is getting more widespread in 
many schools in the West and is rapidly gaining acceptance in the East. The basic 
understanding about auditory, visual, and kinesthetic learners, is a giant step forward. But it’s 
only the first step. “It’s not enough to say that your child is a kinesthetic, auditory, or visual 
learner. It’s necessary to understand the whole system of how your child digests experience – 
how thought moves through his or her conscious, subconscious, and unconscious mind.”  
 
Through the works of Dawna Markova and her colleagues in education, and prominent 
researchers at St. John’s University in New York, parents and educators the world over are 
becoming more and more aware of the importance of catering to differences in learning 
styles. If this is the case, then, our schools are going about teaching the wrong way where all 
children are taught in a uniformed manner without taking into consideration that each child 
learns and understands differently. And to adapt to the children, schools need to adopt a more 
holistic approach where more time is spent on getting to know the students by allowing them 
opportunities to express themselves through different kinds of activities that involve different 
styles of learning. And this would invariably involve a greater emphasis on the arts where the 
outward display of individual expressions are encouraged and hence the children’s different 
ways of learning may be more prominent.  
 
Professor Howard Gardner, who won the Grawemeyer Award in Education for his theory on 
multiple intelligences, believes that human beings are capable of at least seven different ways 
of knowing the world – which he labels as the seven human intelligences. According to his 
analysis, we are all able to know the world through language, logical-mathematical analysis, 
spatial representation, musical thinking, the use of the body to solve problems or to make 
things, an understanding of other individuals, and an understanding of ourselves. “These 
differences challenge an educational system that assumes that everyone can learn the same 
materials in the same way and that a uniform, universal measure suffices to test student 
learning. Indeed, as currently constituted, our educational system is heavily biased toward 
linguistic modes of instruction and assessment and, to a somewhat lesser degree, toward 
logical-quantitative modes as well.” [The Unschooled Mind, BasicBooks, New York, 1991, p12] 
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Calvin Taylor, at the University of Utah, talks about eight different talents we should be 
developing: productive or creative thought, planning, implementing a plan, decision making, 
forecasting, communications, human relations, and discerning opportunities. Robert Sternberg 
at Yale describes the Triarchic Mind, three kinds of intelligence: componential, contextual, 
and experiential. 
 
The list goes on and we can use different kinds of labels and groupings to categorize how 
children learn. The important thing is that we acknowledge and accept the reality that children 
do learn differently and start to transcend our long-held fantasy that they can all be taught and 
assessed in a uniformed way. If our scholars and researches work in this path that is blazed by 
well-respected researchers, if our education authorities are educated towards this new way of 
seeing and working with children, if parents and educators work together for a greater 
understanding of their children, we could begin to see important changes to our education 
system in time to come. Perhaps children will then be free from being labeled as slow, stupid, 
lazy or naughty and concrete steps can be taken to address problems of boredom in 
classrooms by utilizing more engaging and diverse methods of teaching and learning in 
schools.  

 
 
What Parents Can Do 
 
Here are some of the things you as a parent could do to make life better for you and your 
family: 

 
Explore your options. Contrary to what you may think, there ARE options out there for you 
to pick for your child. In this age where information is rife, the school is not the only place for 
knowledge acquirement. Children learn through various electronic media like the television 
and the computer where good quality education programmes are increasingly being produced 
for the present generation of IT-savvy kids. Teaching your own is also an option if you are 
willing to take the hands-on and child-centred approach to education. You would not know 
unless you have tried. Try and try until you succeed in getting the best solution for your child. 
Bear in mind that knowledge is everywhere – inside and outside. Sometimes when we stop 
trying too hard to search outside for the answer, the answer would arise from within. 
 
Listen to your child. “How can I listen to my child when my child asks me to quit my job to 
be with her everyday?” goes the common remark by concerned parents. And my reply is: 
“Why not?” If you truly want to reach out to your child, you would have to be receptive to the 
messages that they send us, whether they may be direct or indirect. We must tackle the source 
of the problems and not just entertain the symptoms. We must tackle the issue wholeheartedly 
and not be afraid to make drastic changes to our lives if that needs be. Nobody can tell you 
what to do with your life but your child could give you strong indications if you are sensitive 
and receptive enough to catch and understand it. Listening to you child does not mean 
listening to every demand that they might make, but rather, to understand their mental or non-
verbal expressions. To do this, you have to spend time observing and listening to your child in 
a quiet and non-intervening way.  
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Make the necessary adjustments to your family’s life.  More often than not, problems of 
school can be resolved with some adjustments to our lives. The problem is, we do not want to 
give up something in order to gain something. We still want to cling on to the things that 
provide us comfort and security (a false sense, perhaps?), and to maintain a lifestyle that we 
are familiar with (but not necessarily uplifting or spiritual). If we explore the deeper needs of 
our children, more particularly their emotional needs, we will see that all they want is our 
understanding and reassurance. And being there with them when they need us is an important 
phase of their young lives in their process of learning to be independent.  
 
As long as parents outsource in total the education of their children to others, the way they 
outsource child-care and domestic work, parents will not be in control of the quality of their 
educational and emotional outcome. To many parents, this is an accepted way of life and 
there is nothing they could do about them. But to those who see the pointlessness of it all, and 
who prefer to believe that there is something that can be done to make things better by 
making the commitment to make changes, then taking stock of their children’s education 
would be something that can be considered seriously. It is time to take responsibility of our 
families’ welfare if we want to shape our children’s future by putting in our time and effort 
into educating our children, rather than leaving them to accept their “fate” that actually leaves 
them feeling more powerless and disenchanted.  
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Chapter 9:  Alternatives to school?  

 
 

What children need is not new and better curricula but access to more and more of the real 

world; plenty of time and space to think over their experiences, and to use fantasy 

 and play to make meaning out of them… 

 
 
 
Jerry Mintz, founder of The Alternative Education Resource Organization (AERO) 
[www.educationrevolution.org] offers the following checklist to help parents decide what to do 
about their children’s education: 

 

Ten Signs That You Need to Find a Different Kind of Education for Your Child 

 
1.  Does your child say he or she hates school? If so, something is probably wrong with the school 
because children are natural learners. When they're young you can hardly stop them from learning. If 
your children say they hate school, listen to them. 
 
2.  Does your child find it difficult to look an adult in the eye, or to interact with children younger or 

older than they are? If so, your child may have become "socialized" to that very narrow group which 
many children ordinarily interact with in most schools, and may be losing the ability to communicate 
with a broader group of children and adults. 
 
3.  Does your child seem fixated on designer labels and trendy clothes for school? This is a symptom 
of the shallowness of the traditional schools' approach, causing children to rely on external means of 
comparison and acceptance, rather than deeper values. 
 
4.  Does your child come from school tired and cranky? This is a sure sign that their educational 
experiences are not energizing but are actually debilitating. 
 
5.  Do your children come home complaining about conflicts that they've had in school and unfair 

situations that they have been exposed to? This is a sign that your school does not have a proper 
process for conflict resolution and communication. 
 
6.  Has your child lost interest in creative expression through art, music, and dance? These things are 
generally not encouraged in the traditional system today and are not highly valued. They're considered 
secondary to the "academic" areas. In some cases, courses are not even offered in these areas any more. 
This tends to extinguish these natural talents and abilities in children. 
 
7.  Has your child stopped reading for fun, or reading or writing for pleasure? Are your children doing 
just the minimum for homework and going off for some escapist activity? This is a sign that these 
spontaneous activities are not being valued in their school and another sign that they are losing their 
creativity. 
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8.  Does your child procrastinate until the last minute to do homework? This is a sign that the 
homework is not very interesting to do, is not really meeting his or her needs, and is tending to 
extinguish their natural curiosity. 
 
9.  Does your child come home talking about anything exciting that happened in school that day? If 
not, maybe nothing exciting is happening for your child in school. Would you want to keep working if 
your job was like that? 
 
10. Did the school nurse or guidance counselor suggest that your child has some strange three lettered 

disease, like ADD, and that they should now be given Ritalin or some other drug? I suggest that it is 
more probable that the school has the disease, EDD--Educational Deficit Disorder, and time to get your 
child out of that situation! 
 
If your child has exhibited several of these characteristics, it is time for you to start looking for an 
alternative.  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
This above was extracted from an article from Education Revolution 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Contact Information: Tel: 1-800-769-4171 E-Mail: info@educationrevolution.org 

 
 

Exploring some alternative approaches 

 
When traditional schools fail to meet the needs of children, some parents decide to exercise 
their parental rights in finding more suitable alternatives for a more rounded education for 
their children. We are not talking about big scale revolution here, but small steps that can be 
taken by families who value education in the true sense of the word. Fortunately, all these are 
making educators sit up and reevaluate their school systems and some efforts in school 
reforms are already underway, at least in countries like Japan, Taiwan and Singapore. New 
schools are offering an alternative to rote learning and promise to provide some “real 
education”. "The existing education system has produced reliable managers for predictable times," 
says Senior Minister of State for Education, Singapore. "But it now needs to produce a new breed 

of leaders who have a certain ruggedness, an ability to respond quickly to situations."  

 

At a ladies college in Britain, students do not just mug up on their books - they also spend 
time reflecting, questioning and evolving a set of values that will help them with their lives. 
One teacher teaches only seven students, and they are not obsessed with pushing the girls to 
excel in grades. When asked to define education, the principal described it as “the way students 

are prepared, educationally and morally, to survive the waves of changes that sweep the world”. 

 
More and more families are discovering that education encompasses more than what is being 
taught and practised in schools.  But there are many more learning opportunities out there in 
the real world that children could gain much knowledge and experience from, such as, seeing 
how different people work in different situations like in farmlands, factories, plantations, 
rubber or oil palm estates, TV and radio stations, airports, supermarkets, animal hospitals, 
sanctuaries and zoos. And why must we use only one way to teach our children when there 
are so many other ways to explore? 
 
In The Parents’ Guide to Alternatives in Education [Roanld E. Koetzsch, Ph.D., Shambala, 1997] an 
overview of the development of public education in the United States is given and some 
important trends in educational theory explained. Twenty-two leading alternatives to public 
education were profiled complete with their history, philosophy and principles and strategies 
of each approach to education. Amongst them are:  
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The Christian schools (which the author claims is fastest-growing school movement in the country 
since its inception in the 1960’s);   
 

• The Comer schools (developed by James P. Comer of the Yale University Medical School, 
helps parents, teachers, school staff and officials, and community members to make schools 
places for children to learn and develop as whole human beings);  

• The Essential schools (founded by Theodore Sizer, a former dean of Havard’s School of 
Education, that calls for a rethinking and reforming of schools to address their many 
problems);  

• The Free Schools (inspired by A.S. Neill’s Summerhill – an experimental primary and 
secondary boarding school that Neill founded in Leiston, Suffolk, England in 1921 that 
helped create hundreds of other free schools in the United States that emphasized free play, 
self-directed learning and exploration of the natural environment and the community);  

• The Holistic schools (a movement that emphasized the education of the whole child by giving 
young people a real sense of the inter-relatedness of all things, a deep ecological awareness, 
as well as a sense of social responsibility);  

• The Progressive schools (inspired by John Dewey [1859-1952] that promotes self-motivated 
and self-directed learning with the teacher as a facilitator and guide and students being 
empowered in their whole learning process);  

• The Reggio Emilia approach (named after the Italian city that started this approach to 
preschool that offer free, full-day care to children between the ages of two and six, that places 
a great deal of emphasis on the creation of a warm and intimate environment for learning and 
growing and giving children as young as two years old the power to choose what and how 
they want to learn);  

• The Waldorf schools (designed by Rudolf Steiner with an explicit purpose to create free, 
creative, independent, moral, and happy human beings) and many other religious schools like 
the Islamic schools, the Protestant schools, the Roman Catholic schools and of course, 
homeschooling - which is just one of the many alternatives available in the United States!  

 

Children who cannot fit into one kind of school have the choice to try something else that 
might appeal better to them. And parents have more choices to pick from, other than the 
public or private schools. The fact that alternative schools are beginning to spring up in Asia 
shows that there is a real need for alternatives in education to address the changing needs of a 
new breed of students trying to make sense of their new world.  
 
 
Consider these reports: 
 
In Japan, the Apple Tree project is part of a 30-member, experimental-education consortium 

that received Japanese government approval. With so many kids eschewing the system 

altogether, Japan's Education Ministry has realized it has to embrace other forms of 

schooling. "There are many ways to teach children," admits Yoshimoto, the Education 

Ministry bureaucrat. "We must look at all methods to address the needs of our students." The 

Education Ministry, which now recognizes these learning centers, says that 128,000 children, 

from 3 to 15 years old, are now enrolled in alternative school systems. After intense lobbying, 

the government six years ago allowed their graduates to take tests for admission into 

universities and high schools.  

 

Last year saw the debut of the Japan Free School Association, an organization set up to 

coordinate the rapidly growing number of ''free'' schools, so called because of their non-rigid 

standards. There are 240 schools registered with the group. Government statistics show that 

in 1998, children from elementary and junior high schools who have been absent 

continuously for 30 days reached a record high of 127,692, or 21.1 percent higher than in the 

previous year. Officials said the most common reasons for dropping out were bullying and the 

students' inability to cope with demanding curricula and the conventional classroom 

structure. More recently, another reason that was cited was boredom, which experts say 

could be the result of children having to deal with too much information.  
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Another school which calls itself Dream Planet opened its doors in April last year in 

Okinawa. Its founder, Shirai Tomoko, a law graduate from the prestigious Tokyo University, 

describes its curriculum as one that ''encourages children to find out who they are''.  'Tokyo 

Shure', established in 1985 and now has 200 students, does not offer the conventional 

Japanese curriculum, and instead has subjects like dance, sign language, and listening to 

lecturers talk about their lives. Keiko Okuzaki, spokeswoman for the school says teachers do 

not follow the regular system of grading. Instead, they are more concerned with helping 

students to relax and learn to smile more.  

 

At the Beijing 21st Century Experimental School, 1,400 kids from all over China receive 

bilingual education and loads of computer training. The Haja Center, an experimental school 

located in northwestern Seoul, is trying to put the fun back into learning. At the Center, 

students lounge on mats or hang out in a funky playground. Cafeteria speakers pump out 

dance music, and the school boasts facilities for filmmaking, Web design and even a 

recording studio. In Taiwan, the Forest Elementary School offers students a chance to study 

traditional subjects and still get a breath of fresh air. Located in a small wood about a 40-

minute drive outside petrol-redolent Taipei, the school encourages kids to explore their inner 

mind through hiking, camping and getting to know local fauna.  

(Source: www.time.com/time/asia/features/asian_education/cover3.html :  

School Daze) 

 
 
 
These alternative schools are few and probably too expensive to be affordable by most 
people. But given time, these alternative approaches to education will be more accessible to 
everyone and new ideas in learning and experimenting will be in greater demand as public 
schools continue to fail to address the current and future needs of its pupils. 
 
 
 
In the chapter “Learning in the World” in his book Teaching Your Own – A hopeful path of 

education [Lighthouse Books, UK, 1997 (3rd edition)], John Holt writes:  
 
 
 
Even in supposedly ‘free’ or ‘alternative’ schools, too many people still do what conventional schools 
have always done. They take children out of and away from the great richness and variety of the world, 
and in its place give them school subjects, the curriculum. They may jazz it up with chicken bones, 
Cuisenaire rods, and all sorts of other goodies. But the fact remains that instead of letting children have 
contact with more and more people, places, tools, and experiences, the schools are busily cutting the 
world up into little bits and giving it to the children according to some expert’s theory about what they 
need or can stand… What children need is not new and better curricula but access to more and more of 
the real world; plenty of time and space to think over their experiences, and to use fantasy and play to 
make meaning out of them… 
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A friend of ours told us that he had sent his son to an alternative school in the Northern 
region. The reason being that the mainstream public schooling system was found to be 
unsuitable for his son who was later diagnosed as suffering from ADD. So, this alternative 
school offered a glimmer of hope for him as it promised a holistic approach to education that 
had appealed to him. Unfortunately, as time went by, the school was gradually turning into a 
mainstream school, apparently from pressures from parents! So, this friend of ours took his 
son out of this alternative school and put him back into the public school, this time, working 
closely with the teachers on how to approach teaching a child like his. But sadly, this too did 
not work out as the teachers could not fully understand the different approach to teaching 
children with ADD. Now the child is put on a special program that involves several experts in 
the field in the hope to help him learn to his fullest ability. Together with a couple of 
colleagues, this friend of ours is working towards setting up a special training program to 
train parents how to teach their children at home, especially those children with special needs.  
 
 
Out of the many alternatives listed above, there is one alternative that is most workable here – 
homeschooling, (or home-education), that is, parents taking on the role of educating their 
children at home.  
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Chapter 10: Exploring Home Education  
 
 

We do not have answers to everything, neither can we solve all the problems ourselves.  

But what we can do is to give our children the best environment to learn with  

lots of love and encouragement 

[Charles Lourdes] 

 

 

A Homeschooling Dialogue 
 
This dialogue was initiated by my husband and I after we had received many inquiries about 
homeschooling from our online discussions on the topic.  
 
(May 12, 2001) -  There was an air of great anticipation as people started to stream into our 
tiny apartment. They came from far and near - one couple came all the way from Malacca, to 
find out more about homeschooling. Many were genuinely considering the option to 
homeschool their children as they could see the potential benefits of it but at the same time, 
were concerned about certain issues like socialization and curriculum.   
 
Our guests were David and Sook Ching, who have been homeschooling their sons Ethan and 
Elliot for a couple of years, and Mr and Mrs Christie Lourdes, who had successfully 
homeschooled their four children up to university level! The dialogue was facilitated by K V 
Soon, co-founder of FamilyPlace. Obviously, our guests had a lot to impart to neophyte 
homeschoolers who came with their questions and curiosity. Amongst them were:  
 
Q: What is homeschooling and what do you do?  

 
David: Homeschooling is a lifestyle where you value family closeness and understanding. 
You have certain priorities that you want to upkeep for your family and you make a conscious 
effort to protect what you value and believe in. In education, we believe that parents play a 
crucial role as they are the first educators for their children, and under normal circumstances, 
parents should understand their children better than anyone else.   
 
Family lifestyles should not be heavily influenced by external factors. Schooling at the 
expense of family time can do great damage if left unchecked. The generation gap between 
parents and their children would become real when the kids grow older. Problems arise when 
children spend more time away from their own parents, especially at an early age. 
Homeschooling is taking away stress and peer pressure and putting in positive values that 
schools cannot provide.   
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Different families have different ways of homeschooling, some are very unstructured, like the 
Unschooling method, and some can be very structured, like the imported homeschooling 
curriculum that comes with thick manual on teaching, learning and even testing. It all depends 
on what your needs are and how you want to fulfil that need. Essentially, it is finding the best 
way for your family to learn and to live happily and meaningfully in this world. As Wai Leng 
shares about her experience with her daughters, “Homeschooling is doing nothing as well as 
everything!”  
 
Q: What about curriculum? Should we buy the packaged ones and how do we know which is 

the best?  

 

Sook Ching: Do what you feel is right. You may or may not buy any of the packaged 
curriculum available from overseas, which can cost up to thousands of ringgit. Give you and 
your children time to get into the feel of homeschooling before jumping into any fixed 
curriculum. You may find that not everything in there may suit your needs and you may end 
up discarding it altogether. So, take your time to explore and find out what suits your family 
best.   
 
Lourdes: Most of the time, children are made to go through so many years of schooling just to 
reach the “O” levels or the “A” levels which are required for entry into most colleges and 
universities. With proper guidance and discipline, children can do it in much less the time that 
is usually required. My children did theirs at a very young age, and they’ve all gone to 
university and graduated with good results. This is because I did not let obstacles get in my 
way and I did what I felt was right for my family.   
 
Q: What about the tough subjects like Chemistry or Add. Math?   

 
KV: Teachers themselves are not experts in all subjects and neither should parents expect 
themselves to be. The important thing in homeschooling is to cultivate the child to enjoy 
learning for learning’s sake, and to be resourceful in finding information as and when they 
need it. Independent learning is far better than teacher-dependent learning. Children learn to 
think for themselves, to locate information and to process them before using them. This way, 
learning is not dependent on a teacher, or a particular place (usually called the “school”) or a 
set time where you are expected to learn a certain subject at a certain fixed time. In other 
words, the world is your classroom!  
 
Sook Ching: You can outsource the subjects that you are not too strong in, like we do with 
Mandarin, since both of us do not speak or write Chinese, we used to send our boys to a 
Chinese tutor. But that didn’t quite work out for us because there is not enough opportunity 
for them to practise using the language. They learn BM now as we believe that it is important 
to know our own national language as we are Malaysians after all. In fact, we should make it 
a point to learn as many languages as we can as we feel that this would enrich our 
understanding and appreciation of other cultures and traditions.  
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Lourdes: I’m no expert but I managed to teach all four of my children successfully! (laughter) 
The thing is, do not plan too far ahead as things change at a burning rate, especially with the 
advent of computers and technology. Things could be very different ten years from now, and 
some of the subjects the children are studying today may be obsolete by then! Equip your 
children with learning skills and they would take care of themselves when the time comes.  
 
Q: From what we have found out about homeschooling, it is essential that one of the parents 

(and this is usually the mother) stay at home to teach the children. What about fathers who 

are not really involved?  

 
KV : This is a very relevant question and I don’t know if I have the answer for it! But just to 
share my personal experience. As a full-time working father, I understand what it is like to be 
missing out on all the things that my children and my wife are doing at home. I try to be 
involved in their learning process during the weekends when we would do a project together 
like paper sculpture or some science project. I also make it a point to bring them out to 
educational places like the museums, science centres and natural parks. I think working 
fathers can play a role in homeschooling but in a different way.  
 
David: To homeschool, both the parents must be equally committed, otherwise it would be 
more difficult. However, there are cases where single parents homeschool their children and 
have turned out fine for them.   
 
Q: What about exams? Can homeschooled students take the local exams?  

 
David: The general requirements for entry into private colleges or foreign universities are the 
“O” level, the “A” level or the “SAT”. These can be taken as private candidates and there is 
no age limit to them.   
 
Lourdes: My daughter took her “O” level when she was under 10! I went to the British 
Council and found out that I had to take her to Singapore to take it then, which I did, and she 
passed! Now, I understand that you can sit for the “O” level here through the British Council.  
 
Sook Ching: You could also get hold of exam papers from Singapore or elsewhere just to test 
your children’s level of competency. We do that sometimes, just for the fun of it. When 
you’re homeschooling, school exams are irrelevant. We do not submit ourselves to all the 
stress and agony of preparing for exams.  
  
Q: What about preparing children for the real world? Would homeschooled children be too 

sheltered from the outside world?  

 

Sook Ching: The general misconception about homeschooling is that homeschooled children 
are cut off from socializing with other children. We beg to differ because we feel that with 
strong family foundation, our children are able to relate with people from all age groups and 
not just their peer groups, which has its own set of problems. Our two boys have been able to 
spend more time with their grandparents and develop a good relationship with them. They 
have their neighbourhood friends whom they play with regularly and we have friends from 
our church which also acts as a good socializing factor. It is not true that homeschooled 
children have no means of socialization or that they are cut off from the real world. What 
better way to engage with the world than to be in it and truly experiencing it rather than being 
cooped up in a classroom full of children of the same age group which is far from what the 
real world actually is? Which is farther from the real world – the school or the home?  
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David: Schools are not the most conducive places for socialization. We can just look at the 
problems in schools like violence, bullying, discrimination, and so on. Is that the best place 
for children to socialize and to internalize good values? Children are all boxed in and are not 
encouraged to think outside the box. In the end, they get a rather myopic view of the world 
and lose touch with who they truly are.  
 
Lourdes: We do not have answers to everything, neither can we solve all the problems 
ourselves. But what we can do is to give our children the best environment to learn with lots 
of love and encouragement. My child was considered slow by his teachers but he turned out 
to be a genius! My personal view is: Take your children’s education into your own hands and 
leave the rest to God!  
 
 

The California Home-Education Conference 2001 
 

In our personal quest to find out even more about how homeschoolers approach 
homeschooling, KV and I and our two girls aged four and five then, flew all the way to 
California to seek our answers from the source – the land where alternative education 
prospered. The California Home-education Conference that we attended was a great 
inspiration and strong reinforcement for us for we got to experience first-hand how families 
there approach this unique way of family-centred education.  
 
Here is the report on the conference. 
 
August 17-19, 2001 

Radisson Hotel Sacramento 

Organized by the Homeschool Association of California 

 
This conference for home educators, one of the biggest in the US, was an eye-opener for us. 
With about 1,000 participants from all over America, our family attracted much attention 
from the speakers who were fascinated by the fact that we had traveled all the way from 
Malaysia (they do know where it is) just to attend the conference. And how did we get to 
know about the conference? From the internet of course!  
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It's a great tool for homeschoolers to find resources and to  network with other homeschoolers 
around the world. The reason we decided to go was we wanted to experience homeschooling 
from the source – the real pioneers of the alternative way of learning that is converting 
millions of people around the world! 
 
The conference program had too many parallel sessions for us to  attend every one of them. 
So, we had to pick and choose those that we felt would be relevant to us. Amongst the more 
notable speakers that I chose to listen to were: Linda Dobson, author of many books on 
homeschooling, (who also gave the key-note address); Pat Montgomery (who started the 
Clonlara School that adopts homeschooling principles in its teaching of children), and David 
Albert (author and speaker on homeschooling, particularly for gifted children). KV "babysat" 
the girls after having "lost" his case about letting the girls participate in the children's 
activities without his presence, but could not take it any longer after the 1st day and decided 
to bring the kids with him at the talks. The girls were great throughout and won the 
admiration of the people around them.   
 
In summary, we heard the various speakers speak from their heart and the joy and calmness 
they exude from their experience of home-educating their children was indeed very inspiring. 
Some of the common messages that were delivered were:  
 

� That home-education is a joyous, sensible, and rightful choice that parents can make 
for their children. In some cases, it was the children who had requested to be home-
schooled.  

 
� That families have the total freedom to choose the kind of home-schooling they want 

to adopt for themselves, whether they want the structured or unstructured way, the 
curriculum-based or non curriculum-based method.  

 
� That home-schooled children are generally happier, more matured and better 

socialized than are generally perceived to be by non-homeschoolers, and there are 
many success stories of home-schooled children having made it successfully through 
college and working life.  

 
� That home-education is no longer a phenomena but a reality that has taken America 

and other countries by storm and is continually growing at a rapid speed.  
 

� That home-educators need not be alone for there is a big network of home-educators 
out there if we care to look to network and share resources with. During the 
pioneering days, most homeschoolers were quite alone in their quest when few 
families adopted it as their way of life. But things have changed now in the U.S. 
especially, and the other countries are catching on as well.  
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� That there are ways around getting homeschoolers into college, as Wes Beach shared 
in his session: Possibilities After Homeschooling. And to quote him:  

 

"I believe that homeschoolers will do well in college whenever they make deeply personal 

decisions to enter college. If early college admission is not what teenagers want, they can 

find unlimited number of productive and educational ways to spend their teen years. 

Traditional high school academic subjects do not have to be part of what they do. Since 

my students do well in college with very limited or no high school experience, certainly 

alternative "high school" experiences, however radically they depart from a traditional 

course of study, can be the foundation for success in college."  
[From his talk on Possibilities After Homeschooling] 

 
� That home-education is about listening to our children, to learn how they learn and to 

help them learn best using their strengths instead of harping on their weaknesses. 
Home-education is about being better parents to our kids as we learn more about 
ourselves through our children.  

 
� That "Everyone can be a homeschooling advocate" (Linda Dobson) and that we are 

much less powerless than we think we are about our children's education that affect 
their future.  

 
� That teaching our children at home does not need to be stressful or a nightmarish 

experience if we stop bringing the school into our homes and start to enjoy just being 
together as a family and learning together along the way.  

 
� That home-educators have the option to choose to stay within the legal system of the 

country by:  
 

o enrolling in a private school  
o form your own private school  
o use a private tutor  
o enroll in a public school home study/independent study program/charter 

school. (applicable to the States only)  
o do “nothing”!  

 
� That if there is a will, there is a way!  

 
� That nothing cannot be solved with a little ingenuity and a lot of creativity.  

 
Besides listening to the speakers speak about the joys and benefits of homeschooling, there 
were workshops on Family Math - Doing Mathematics with your child (by Jose Franco); The 
Road to Real Literacy (Elizabeth Gibson) and Raising Readers (Paula Harper-Christensen); 
Songs to Take Home (A Concert workshop by Linda Book) and Life is all Song and Dance 
(Marty Layne); Book-Making (Suggestions For Making Books With Young Children by 
Carrie Pilon) as well as many other children's activities.  
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One very interesting thing about the conference was that none of the participants or speakers 
bothered about curriculum. Everyone seemed to be totally for the child-led method or the 
Unschooling method as espoused by John Holt, and that any form of structured method was 
unappealing. Nobody asked about what curriculum to follow or about exams to take or how to 
get into college. But a lot was stressed on natural learning methods, making use of local 
resources and libraries, being interested about learning, and listening to the children and 
following their cues.   
 
We realized that we are not too far from what the Californians are doing and that is a very 
reassuring thought. We have gathered some resources from there that we hope would be of 
benefit to the families back home who are planning on home-schooling their children.   
 
All in all, it was a wonderful trip with visits to interesting and educational places in the State 
of California. We could not possibly cover every interesting place but the few that we 
managed to visit was memorable enough. This is the best part about home-schooling - we get 
to travel during non-peak period while the rest of the student population are at school!  
 
And we came back to Malaysia to form an informal network of homeschooling families 
called MALHEN (the Malaysian Home-Educators’ Network). The following are some of the 
families here taking the alternative path of learning beyond schooling. These are true stories 
by homeschoolers who have found this alternative to be truly God-sent! 
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Chapter 11: Families Learning Beyond Schooling 
 
 

.  "To educate a man in mind and not in morals is to educate a menace to society". 

[Theodore Roosevelt] 
 
 
The following stories are personal accounts of homeschooling families living and learning in 
different ways. It shows that there are many different paths to learning other than doing 
school. 
 
Sook Ching: As parents, we need to ask ourselves, "What do we want my children to grow up 
to be?"  To be successful high achievers?  What if they want to do social work or other jobs 
with low pay?  For us, we want them to grow up to be people who love God and people and 
who are able to relate to others. We want them to be people with character, good morals and 
integrity. We want to instill in them the love of learning, not just to follow the paper chase. 
 
We only started thinking about homeschooling when David's brother in Canada asked if it 
was legal to educate children at home as they were returning to Malaysia to homeschool their 
children. I called up the education ministry, checked up on the law and discovered that it is 
not compulsory for a child to go through formal school here.  
 
Then David found a book on homeschooling in a bookstore. That book helped us understand 
what homeschooling was about and convinced us to do it. That was in 1994.  At that time I 
was lecturing law and was practicing flexi-hours.  So I started teaching our boys to read with 
flash cards.  They loved the attention I gave them and I found that I enjoyed teaching them.  
We are, after all, our children's first educators. 
 
What made us decide to homeschool our children?  Here are some of the reasons : 
 
We are more concerned with character building, not so much with academic achievement.  
Ultimately, the behavior, conduct and manners of a person are more important than his paper 
qualifications.  Theodore Roosevelt said "To educate a man in mind and not in morals is to 
educate a menace to society". 
 

1. We want to see love and joy in learning.  Our education system is too exam-oriented.  
There is no time for other things outside the syllabus. In this age of information glut, 
it's more important to know where to look for answers instead. 

 
2. We want to build strong family relationships.  After coming home from school, 

children will naturally feel tired. There is too little time spent with the family 
compared with time spent with peers. This can lead to peer dependency.  Ralph 
Waldo Emerson said, "I pay the school master to teach but it is the school boys who 
teach my son".  In school, they interact with friends more than with their teachers, 
and easily pick up undesirable traits. 
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3. The academic standard in school is unfortunately declining. This is not the teachers' 
fault but because of the system where one teacher has to handle 50 kids in a class.  In 
school, students memorize for the sake of exams and then forget what they've learned.  
Confucius said that learning that is without thought is labour lost. 

 
4. We want to have time for the family, time to enjoy one another and activities such as 

reading literature together. We want to give back to the children their childhood. We 
practice flexi-time. If we take the morning off, we do some work in the evening.  If 
we miss a day, then we catch up on another day.  Learning is not a chore but 
something interesting and fun.  In the process, we, the parents, learn along and 
together with the children. 

 

**** 
 

 
David: When your kids are young, what they need most is a safe and secure relationship with 
their parents. The time will come soon enough for a more structured program (then again, that 
depends on what sort of homeschooling you prefer) but for now, I would advice spending 
time with your children doing ordinary things together; talk with them, tell stories, read aloud 
with them, and give them space to explore. Our two homeschooled boys are now 11 and 9, 
but we did not even have a “programme” until we subscribed to an American curriculum last 
year. 
 
Let's see if I can list the things we did: 
 

1. We visited the Library regularly, carting away books of the boys' choice and our own. 
If they're not reading yet, it's okay. Although so much has been written about reading 
aloud to children, it merits repeating: Read aloud to your kids. Expressively, 
unstintingly, and frequently. 

 
2. Do craftwork together. Simple stuff like origami, painting, play dough etc. You'll 

want them to explore and do stuff on their own, but now and then, work alongside 
your kids. Even now, our sons happily recall the times we spent doing craftwork 
together. That's truly a gratifying feeling! 

 
3. We gave each child a scrapbook. Let them paste things, write or draw and record 

anything they like in the scrapbook. A birthday photo, a bus ticket, an ice-cream stick 
they found etc - helps them notice things around them. When our boys were a couple  
of years older, we gave them each a journal. We got them to make entries daily, 
writing simply about things they'd seen or done, or places they'd been. So they get 
their spelling wrong and their sentences screwed - that's okay. You'll have lots of time 
to pick up the pieces and make corrections - it's strange but true, but osmosis-like, 
their language will improve as they read more and more! 

 
4. Take them with you when you go out shopping or pay your bills. Talk to them and 

encourage them to ask questions. If you don't have answers, make a big thing about 
looking up the answers in some encyclopaedia (or internet?) or dictionary, together. 
Tell them what you are doing and share with them what you're feeling doing some of 
the things you do with them. Make up stories, and get them to make up stories of their 
own. 
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5. You could teach them the alphabet or simple arithmetic using flash cards, or use 

everyday objects and common things found in your house. Let them help at home too. 
Kids love to help. But give them simple tasks of course, like handing laundry to you 
when you're hanging clothes out to dry; let your children help lay the table for meals, 
etc 

 
Most of all, enjoy your children. Nothing bonds family more than genuine enjoyment of each 
other's company. A secure parent-child relationship is the bedrock of confident learners; so 
slow down on "programmes”or academics for now. 
 
My wife and I went through the same struggles but we realised early that keeping up with the 
Joneses was a situation that would merely add more stress than peace of mind! We have 
learnt that bringing up children is really a lot of common sense and commitment. We have 
two sons, now 10 and 8, and we school them at home. Bucking the trend was difficult but we 
firmly believe it's the best decision we have ever made and our lives are so much better for it!   
 
 

 

**** 
 

 
Juliana: Our son, Balakrishna was born on the 25th of January, 1995. In more ways than one 
his birth changed our lives dramatically. We expected change, a change, which we felt, we 
were very ready for but little did we realise how dramatic it was really going to be. There is 
so much written about parenting but yet none really prepares you for the day-to-day 
challenges one faces with a child.  
 
Like every other parent more so for “late parents” like us, we thought that we had everything 
planned to a fine science right down to his education. We felt that if we could go through the 
system and manage to hold our own in the world then our son could jolly well do the same. 
No fancy private school for him, we said to ourselves but the old fashioned government 
school and finally to a local University just like his parents.  
 
 We soon realised when my son reached the ripe old age of one that this kid was not going to 
make things easy for us. The moment he learned to talk there was no stopping him. It seemed 
that God had given him a 32-hour day and every second was spent talking. And the tough part 
was we had to be attentive for every one of those seconds. He was always asking questions 
and prodding and poking and generally getting into all sorts of mischief. We thought perhaps 
we were too indulgent and we were constantly reminded by all these well meaning 
individuals who somehow seem to form the majority of the population that we the parents 
were the source of the problems.  
 
 We were given and continue to be given all sorts of formulae on how to break his spirit and 
rein him in. The first of this is “Send him to school. You are spending too much time with 
your son. It is not healthy.”  
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This of course went against every fibre in our bodies because we enjoy every moment we are 
all together. But who are we to question this tried and tested philosophy. So off we packed 
our son to his first “school” when he was 2 years old. We took pains to explain to the teachers 
our son’s “quirks” and naively thought that will magically take care of everything.  
 
 I remember clearly taking him to school the first day and as I opened the car door to let him 
out he said to me, ”Amma, you can go back home. Come and pick me up when it its time.”  
That stabbed me right in the heart and the realisation that the “general well meaning public” 
were in fact right almost made me want to jump off the tallest building. Things seemed okay 
for a about a week and then we noticed Balakrishna’s sleep patterns began to change. There 
were nightmares and Balakrishna became harder to handle. He was driving us up the wall and 
around the bend. We felt there was something wrong but instead of relying on our instincts 
we put it down to paranoia.  
 
 Two weeks later things became apparent that he was not conforming to the accepted norm of 
doing as told. His life was becoming filled with more don’ts than do’s. To us that was a 
shame. We figured that whatever he was supposed to be learning from the kindergarten we 
could just as well teach him at home and save us all this guilt of robbing him of his childhood  
and turning him into a robot. Frankly I was getting tired of listening to the list of things which 
he did wrong everyday, which I personally felt was normal!  
 
 We put an end to school for that year and enjoyed another year of just fooling around the 
house. The bliss was to end with the start of a new year, a dreaded period for us.  
 
We had to once again examine our stand and determine if we were doing right by our son. We 
succumbed again to public pressure that perhaps we did not choose the right school. Another 
reputable institution was chosen and honestly the teachers here looked like they were trained 
for the army. Their charges obeyed their every little command and we were convinced this 
was a factory turning out human geniuses. We decided to give this a go thinking at least with 
intellectual stimulation he will toe the line or hopefully by being exposed to these obedient 
children he will conform.  
 
 Were we wrong? I think we really ought to have our heads examined to traumatise a child by 
putting him in this environment but this fear of being too permissive and ultimately being 
responsible for putting a maladjusted individual on the street was just too overpowering. 
Suffice to say hell school worked for only 2 weeks. 6 months down the road Balakrishna in 
casual conversation said he was hit by one of the teachers on the head. I asked him why and 
he said it was because he peed in the hall near the piano. I asked why he didn’t use the toilet 
and he said it was wet and dirty and he didn’t have time to make it to the garden. I asked him 
why he didn’t tell me earlier and he said he forgot. He probably thought it was right for a 
teacher to hit a 3 year old child. We were furious but glad that our instincts in pulling him out 
were right.  
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The rest of the year saw us losing all our deposits paid to the school and being so much 
happier at home. Out of sheer guilt that my son will be an utter misfit I tried to make him do 
Mathematics and English etc. etc. etc. Needless to say the house turned into a battlefield with 
frantic phone calls to the father in the office that things were collapsing. It finally dawned on 
me that this kid was reading far ahead of kids his age and that we ought not to be too bothered 
if other kids were working harder. So in all our wisdom Balakrishna was allowed to do what 
he wanted to do and I was there the ever-willing mother to help him out if he needed help.  
 
 Another year dawned and we were on that roller coaster again and this time we said no 
mucking about. He has to buckle down and conform to some kind of order if he was ever 
going to see the inside of a school and get some certificate and have a job and wife and 
children. We owed it to our son and our future grandchildren.  
 
 Back to school we went in the New Year. But what a difference. The teachers understood 
him perfectly but unfortunately the Gods were not smiling on us. The kids refused to accept 
him. I know. It was probably my son not being able to get along with others. Every day saw 
him in the principal’s office but the teachers kept reassuring me that he has to make mistakes 
in order to learn how to “behave appropriately”, words which I have grown to detest.  I don’t 
know if the teachers  were being kind to us but they even went out of their way to say that 
when he got into scuffles he was usually the victim! Being parents it was really not very 
reassuring. Why must our kid always be the one in a scuffle!  
 
 Notwithstanding, we stuck our ground and saw him through one whole year. The school 
didn’t teach him anything he didn’t already know and we had to acknowledge that our 
attempts to make him take his place among his peers was a dismal failure.  
 
 The next year saw us looking out for yet a new school. If ever there was a medal for tenacity 
and doggedness we would have won it hands down. With this school the situation reverted 
back to the teachers being the baddies. To cut a long story short it lasted 3 months. The reason 
for the decision to pull him out would by itself be sufficient for a novel.  
 
We the parents were obviously slow learners. We tried desperately to push a square peg into a 
round hole and we still couldn’t understand why we were not getting the desired results. 
Doesn’t say much for our education. We pulled him out of school.  
 
 We didn’t have any more energy to go on. We were growing tired of having to explain to 
people. How do we tell people we have an odd ball on our hands that is constantly marching 
to a different drummer?  
 
 Oddly enough during this entire long 7 years we ourselves felt that learning is a life long 
thing and the joys of learning is what every individual must experience. Through learning we 
educate ourselves. We would wax eloquent when talking with fellow adults and yet we were 
not practising it with our own son!  
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We then heard about a mother who was doing a correspondence program with New Zealand. 
That intrigued us as we had family in New Zealand and if ever we were going to emigrate that 
would be the place. We put the wheels into motion and Balakrishna was enrolled in the New 
Zealand Correspondence program. This seemed like a safe compromise. He was in school but 
not in school. If I were to suddenly drop dead at least he could be shipped off to New Zealand 
and they could give him credit for whatever he knows.  
 
Balakrishna has been on the program for 2 years. It is a good program albeit expensive. 
Luckily for us we have only one child. We would have probably had to rob a bank if we had 
more.  
 
We haven’t succeeded in reining him in and we now don’t think it is necessary. We have 
learnt to accept his peculiarities and that is what makes him so very special.  
 
How does one home school a child like Balakrishna? What we have learnt is firstly our son is 
our teacher. He has taught us what it is to love unconditionally and not to be afraid to be 
different and to enjoy every little thing that God has put on Earth. We have learned to see 
things differently, teach differently and be creative. More importantly we are relearning all 
that was taught to us in an atmosphere of fear in a whole new way.  
 
Mind you my son says, “Amma, you were a very good mother until 1998 and then you 
became like every other mother. You must go back”. When I ask why he says that he says, 
“Because you are always telling me I have to do this Maths and write this and I just don’t 
want to do it.”  
 
 So you see I haven’t passed the test of a good mother! With a straight face I tell him all I 
know is I love him very much and I can only do the best I know how to. Nothing works like 
reverse psychology and he immediately says’ “Actually you are the best mother.” I think he 
says it because he cannot bear to see the pain on my face.  
 
Why we homeschool? The reason should be abundantly clear. When you have a kid who goes 
up to a teacher and say that learning is not all about reading and writing and arithmetic but 
learning is experiencing things then you know you are in for trouble. You jolly well keep him 
at home and nurture him for as long as you can in an environment of love and understanding.  
 
Does he learn at all? The answer is a resounding yes. He will read endlessly on things which 
interest him and he can spend hours doing things which capture his attention. We have 
learned today that every moment of our lives is a teaching and learning moment and one can 
take any topic to whatever level you and your child want to go.  
 
Does he study like children of his age? The answer is an overpowering “No!” We have yet to 
make him sit down for longer than 10 minutes at a time for any work. He refuses to write. If 
he has to do any written work he will lie in bed and dictate to me while I try to keep pace and 
copy it down on the computer. He is without doubt a smart kid…..he has got his parents 
working for him! We can only hope the tables will turn one day. To add salt to wounds he 
hates exams of all kinds, refuses to be tested and feels there is no need for universities! We 
really have doubts whether he will ever be able to earn a living!  
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We as parents are continuing to learn and yes we certainly don’t have the answers…we 
probably never will. But if he does turn out to be maladjusted I just hope we are not around to 
take the blame. In the meanwhile the world will just have to take care of itself when he is set 
loose. In the meanwhile we are trying to mitigate damage by doing our best to make him into 
a responsible individual. 
 

****  
 
 

Julie: I think Home Education would certainly be an alternative and one that you might be 
surprised will actually be far superior to school. Not all children can fit into the rigid model of 
the school child, for some I'm sure it's impossible. Having to sit and copy from the board, 
follow often meaningless rules I'm sure this would make your child’s "so called ADHD" 
worse. If he was at home he would be able to follow his own learning pattern and his own 
interests, if you wanted to follow a curriculum (and many people don't) this could be finished 
in very little time leaving your son free to do things that he really enjoys. For me and my 
family Home Education has been a great success, I started because we couldn't afford to send 
our children to the International school, but now I wouldn't even want to!  
 
In this modern world the family is really under attack and children are the main victims. I 
think in many societies the pressure on children to perform is incredible, children are 
subjected to tests at a very young age, which I believe will prevent a love of learning and 
instead lead to a fear of it!!  
 
Like you say we have to allow our children to just be, to play and actually have time to think 
and process information. Instead too often they are shuffled from school to tuition to this and 
that class, leaving them little or no time to ponder the wonder of life, to discover the beauty of 
things around them and to make their own connections. 
 
We don't use any program and my children are autonomously educated. At times it appears as 
if they do nothing educational, in fact we have just had a long spell of doing seemingly 
nothing, however yesterday I found a British guide to the key stages that a teacher friend had 
given me. When I looked at the word list that year 4 students should be able to read and spell 
I was surprised to see that my daughter who is 6 could easily read and spell 99% of them, this 
she has achieved by just living and learning along the way, she enjoys words and reading and 
spends her days happily playing with her brother and sister or cutting up paper to make 
things. Sometimes I have moments of doubt and think about a curriculum but have never 
found anything that is suitable and I don't think my children would enjoy to have to do 
something every day, they enjoy being masters of their own destiny and education!!! I have 
two very different children just a year and a bit apart in age, where my daughter is very 
literate, my son shows very little interest he enjoys being read to and can read a few words his 
writing is virtually non existent (he just wrote his name yesterday) he is happy just to play, 
play, play! and through this he  learns.  
 
It takes great courage to educate autonomously and at times as I say I have my doubts but 
generally it’s very rewarding for all involved. I guess what we all have to remember is that 
education is big business and there is always someone out to make money.  
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Swee Bin:  For Richard and I, we would have happily sent our children to school if the 
schools available are providing quality education.  We are turning to home-ed only because 
there are none (we feel)!  By our definition, quality education would produce children who 
are knowledgeable and equipped with the many essential skills.  We feel that we still need to 
consider the societal system that we are in - that we have to prepare our children towards a 
public examination to enable entry into college/university.  By not preparing them, we would 
be effectively closing the door to that option for our children, and in a way pre-determining 
their future to pursuits that do not require academic qualifications! Que sera sera - the future 
will be whatever it will be, we just want to keep their options open. 
 
I think too that what we do for our children has also to be guided by their age. The Moores 
put forward the concept of Integrated Maturity for Learning.  Their research has found that 
most girls develop IML by age 8 while boys do so by age 10 (hence, boys suffer a lot in the 
early school years and are often labelled as "slow.")  IML is when everything suddenly falls 
in place for more robust learning.  An example is, a child who may have difficulty 
deciphering letters will suddenly "get" it.  Or, a child who has previously not spoken a word 
suddenly breaks through in her speaking abilities (this is in the earlier ages). 
 
Hence, the Moores promote homeschooling below the ages of 8-10 to allow the child to 
develop at her/his own pace and free the child of peer pressure. Their premise is that formal 
education should not start at age 6 but should be delayed till 8-10 (when IML is in place), and 
homeschooling is the healthiest developmental option for children prior to those ages. They 
believe that too many children have been scarred in the early school years and never got to 
achieve their true potential because they were labelled "slow." (The Moores also promote 
homeschooling right up to pre-high school.) 
 
We are fine with the free-for-all method for Jian Lin since she is only turning 6 this year.  Her 
day (after she comes back from kindy) is dictated by her.  I'd sometimes suggest an activity, 
but most of the times she takes the lead.  For instance, today she painted her own face and 
wanted to paint mine. So I became her canvas.  After that, it was my turn to paint her face. 
Then, she had fun cleaning me up - first using the cream, then the toner. She loves girl-stuff! 
 
She went on to watch her favourite Art Attack.  Later on, she took out her journal (she's just 
started this with her own Winny the Pooh book that she chose for herself - because she wants 
to follow her brother) and made some entries of her day - all in her "excellent" spelling.  
Then, the two played kick-ball with a tennis ball.  After that, she wrote some more in her 
journal.  When I sat down with Jian Eu to go through a Q&A practice, she joined in and 
sometimes she asked even sharper questions than her brother! Then, she got bored, took out 
her Dinosaur paper-folding book and proceeded to cut some squares to start folding.  She was 
keeping an ear out for what Jian Eu and I were doing, because a couple of times she 
interjected with her questions. 
 
Dad came home, and we had dinner.  She was quite tired and I took her up to bathe.  Before 
sleeping, she wanted to write some more in her journal (hahaha! she's just gotten the book last 
week and still has not gotten over the novelty of it.  The two are crazy over the glittery, multi-
coloured pens now available, and she makes her entries in full technicolour!) - her last entry 
for the day being: "Every nigh my ko ko end I drink Milo."  She read a book with Dad, and 
off she went to sleep. 
 
For now, it is more for Jian Eu - he turned 9 in March - that we feel the need for a curriculum 
to provide a study guide.  I really wouldn't know what to do with him if I don't have such a 
guide - I just don't have it in me to be an unschooler - I think I belong to a personality type 
that likes order :-D. 
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I've noticed many parents wanting to know about curriculum when they start to explore the 
homeschooling option.  That's the reason I brought Core Knowledge (I especially like the 
suggested reading lists provide by grade) to the attention of the group - in the belief that it 
may be relevant to some, and might even help parents like me feel more confident with a 
curriculum in hand.  I do accept that all of us will homeschool our children in the way we see 
best. 
 
 

****  
 

 
 
Adeline: My husband and I have decided to homeschool our children (9 & 14) this year. They 
were going to a private school and we were really unhappy with the quality of teaching and 
environment of the school. This came about when we started to ask WHYs and came out with 
a totally different perspective of learning from the school system. 
 
In fact, I have been a silent member in the MALHEN forum for the past one over year. Back 
then, homeschooling was not our option. We both worked and depended on our maid to man 
the house in our absence. I got interested in Family Place because I wanted to know how 
parents are managing their families i.e. activities etc - to add quality to our lives. Well, one 
thing led to another and I was encouraged to introduce homeschooling during weekends and 
holidays. But it was very frustrating because I would need to undo the thoughts and processes 
they had learned in school to get a head way with my form of homeschooling. That was what 
really woke me up to the 'defect' of the school system. What pains us most is watching our 
children grow up without any strong values that would mould them to be persons of character. 
 
I agreed with Wai Leng, she wrote " I was sharing with Linda Dobson, author of The Art of 

Education (and others) that it is so important for parents to embrace homeschooling in its true 
spirit instead of taking it as a replacement for poor schooling, and she agrees with me, saying 
that there are a lot of parents in the US also tend to approach homeschooling in a reactionary 
manner, that is, schools are so bad, so why not school at home? instead of hey, learning this 
way is so wonderful, why not adopt it as our lifestyle?" 
 
I started out thinking of ways to 'replace' school. Then realized I am not capable of holding all 
the activities by subjects and panic ! Building lots of stress. This forum has helped us re-direct 
our energy to the true spirit of homeschooling and we all enjoy each other so much nowadays. 
Many thanks to all who share their fears and courage with us. 
 
The other day, I took my children and our neighbour's children to meet ASIMO, the talking, 
dancing and walking robot at the National Science Centre. It was in the middle of the 
afternoon on a weekday.  The children enjoyed themselves and so did I. To cap it all, my 9 
year old wrote in his scrap book that it was the best day ever !! And this is his first attempt to 
write something on his scrap book since we started homeschooling. We are in the process of 
unschooling, pretty frightening process, lots of self-doubts surface! 
  
 

****  
 

 
Elena (not her real name): Hi there. We're new to this mail list so let us first introduce 
ourselves. My husband, D, and I, unschool our two kids, A,  6 years and J, almost 3. 
 
I understand the trepidation and uncertainty that parents just embarking on the 
homeschooling/unschooling journey may have. I've just read Wai Leng's mail about her two 
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girls' rebellion over their piano lessons and was touched  by the honesty of it all. The biggest 
lesson that we can all learn as homeschoolers (and believe me, I'm learning it every single 
day) is to TRUST ourselves and our children. 
 
I'd been helping A. along with her reading - we do words for 20 mins or so a day from a book 
called "Let's Read" by a renowned linguist Leonard Bloomfield. and because she had been 
making great progress I got more excited than her and started to get rather regimented about 
the whole thing you know, must do everyday and that sort of thing, a bit like a sergeant-
major. Well, one day she went and secretly told her father that she wasn't enjoying her 
reading lessons with mummy anymore. What a blow for me. But in the true spirit of 
unschooling we all sat down and talked about it and I realized that I was acting from my fears, 
the biggest of which was that "my children might grow up illiterate". 
 
As soon as I said that we all burst out laughing because it was the most inane statement 
anyone could have made. Yet, until it had been expressed it was a very real fear gnawing at 
my insides. Our children, like most children of today, are surrounded by the printed word, by 
books and magazines and newspapers and lots of good books of their own so to grow up not 
knowing how to read is really not a possibility. I learnt that the hard way.  
 

 
****  

 
 
Fren (not her real name): I was talking to this nice lady of three kids this morning during a 
party for "under-fives". Jacinta who is 8+ was there to present a couple of songs. Jayden 
"chickened out" last minute fearing it was going to be boring like the other concerts.  Guess 
he hasn’t quite recovered.  Poor thing!  Anyway when this lady found out that I homeschool, 
as usual, the question of socialization popped up.  Not long after, the next usual remark, "I 
always envy people who can do that."  My answer to her was simple.  I won’t repeat them 
here because the answer I gave her was at best theoretical due to the lack of time. My purpose 
of putting it in writing now is to add the practical aspect of it to share with the rest of you and 
also with this lady if she happens to be on this list. 
  
Believe it or not, I was once upon a time a mom who was against homeschooling.  
Socialization and isolation were just some of the issues on my objection list. To cut a very 
long story short, I started homeschooling in 1998 with the tremendous support of my 
husband. Looking at it now, socially, I think my children have fared pretty well. They can 
play with children of all ages, not just their age group. My oldest child, however, will clash 
occasionally with another strong-willed child as she herself is very strong-willed. But most of 
the time, I have the privilege of being around to witness it and counsel her if need be.  Other 
than that, she can normally play with younger kids like this morning at the party, or with older 
kids. It is interesting when one observes a homeschooling group on an outing. Take our last 
Putrajaya trip for instance, I think it was so wonderful to see children of all ages interacting so 
well together.  I also have the privilege of gatherings in homeschooling groups overseas and 
you find the same wonderful thing happening. 
 
Also, we discovered our second child’s academic ability by accident and have since been 
homeschooling him on the same level as his sister (who’s older by two years). My husband is 
quite sure that if he is to go to a traditional school, it would have an adverse effect on him as 
he would most likely be placed according to his age level and that could drive him nuts. 
Worse still, he might even be labeled ADD if he doesn’t comply with the teacher as school 
can then be pretty boring.  So, segregation by age in schools may not be that healthy after all 
since we all progress on our own pace.  Also, in real life, we will need to mingle with people 
of all ages. Why not start the training now? 
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As to the second question or rather statement of  "I always envy people who can do that", my 
immediate response to her was, "You can do it too!" The idea of homeschooling can be 
daunting but not impossible.  Most of all, I am motivated by the fact that many homeschooled 
children develop a special bond with their parent/s. Generally too, they do not go through the 
stage of teenage rebellion which sadly is considered a normal phase that teenagers go through 
these days.  [ 

 

(Author’s note: Fren and family came from Australia about 3 years ago and have now returned to 

Australia where their two children are happily schooling.) 

 
 

****  
 

 
Patrick: Twelve years ago, I received a job application letter from a local graduate who 
pursued an accounting course in a local university. I was then looking for a suitable candidate 
to fill up a clerical position in my accounts department. This graduate was unable to get a job 
since he had graduated 4 years ago. Throughout this period, he was supported under the 
unemployed graduate training scheme (Skim Latihan Graduan) undertaken by the 
government at a monthly allowance of RM400. It was so disheartening to see a graduate to 
stay jobless for such a long time. 
 
When I finally met up with him, he impressed upon me as a humble and determined young 
man. The only obvious setback was his command of spoken English. I believe this setback 
and certainly the availability of other competitive candidates in the market had affected his 
opportunity to be selected by a potential employer. As I needed somebody with some basic 
book-keeping experience, it was just not appropriate for me to employ him. It was another 
disappointment for him. 
 
Although I had heard a lot about the jobless situation encountered by many of our local 
graduates, I had not given a serious thought over the matter before I met this candidate. The 
present situation to me was quite different as compared to those days I was just a bachelor. I 
had to think of my daughter’s future. Gervin was already learning how to talk and it was 
important that I should start to look into her long-term academic requirements. It was mind 
boggling to think of competing to get a place in a public university and subsequently the 
potential gloomy job prospects. What would be Gervin’s future if she finally pursues a course 
in a public university? Is she going to follow the same footsteps encountered by this frustrated 
candidate? 
 
After pondering over the issue for a couple of years and observing the performance of our 
local graduates along the way, my final decision was to take Gervin to a different path leading 
to a foreign course either in accountancy, law or science. To select this path, I have to 
consider my affordability to see her through the entire course. It is definitely more costly than 
pursuing a course in a public college or university. Well, as a hotel Financial Controller at 
that point of time, it should not be a problem for me to make such a commitment. The 
economy in 1991 was not bad at all but unfortunately nobody could predict the economic 
condition 5 years down the road. I just have to be cautious and prudent in managing my 
finances as long as I stay employed. 
 
When Eric was born in 1994, Gervin was already 4 years old. The scenario of our local 
graduates had not improved at all instead it had worsened. More than 30,000 local graduates 
were unemployed. The problem of their poor command of English was highlighted again and 
again in the media that I finally had lost much of my confidence in our education system. Not 
until the year 2002, a bold decision to reintroduce the teaching of Mathematics and Science in 
English to replace Bahasa Malaysia was then announced by our Government with the 
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intention to improve the situation. I respect our Prime Minister’s wise and farsighted decision 
but this had not changed my mind to home-school my children. How could I make a U-turn 
after adopting the home-school system for more than a decade? 
 
It is not easy to develop a culture of home-schooling nor it will be positive for my children to 
accept a sudden change of a learning system. Gervin was already 12 and Eric was 8 in 2002. 
They are so motivated and confident in what they have been doing for the past many years in 
their home-studies. Education is a lifelong pursuit and it can be achieved in any place or 
environment. I don’t believe one has to undergo formal education in school to achieve 
academic success. There are many ways to acquire education and knowledge. As the saying 
goes, there are many ways to skin a cat. 
 
We totally understand the heavy responsibilities to perform our roles as parents and teachers 
for our kids. It is a task which takes not only months but years to accomplish. Are we willing 
to sacrifice our limited leisure and other activities for the sake of our children’s education? 
The answer was YES. Once we had made up our minds, there was no second thought or 
regret. In fact it was my wife who constantly felt uncomfortable with negative remarks made 
by friends and relatives on the subject of home-schooling. My determination and confidence 
on this pursuit are unwavering. Nobody is able to weaken my commitments. After a long and 
challenging journey in schooling our kids, my wife has finally changed to think and behave 
like me. Friends and relatives seem to change as well. Nowadays, they seldom make negative 
comments on this issue in front of us. 
  
To inculcate awareness on my kids to lead a healthy life is one of my strongest ongoing 
emphases. Let me share with you an incident which occurred to my best friend’s son, 
Sulaiman (not his real name). He started smoking at around 16. When he was punished by the 
teacher for suspected smoking in school, his father confronted the teacher and demanded him 
to produce evidence to prove his son’s wrongdoing. What an amazing confrontation! The 
teacher lost a silly battle because he couldn’t produce any apprehended cigarette. Somehow 
my best friend didn’t win the battle either. 
 
We had actually seen Sulaiman smoking while he was staying near our apartment. How could 
the father condone his unhealthy act by defending him when he was punished. He should be 
grateful to the smart teacher for educating his son.  Five years now, you can see Sulaiman 
smoking openly with style and a licence to do so. He is out of school for 5 years and is a 
proud married man now working as a waiter. Frankly, I feel the society is full of simple and 
ignorant parents. Incidentally there are also many misguided children who are creating quite a 
bit of nuisance in schools and society especially those who are in their adolescence. Who 
should be blamed for this social menace? How many parents really play a correct and 
farsighted role in bringing up their children 
 
Like a boat struggling to float in the middle of the rough sea, the captain must be decisive and 
calm in making every sensible decision to control the situation. A wrong move could spell 
disaster to other passengers on the boat. Similarly, my kids’ future and prospects depend on 
how good is my decision to steer them to a right path. I am not willing to make a wrong 
decision which may jeopardise their future. They are young, bright and are willing to work 
hard to build themselves a bright future. As a captain of their boat, I have to make wise and 
reliable decision so that my kids can reach their destinations with as limited obstructions as 
possible. 
 
Finally I must say we have no regrets in making such a challenging decision to home-school 
our kids. We enjoy every minute guiding and interacting with them for the past one decade. 
Nothing was more fulfilling than to see them learning from alphabets of ABC then to 
grammar and vocabulary. Sometimes, Gervin and Eric come to my help when I couldn’t 
remember the spelling of certain words. Along the way, I sometimes wish that if I had such 
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guidance from my parents a few decades ago, perhaps then I would have less obstacles and 
bumps in my early days of studies. What a day dream! 
 
All the best to those parents who home-school their children. Your hard work and efforts will 
bear fruits in the near future.  

 
 [Author’s note: This article had been extracted from a longer article that may be viewed at 

www.familyplace.com.my.] 

 
****  

 
 
KV: I had, over the past couple of weeks, prepared Samanta, or rather, psyched her up in 
joining me at my meetings with clients and business associates. I have this grand vision that 
being home educators, our children can be involved in their parent's lives and we in theirs.  I 
have this thought that we can practise an "all inclusive" family life and that my kids can 
(hopefully) be familiar with corporate environment and will have no problem becoming 
entrepreneurs in the later part of their lives – homeschooling allows this flexibility. 
 
So, on the first day she, our little Samanta, was all excited to go and had no idea what to 
expect (not that she was keen to know). All she was concerned about was the happy thought 
of "I am going for meeting with daddy!" On that day the meeting was to last from 12.30 - 
2.30pm and another from 2.30 - 4 pm, roughly about 4 hours. When the people in the office 
saw her, she was offered drinks and food, even I never got that special attention! 
 
The first hour went on well, she sat quietly - so quiet that she did not utter a single word . She 
sat at a separate table and took her books out from her bag (which was packed the night 
before by her mummy) and read and wrote. This was a rather informal meeting (thank 
goodness!) and at about 12.15pm she started to get restless, she started to climb on my chair, 
and started playing with my hair!  When I managed to get her off she was on my lap trying to 
button my the last button on my shirt!  I excused myself and ask if she needed anything and 
she quietly whispered she needed "to go" (long call). So off we went and she insisted that I be 
with her until she has completed her "business". Meanwhile, of course, we took a little break 
from the meeting. 
 
By the time the second meeting started (at the same office) she needed to be kept busy and 
fortunately my Palm PDA had checkers and that kept her busy for a while. She did interrupt 
me occasionally to ask me how to make the next moves. I just quickly responded, kept my 
thoughts on the meeting and resumed my discussions.  At about close to 5pm,we left the 
office. The day went well, I thought to myself. When I asked her if she wanted to join me for 
another meeting, her reply was a decisive "Yes"! 
 
The Second Day 
 
The next day, I was undecided if I should take her along as this time the meetings would start 
from 10.30am to about 4.30 pm – stretching for about 6 hours. This was to be held in a board 
room, a little more formal setting. I decided to give it a try. Moreover, this little girl insisted 
that she wanted to go. So, what can I say? 
 
The first 2 hours went well. We took sometime to go for lunch break and after that, went on to 
the next meeting and followed by the last meeting at 3.30 pm.  This time she was more 
confident, but still as quiet. When she was bored or tired, she just walked about the 
conference room but did not disturb anyone. At times when I was at the front explaining a 
concept / an idea she would sit attentively behind listening (as if she understood what I was 
talking about). Suddenly, she walked right to me and started hugging my leg while I was 
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talking and whispered in my ear, "Daddy, I need "to go" again! I quickly  told my brother 
(who was at the same meeting) to take her…… 
 
It was at that moment that her first words at the meeting came out loud and clear, "No need. I 
know where to go" and off she went, so confidently. But less than a minute later she returned 
and said, "But the toilet is full, and I cannot wait!" Almost immediately my brother rushed her 
to the male toilet.. I could see that some of the people in the room were trying hard not to 
laugh. 
 
The last hour of the day's meeting saw her swiveling happily about on the office chair. Later 
she discovered the lever that adjusted the chair’s height and she came straight to my chair, 
adjusting it while I was talking! The last 1/2 hour was a little tough, restlessness set in and she 
came up to me and said, "Can we go home now?" several times. The Palm did not work with 
her this time but fortunately she kept very quiet until it was time to go home. 
 
Finally when my meeting concluded, she was indeed happy and relieved. One attendee 
remarked how amazing Samanta was to sit through the meetings. I was amazed myself. I was 
amazed how much Samanta tried to keep to the ground rules I laid out before I agreed to take 
her to the meeting. In fact, she sat through almost 6 hours of meetings in one day. When she 
got back, she proudly told her mummy and her sister of her great achievement and they were 
indeed proud of her. 
 
Overall, I felt happy my children could be part of what I am doing. People tend to be 
disarmed when children are around. I did not sense any apprehension or annoyance from my 
clients and associates at the meeting. In fact, Samanta's appearance got one of my business 
associates to show me pictures of her own children, and we talked a little about children and 
family life. Some talked about their children and I felt it was good, it gave a little more 
"heart" to the otherwise no-nonsense business environment. 
 
I am happy that since I started working from home, I am able to get into my children’s world 
and be engaged with their learning experiences, and they are able to be a part of my mine 
without too much restrictions. This way, parents and children have a more balanced 
experience of what family life truly is.  And indeed, this is what home-education is also about 
– the integration of work and family life as naturally as we learn and live together.  

 
 

****  
 

 
Wai Leng: So, why do we choose to homeschool? Well, I suppose it is because this seems to 
us the most logical and natural thing to do with the least risk of acquiring negative attitudes 
towards learning and living. We are not much different from any other families except 
perhaps that our lifestyle is simpler and slower without too much unnecessary stress from 
school, homework, exams or peer pressure.   
 
And we also believe that homeschooling is not exclusively for stay-at-home parents only, for 
working parents who see the goodness of it CAN start to apply and practise it with their 
children at home in the evenings after work and during weekends and holidays. When the 
children are old enough to be on their own and have learnt to be independent learners, it is 
possible for working parents to adopt it full-time for their children. Naturally, working parents 
would have to find ways to do it most effectively for themselves but nothing is impossible 
with a little creative thinking and a lot of determination!  
 
\ 
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If we start off with the right attitude towards educating our children wholesomely and 
holistically, we need not worry about their future for the future is going to be very different 
from what we ourselves have experienced during the Industrial and Post-Industrial Age. The 
Information Age belongs to our children and they themselves would know better than we do, 
how to live and work best through it.  We must have the courage to let go of the antiquated 
system and embrace the way of the future. This is the least we could do for our children and 
theirs to come.  
 
My husband and I had been watching our daughters, Amrita and Samanta, grow since they 
were babies and we have always been amazed by the way they look at their world with such 
curiosity and wonder, always exploring, expanding and engaging in all sorts of joyous 
activities that make them feel good about themselves and the world around them. There are 
no worries, no stress, no hurry to go anywhere or to achieve anything. There is just being – 
being themselves, being natural, being reflective, being inquisitive, being creative, being 
happy. We ask ourselves, isn’t this what growing up is supposed to be? Do we want them to 
lose all these just because society says that children ought to be schooled to get a certified 
education? Do we want to rob them of their childhood by making them learn in ways that 
seem foreign to them instead of learning through exploration and play?  
 
After much thought and deliberation, we have decided not to surrender our daughters as 
“sacrificial lambs” to the Institution but to nurture them naturally and holistically at home 
where they feel loved and accepted. Because they have not been subjected to the daily grind 
of schooling, they do not feel stressed or burned out like some children do when the daily 
strains of doing homework and other school-related things get too much for them to handle. 
Instead, they have more time to rest, eat, play and learn at a pace that is comfortable for them 
which is much healthier too because we should not hurry kids when it comes to their physical, 
mental and emotional development, for to do that would be messing with Mother Nature. And 
because we spend more time together as a family, we are able to understand one another 
better and the girls learn about emotions and how to handle them appropriately. Amrita, who 
has a very logical mind with a knack for math and science as well as languages and art,  learns 
from her sister to be more playful and less serious in her attitude towards life, while Samanta, 
who is a person of the heart, musically inclined, highly imaginative, and loves to dance, learns 
from her older sister to be more responsible and self-reliant. Together they compliment each 
other and achieve a nice balance. 
 
And while more and more children get highly stressed at school with very rigid ways of 
learning, the girls possess a certain calmness and maturity way beyond their age. A day at 
home can be spent in quiet activity like writing or drawing, or in stimulating role-play that 
can go on and on for the whole day until their energy is all spent. There are also times when 
they just lie around seemingly doing nothing. But we allow it because we believe that just as 
“rests” are important in music to give a balance to the whole work, so do quiet moments in 
children where they retreat into themselves to think, fantasize or just be. There is one 
important thing that parents of young children often overlook, that is, to give their children 
space to do “nothing”. These quiet moments when they seem to be doing nothing is actually 
very important because ideas, inspiration and enlightenment come during reflective moments 
like this. Children (as well as adults) need time to wonder and ponder about life. We should 
not try to fill up their days with so many activities that they hardly have time to breathe! This 
“breathing space” should be maintained as a protection from the bustling world outside which 
can get to be quite overwhelmingly mad at times.  
 
Because our daughters feel so comfortable being at home doing the things they like to do or 
just enjoying each other’s company, they have no great yearning for external stimulation like 
going to the mall or watching TV or playing the latest computer games. When children’s 
emotional needs are fulfilled, there is no void that needs to be filled. And hence, life is 
simpler, happier and healthier for the whole family. And because they are constantly 
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surrounded by positive people, their outlook in life is positive and full of hope. It is indeed a 
joy to see them face the day with such open hearts and optimism that we feel so privileged 
being their parents! Learning without schooling - we know we have made the right decision!  
 
However, it was not a decision that we made easily. Although we had no doubts about the 
merits of homeschooling, we did not want to be accused of depriving our daughters, notably 
Amrita, who seemed to like the idea of going to school very much even at an early age. This 
we solved by letting her experience what school is like by enrolling her in kindergarten. 
Initially it was enjoyable because learning was more towards play. But as she turned six, the 
whole approach was leaning towards preparation for Primary One which meant having lots of 
homework and tests and drill work! Finally, before the second term was over, she decided not 
to go anymore, which actually came as a surprise to me. When I asked her why, she said: 
“School’s not fun anymore. We don’t get to play. We just work and work and work!”  
 
And I secretly heaved a sigh of relief because we could finally homeschool fulltime without 
the unnecessary distractions. I call schooling a great distraction because children often do not 
get to pursue their real interests whole-heartedly because they have to study for exams or 
finish their homework or go for tuition. What kind of childhood is that when there is no time 
for play? As for Samanta, I think she’s born to be homeschooled! She’s like a little zen master 
– when hungry, she eats, when sleepy she sleeps, the rest of the time, she plays! And now, 
with our new addition in the family - baby Arian – life is even more interesting for us as we 
get to learn first hand, how babies grow and develop day by day and what it takes for babies 
to grow healthily and happily. The girls have included baby-sitting as part of their 
homeschooling curriculum!  
 
This is our homeschooling core curriculum: 
 

1. Play - role play, fantasy play, play-acting, sand play, water play ... games - board 
games or games that we make up ourselves; physical play like playing on the monkey 
bars and playing at the playground; sports is a form of play that adults still participate 
in like basketball, tennis, golf (kids start early nowadays:) More recently, we indulge 
in baby play like peek-a-boo, hide-and-seek and just crawling on the floor! Very 
therapeutic! 

 
2. Music - Children respond very naturally to music if we give them the freedom to 

experience it in its various forms and not just restricted to the piano or violin. Let 
them play around with it, to explore and to experiment with sounds. We used kitchen 
utensils and managed to create some very interesting music apart from a great deal of 
noise too! But if we manage it well, something good would come out of it. Avoid 
starting formal music training too early as the child might not last more than a year 
with it. For many years my girls were quite happy just playing on their own until they 
realised that Mommy could help them make some nice music too. That's when they 
asked to be taught certain pieces that they liked and it progressed from there. Now 
they are both taking formal lessons on the violin while I teach them the piano.  

 
3. Dance - This is one of human's oldest form of expression before the invention of 

musical instruments. Children respond very naturally to dance and this is evident 
when we play music to babies and they move to it without being taught. The girls 
love to make up their own dances and they enjoy dancing with their friends and 
pretend to give a performance! They have developed a love for ballet with its highly 
disciplined and controlled moves.  
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4. Art - This is a very good form of expression for kids as it does not require words that 
require spelling. Just give them plenty of drawing and painting materials and they 
would usually know what to do without having to be told. If they still cannot manage 
brushes yet, then use their bare hands! Who knows, they might come up with some 
masterpieces. On our walls are hung not paintings of Van Gogh or Picasso, but 
pictures by our daughters, Amrita and Samanta . They feel good that their art work 
are respected and appreciated by their parents! 

 
5. Cooking - This can be fun and it is a very good way to learn about different foods and 

cooking methods. Children also appreciate the food on the table much more when 
they are active participants in the cooking process. Start with simple dishes and  work 
up to more elaborate ones. Ruth Liew's Fun With Cooking is a great start for young 
children.  

 
6. House work - The girls do the dishes after dinner and help in our weekly house 

cleaning. They also do their laundry and iron their own clothes whenever they feel 
like it. These living skills are fast disappearing in our young people today because 
people have maids to do everything for them.  

 
7. Baby-sitting - The girls have learnt to take care of Baby Arian and this is part of their 

homeschooling which they enjoy doing. This involves reading baby's signals, ie when 
is it a hungry cry and when is it a sleepy cry, etc.  

 
8. Reading – I have put reading last not because it is the least important but because this 

is something that parents fret the most over. We panic when our kids do not read 
early enough (like by age 2!) and we search for the best and most expensive reading 
system in town, but essentially children take to books and reading differently. The 
best that parents can do is to practise what we preach. If we want our kids to love 
reading, we ourselves should love it too. When we make it a family practise to read 
and enjoy reading, there is no reason why our children would not follow suit unless 
we have successfully made reading a tremendous chore for them. 

 
Workbooks and homework is actually more for us parents to feel reassured that our kids are 
up to mark with their work. Kids usually do not have much problems with them once they 
start on the right footing and have a fairly good understanding of what they are for. But ask 
any kid and they would usually say that these are boring stuff but that's when they are forced 
to do too much too young. When given in small doses, they do find them interesting. And 
sometimes they don't want to stop! 
 
Kids do not need their parents to know a lot to teach them. They just need us to be there for 
them when they need us and to love and guide them along during their growing up years. 
Each child has his or her own learning spark. Our role as parents is to help them ignite that 
spark.  
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Chapter 12: Activities and Adventures –  Ideas for Learning 

 
Sometimes, all we need to do is take a step back and just observe 

 quietly and appreciatively. Our children would then lead us 

 to their fascinating kingdom of fun and joy that is unique to them. 

 
 
 
Discovering your child’s passions 
 
When we try to expose our children to the different kinds of learning environment, what we 
are really trying to do is to discover which are the ones that truly spark an interest in our 
child. It does not take parents long to notice that there are some things that appeal to our child 
immediately because it is their natural love that fits their natural learning style. And there are 
also some things that do not seem to ignite any interest in them no matter how hard we try to 
make them interesting.  
 
For a child to have a passion for learning and discovering things outside of school, he or she 
must be given the opportunities and exposure to pursue them. And more importantly, the 
parents must have some sort of interest that they feel happy doing. These can be in the forms 
of hobbies (like stamp or coin-collecting, painting, gardening, or carpentry), sports (like 
playing sporting games, cycling, mountain-climbing), travelling (to historical or cultural 
places where history and geography can be learnt in a more interesting way), writing or 
composing (where quite a lot of reading and researching is done) and many other interesting 
things out there in our diverse world that is our natural “classroom” or learning lab.  
 
In a parenting talk that my husband and I gave at a school recently, I posed the question to the 
parents whether any of them is pursuing any hobbies or things of interest other than their 
work, and there were only two or three hands that came up out of a roomful of people. This is 
quite shocking because if they are only working for a living and taking care of kids at home, 
parents are not seen to have any interest outside of this parameter and this may influence the 
way their children view learning and working. Children would tend to develop various 
interests outside of what they do at schools if their parents have various interests that they are 
happy being occupied with and this would open up a whole new world of exploring that 
creates greater knowledge and personal satisfaction.  
 
When I was a school-going child in Ipoh, I attended art classes on Sundays, not to get better 
marks for exams (something quite unheard of then!), but just to have fun drawing and 
painting. I remember the teachers were artists themselves who held various art exhibitions 
which we attended and later participated in. And we often went on trips to the countryside or 
to the historical places to paint the landscapes, the buildings, the people … Art was exciting 
and enjoyable and it meant having fun with family and friends (besides my two younger 
brothers, our neighbor’s three children also joined us and we would all cram into my dad’s 
VW Beetle which I am now driving my children in!). However, art lessons that are practiced 
today are so highly structured and conforming that it is a wonder how students can unleash 
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their creativity in crammed classrooms and having to draw and colour the same way as 
everybody else. And the goal? It is to get higher marks in their school’s art paper!  
 
Through involving ourselves and our children in activities outside of what they do in schools, 
we open up their learning vision and create greater opportunities for their natural gifts to 
surface and bloom. If we look around us, we may notice that people who are happiest are 
those who have the time to pursue their passions, whether or not they are turned into a 
livelihood. And for parents who wish their children true happiness, they would do good to 
help them discover their passions and to pursue them wholeheartedly for personal satisfaction. 
Sometimes, all we need to do is take a step back and just observe quietly and appreciatively. 
Our children would then lead us to their fascinating kingdom of fun and joy that is unique to 
them. And if we share their fascination, we might get invited some of the time! 
 
There are indeed countless activities that homeschooling families could indulge in as their 
education process. Without time or content restrictions, homeschoolers truly have the freedom 
to learn and pursue anything of their fancy! Here are some fine suggestions of homeschooling 
activities contributed by homeschoolers on our MALHEN discussion group.  
 

 

On activities for preschoolers (By Swee Bin) 

 

Lots of writing materials - pens, pencils, paper - my hubby will bring home used paper from 
his office for the children. 
 

1. Painting - colour pencils, crayons, paints.  No rules, just draw and colour as she likes.  
Let hair be purple if she so wishes, skin be green, heads be big - that's her budding 
style.  Children like colouring books - but do limit these.  Try to look for coloring 
books that offer something different.  I'd also highly recommend Ikea's face paints, at 
RM19 they offer hours of fun and  creativity. 

 
2. Art and craft books - a favourite is the series that cost RM5 or RM6 each, which the 

child tears out and pastes to make many things. 
 

3. Books - a family favourite is Dr Seuss - his stuff are just so out-of-the-box and great 
at freeing imagination.  Fairy tales, bedtime tales, try to look out for stories from 
other countries.  Also, a nice way to build general knowledge and interest are those 
500 Fantastic Facts stuff - lots of illustrations, simple explanations - enough to start 
off a young child on learning the world - these are also very reasonable at less than 
RM10 each.  A favourite bookstore is The Big Bookshop - I visit the one near our 
house regularly to watch out for good buys.  Recently, I bought many books at 
bargain prices - the books had original tags of Aus$9.95 or 6.95 pounds but are 
selling at only RM5.90 to RM6.90.  A great one the children are enjoying right now is 
Spider Hider (RM4.90) - with reusable stickers for games within the book. 

 
4. Toys with a purpose - "mamasak" sets, building blocks, stacking, fitting, memo (can 

be done with playing cards - pakau), pick-up sticks (costs less than RM2).  Another 
great toy I just found at Ikea is the weighing scale (RM29) - it comes with various 
weights.  The children are having a lot of fun weighing out things around the house - 
pencils, erasers, their pencil case, keys, etc.  We play a nice game of taking an item - 
eg. a bunch of keys - and stating a guess on the weight.  The person who comes 
closest wins!  Jigsaws are great too - look for cartoons your daughter likes.  Even the 
Compendium of Games is great - Ludo, Snakes & Ladders, Dam - all are fun and 
easily mastered by a young child.  Great for learning to count (let her count or help 
her count the paces to start her on math).   
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Also don't forget staples we grew up on such as Donkey, Snap, Happy Family, Old 
Maid (very cheap - less than 90sen per pack but fun and educational).  Don't forget 
too the FREE game of all times - Tic-Tac-Toe - somehow the children just love this! 

 
5. Supervised TV - look out for wonderful shows like Art Attack (Astro). Nickledeon 

and Cartoon Network have many good programmes. 
 

6. Children's tennis or badminton racquet set, ball, balloons - let her whack away!  She'll 
build coordination along the way.  Or just throw cushions around at intervals, and let 
her play jumping, hopping or running over.  You can also do an obstacle course with 
cushions and chairs, etc. 

 
Hope the above helps. Mummy can be around to lend advice most of the times or give an 
encouraging word; and when baby is sleeping, play a game or two, or read a short story.  Let 
her enjoy these years ... and you'll be building a love for learning and knowledge when more 
serious stuff come in!  Have fun.  
 
 

 

Keeping a Scrapbook (David Tan) 
 

Well, we actually got the 2 boys a journal each about 5 years ago, and we told them to make 
entries everyday. They started with scratchy scribbles usually a sentence long, but we let them 
be - no checking on their spellings, grammar, etc. Through the years, the habit grew, although 
I must say that Ethan writes more diligently than Elliot. Their pieces are longer, more 
engaging these days. 
 
As an introduction to the whole business of 'journaling' we also gave each boy a scrapbook. 
Now, that's less threatening. We told them to paste pictures, photos, news reports, tickets to 
concerts we'd been to, etc, and caption these things the best way they could. Occasionally, 
they would fill their scrapbook with drawings (stick figures or doodles) and stuff. That was 
quite fun as they transitioned to journals. I think it's important to have an environment 
conducive to reading and writing if we want our kids to pick up the habit. We're avid readers 
ourselves, and introduce books to the boys regularly - age appropriate books may include 
titles like, Captain Underpants, C.S Lewis' Narnia books, Horrible History series, etc. Parents 
have to be seen reading, and they have to show genuine interest in their kids' writing. We read 
aloud, even allowing the boys to dictate as we write for them. We talked about Ann Frank's 
diary etc, made up stories, and played reading games (Nothing scheduled, but we try to make 
time especially in the evenings in place of  TV).  
 
On balance, I think we need to be careful not to pressure our kids. Not everyone will read or 
write as well as everybody else. And not everyone will become writers or poets. Inculcating a 
love for reading (and writing) is a process which will be different in each child. What's 
important to my mind, is not how early a child reads or writes, but how well this child will 
read and write into adulthood. That's the greater challenge. Happy reading and writing! 
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Learning language and grammar (By Sook Ching)  
 

1. Read aloud - something we've done from when they were babies till even up to now 
when they can read by themselves.  Yes, it's cosy time when they're babies, but when 
they're older, it's great for discussions and conversations arising from the questions 
and issues. Of course, choice of books is important, like you said: content, language. 
RA books can be of slightly higher level than your child's reading level, because 
there's time and opportunity to discuss and check the dictionary if any word is too 
difficult. 

 
2. Give notebooks and journals for them to write in.  We don't correct grammar or 

spelling in the beginning but let them express themselves. Later, if there is a glaring 
error in either, especially in the basic grammatical rules like correct use of capital 
letters, commas, etc, we do point it out. 

 
3. Let them copy good writing.  This is something that good writers in the past did, 

apparently, as there were no writing courses to take.  Choose a passage or a poem 
which is well-written and beautiful or funny or profound, and ask your child to copy 
the whole thing in his best handwriting.  You will kill several birds with this stone:  
by doing this, your child will learn to improve his handwriting, spelling, grammar, 
punctuation, besides the content of the passage or poem. 

 
We used the Bible and other classics, and poems which Elliot is especially fond of.  
Ethan actually copied a whole book on Science for grade 1 (from Abeka) with 
drawings as well, not in one day but a page or two a day. Dictation is another good 
exercise which we used to do.  Pick a paragraph from a book your child has read and 
dictate to him to write. 

 
4. Give them time to read and talk and play.  That means no or very little TV or 

electronic gadgets and games.  Our TV died on us quite some months ago and we're 
not missing it at all.  There's more quiet reading and noisy discussions.  When it's a 
weekend or holiday, or when they've done their math or other work,  then they will 
either read or play their favourite board games together, or Elliot might take out his 
art things and start to draw or paint, while Ethan will start writing in his journal or 
think of a story to write.  Unlike Ethan who loves to write and can write easily upon 
request, Elliot is more into drawing or making things with his hands.  Still, we 
encourage him to write as much as possible, like letters or emails to relatives or 
friends, reports for the newsletter.  And then sometimes, they will surprise you with 
stories they create on their own, comics, newspapers reporting on family antics. 

 
5. Regarding grammar - as you can see, in the beginning, we do not teach grammar as a 

subject, but it is something that is imbibed by them as it were by osmosis from their 
reading and copying and listening to our conversations.  The Sonlight programme we 
use doesn't have serious grammar until the 4th grade.  We're using the Winston 
Grammar but at a very slow pace.  There is also the Audio Memory Grammar Songs 
Kit but we don't use it because the boys somehow find the songs funny or juvenile 
and not something they want to listen to, or even less, to sing. 

 
Finally, just keep encouraging, commending, praising... and cut down on the criticisms and 
the negative.  I'll go, "Wow!  Please, can I please read your story/journal?  This is so 
funny/weird/good/interesting!  Your writing has improved!  I didn't know you knew that 
word/phrase?..."  And I really mean what I say, you know, not just acting impressed or 
pleased. Oh, yes, I suppose it must be said that we must teach by example not just by words  
i.e. we must read and write and constantly seek to improve ourselves as we would want our 
children to.   
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Using Libraries (David Tan) 
 

You asked about libraries. Well, we live in Wangsa Maju Section 10, so the National Library 
is really convenient. All four of us are members (although I personally don't visit these days) 
so our cards are utilized to the fullest. That means literally bringing home a dozen books. 
Renewal by phone is permitted, and they open for a few hours on Sundays too. They have lots 
of books but I think management and maintenance is going south by the day (And the staff 
don't look like they are enjoying their jobs. Urgh!) We have been members from the day its 
doors opened, and the difference today is obvious (sigh). 
 
Still, they do have LOTS of books (lots of kids on weekends too), including a multimedia 
section with computers for games and interactive learning, but all the places are naturally 
monopolised by kids who come early. We normally pick books of different genres to give the 
kids a broad scope, but we do try 
to avoid picture books or look-and-read books. The American school readers are popular with 
our kids - these are hardcover books with compilation of stories and poems, including 
comprehension exercises. They are called 'readers' because they really are school textbooks, 
but they have great stories and so very interesting ones too! For a selection of good books, go 
online for lists. For instance Newberry Award winners (a lot from Scholastics ) are books you 
want to keep to read again and again! 
 
Above all, build your own library. If you're into homeschool, invest in books. They're truly 
the cheapest form of escapism (not to mention travel!). One book that is helpful to have in the 
house is William Bennet's Book of Virtues. An eclectic treasury of moral stories (from 
Aristotle to Yeats) you can read to a child and for personal enjoyment. It's a fat tome literally 
exploding with hundreds of positive essays, poems and short stories so you'll be going back to 
it often!  
 

On learning to read (By Kim) 
 

Our experience with my daughter (5) is we started her on basic phonics (sounds of the letters). 
But after a while she kind of picked up things herself - the whole language approach. In my 
opinion, she learnt to read primarily because she is often read to. And like the Soons, the kids 
have kind of 'caught' it that books are windows to a lot of things. They want to read because 
they want to learn and find out things for themselves. Their lack of the reading skill per se 
never bothered their interest in books. We are glad that they 'caught' it this way before they 
are 'taught' to read. 
 
We have a wide range of books (fiction & non-fiction alike) for the kids at home. Usually we 
let them pick whatever books they like and we would read to them. We also have some 
reading series. Allyn finds Peter and Jane quite dry especially the first 1-2 series. Thus, we 
left off the P&J series for a while while continuing with our regular Read-Aloud’s 
(mom/daddy read to the kids). Then one day I saw her picking up a book "The Three Little 
Pigs" which she had never read before (we have a few versions of this story at home), and she 
started reading it effortlessly. And then another, and another and another book. And this 
happened all while she stopped herself indefinitely at series 5 of P&J. I am convinced that if 
we allow our children to pursue learning according to their individual interests and pace they 
will find a way to learn somehow.  Children have that innate ability within them to learn, and 
if you want to make a math prodigy out of your child you probably can. The question is 
whether that is what we really want. How does that affect the development of the child in 
other areas? Will he/she develop a passion towards what he is learning ? 
 
So much for my 2 cents worth of thought.  
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Writing poems (By Swee  Bin) 
  
Here's a poem each from Jian Eu and Jian Lin.  JE penned his in the car; we were just playing 
rhymes when he suddenly went quiet.  After 10 minutes, he brandished his nonsense rhyme - 
I call him Dr Euss for this piece of work!!!  JL penned hers one quiet day while I was busy 
with some writing work.  She was downstairs and wrote this on a piece of Post-it.  She was 
inspired by a poem her cousin did - JL especially loves rhymes and always has an ear ready to 
catch rhyming words.  I helped her break her little verse into the different lines.  Do enjoy 
these two fledgling poems - not terribly sophisticated but utterly adorable .... from a blinkered 
mom :-) Swee Bin 

 
 
 

IF YOU WANT A HAT  (by Jian Eu) 
 

If you want a hat 

Go get a rat 

Stuff its nose with glue 

Until it has a flu 

Tickle its belly 

Until it's crazy 

Bathe it in mud 

Without a soapsud 

So if you want a hat 

Go get a rat 

 

 
IN THE SKY  (by Jian Lin) 

 
In the sky 

I see something high 

And that is a butterfly 

Flying high 

Up in the sky 

Up in the clouds 

So high 

Where the trees are 

Where the birdnests are 

Where the eggs are 
 

 

 

On Spelling  (By Rachel) 
 
I have always struggled with teaching my older children this subject.... whenever my older 
girls (aged 6 and 5) write emails, greeting cards etc, I have to be their walking "spelling 
dictionary". Often, I end up trying to "discourage" them in their endeavour just so that I can 
have some peace doing my own reading.  
 
Recently, I was just talking to a mother of 2 schoolgoing boys in Penang. She casually 
mentioned to me that she gets her 5 year old son to copy short passages from the Peter and 
Jane books, one page a day. Her intention was to keep him occupied at least a few minutes a 
day, improve his handwriting skill and help him with his spelling.   
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Well, when I came back from my Penang holiday, I gave my girls the same assignment. Sarah 
(aged 6+) copies about 50 words passage a day while Rebekah (aged 5) writes out about 20-
30 words passage a day, copied from a text into an exercise book. And you can guess it.... 3 
weeks later ....my girls' "spelling vocabulary" have improved leaps and bounds. Thanks to this 
wonderful gem of suggestion by this lady acquaintance I met in Penang.  
 

  

More activities at home (By Haliza) 
 
Recently I wrote a list of names and asked kids to guess their nationality. e,g Tri Supriyati is 
Indonesian, Phaderm Nangsue is Thai, Piere is French, etc. It's a good game to see how they 
can differentiate people. Imagine my shock when 16 year olds don't know Vladimir Putin is 
Russian. That shows how little kids read nowadays. 
 
I asked kids who like to watch soap – during school holidays (at that time they were 
engrossed with Rosalinda...) a few simple questions. What nationality, language that was 
spoken, religion, right up to what was served on the table. Some kids can spend hours glued 
to the TV, but can't catch details. 
 
My daughter said that since she has to write the day (for dates) in Malay for BM books, in 
English for Eng, why can't she write in numbers for Maths. She wrote something like 1.8.1.4. 
that stands for AHAD.  then only the dates. So I showed her the code writing I used when I 
was a kid - after reading a detective story. Reverse the order of the alphabets  so A is Z and B 
is Y, C is X and so on. My name HALIZA would be SZORAZ. Let them search for names of 
families and friends. Maybe some can be pronounced. This is even good for the very young 
learning to write.  
 

 

Nature studies (By Kim) 
 
My kids and I do quite a bit on nature. One of the themes that we have covered is 'Spiders'. 
Hence I am sure we would be thrilled to visit the National Science Centre just for this. 
Amongst the interesting books on the topic of 'spider' is The Big Bug Search Book 
(Scholastic), Spiders and Scorpions (Readers’ Digest Young Families) and Insects Do the 

Strangest Things (Step-Up series) 
 
In order to get the most out of a field trip (especially when young children are involved), 
some of things which I find helpful are: 
 

1. to find out ahead what are some of the exhibits/sights  presented 
 

2. to capture some of the sights/exhibits at the field trip using a digital camera/video 
cam and re-play them for the kids when they get back. This provides a better 
reinforcement of the things they observe. 

 
3. to read up the topic before the trip. We usually cover a topic quite a bit before we go 

for a field trip. Further discussions can also be done after the field trip. 
 

4. give the kids a checklist of  items/features that they expect to see during the trip.  
 
This list need not be exhaustive but serves as something to 'jumpstart' the trip. Put in 
interesting notes for them so that they have a rough idea of what to look out for. Sometimes 
the kids can get pretty overwhelmed by their surroundings if they are not told what to look out 
for. e.g my kids visited an ostrich farm recently.  
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These were the things I asked them to look out for:  
 

1. How many toes does the ostrich have?  
2. How tall is the tallest average (compare that to the child's height or dad's/mum's) 
3. How big is an ostrich egg? (for this I gave them a certain size rubber ball and I asked 

them to compare  the size of the egg to the ball) 
4. What do you notice about the legs of the ostrich? 

 
The 'checklist' can also be in the form of riddles. The idea is to inject excitement and to 
sharpen their sense of observation as the kids look at the things around them. e.g. last week 
we visited the bird park. Among the riddles put forth to the kids were 
 

1. What kite has a beak and 2 feet? (the Brahmin Kite) 
2. Which bird has a punk hairstyle (the Secretary's eagel) 
3. What kind of 'lorry' has no wheels but flies? ( lorikeet) 
4. What alphabet can the flamingo's neck be twisted into ? (S, O, etc the kids can come 

up with quite a few) 
5. How many toes does an ostrich have? (well, the book we read says 2 but we found a 3 

toes species at the park. Dear daughter insisted that the book's ostrich is from 
America !!) 

6. Which bird has a crest/crown? (answers can vary depending on what they see - 
cassowary, cockatoos, etc   

 

 

Vegetarianism and gardening (By Peng) 
 
Hi, my name is Peng and I currently home school my 2 kids aged 6 & 4. They have been 
raised solely on a vegetarian diet as we are vegetarians. Besides, not eating vegetables has 
never been an option for us. They too have gone through that phase where they seem to avoid 
vegetables like the plaque. Pureeing root* vegetables as well as leafy vegetables is an 
alternatives.  Garden peas (frozen or fresh), pumpkin, carrot, potatoes, sweet potatoes, bayam 
(spimach) young mustard (sawi / choy sum) are all great for pureeing. 
 
Sauté vegetables with a bit of garlic and ginger in olive oil and  puree it. . For root vegetables, 
you may want to pressure cook them otherwise microwave or boil. Except for leafy vegetable, 
you can freeze pumpkin, cooked lentils for later use. Add a little chopped herbs like parsley , 
coriander etc. to make what my son calls a "Soupy Rice meal". For lots of protein add broken 
tofu or egg into the soup. Instead of rice, cook small pasta ; star shapes or alphabet shaped 
ones. I normally get them from TMC in Bangsar or Hock Choon in Jalan Ampang 
 
As part of home schooling activities, I buy borlotti beans (toong guu dow) and the kids help 
shell the peas. I also grow some of my own vegetables and get the kids to tend to the patch.( 
Remember, If you let kids get involved in the  growing & preparation of  food, the more 
likely they are to eat it) 
 
As a rule of thumb, children tend to emulate their parents. (make sure you eat your vegetables 
too!!) Try to have more family eating time where they can try and taste different kind of 
dishes served. It’s okay if they don't like something that we like. Some kids are naturally 
experimental and will end up liking a whole lot of food and some are not. Some need more 
persuasion than others. 
 
* pumpkin, carrot, potatoes, sweet potatoes 
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Going for an MPO concert - A report by Elliot 
 
We drove off quickly to pick up Auntie Suseela and Tim.  It was 5:15 p.m.  The concert was 
at six!  Anyway we reached KLCC with time still left over to go to the toilet and to get the 
tickets Mom had booked.  Before going in we met Auntie Wai Leng and Auntie Frances with 
their kids.  They were going for the Chamber Concert too. 
 
Then we rushed up the stairs and into the concert hall.  Finding our seats (which were in the 
third row from the front),  we quickly sat down.  There was still time to write in my note book 
which I had smuggled inside.  Then the first piece began.  It's called Quintet in G minor by 
Sergei Prokofiev.  The music was very strange.  After twenty minutes of listening to the 
haunting sounds coming out of 3 men and 2 women's instuments, the first piece had ended. 
 
Passacaglia by Johann Halvorsen was on next. It was played by two male cellists.  Only 6 
minutes long, this song was my favourite.  Half-way through, I realised that part of this song 
was part of a piano duet which Joni, my cousin, had taught me. 
 
Minutes later, pieces for clarinet, viola and piano by Max Bruch.  This is my second 
favourite.  And it's 25 minutes long!  Last song was Venus, the Bringer of Peace by Gustav 
Hoist. I think I've heard this before.  Overall I really enjoyed the concert.  I think the others 
did too.  After 10 minutes of near starvation, we rushed out to Burger King and stuffed 
ourselves with chips and burgers. 
 
:  

Visit to a University’s Open Day (By Swee Bin) 
 
My family and I just spent an interesting Sunday, and I'd like to share some of the experiences 
with you. 
 
We caught the robotic arm in action in the Engineering Labs.  We also saw some IT demos by 
third year students - one did a cache system of visited websites for faster connection to the 
Internet while the other did a teaching aid for chemistry.  Then we went over to the Science 
Labs - two highlights were the aquarium room which so happened to have coral tanks.  
Finding Nemo, Marlin, Dory, and the pink/yellow friend in the dentist's fish tank, and the 
anemone were definitely great for Jian Eu and Jian Lin!  The undergrad was amused by us 
and encouraged, and went on to explain many things about the work being done there.  Eg, 
her friend is studying why some fluorescent  corals have the fluorescence while some don't 
although they are from the same species.  She also informed us that Dory is called "surgeon" 
because its dorsal fin is so sharp that it can cut!  It was nice to see the two clownfish hanging 
around in the anemone just like in the movie as well as explained in our science book (they 
are immune to the anemone's sting and hence can live there!). 
 
The other highlight was the Physical Containment Lab, where we couldn't go in because there 
weren't suits for children. But the prof stayed with us and another lady visitor in the first 
containment chamber while we/he spoke to his student via intercom in the main room.  Then 
he encouraged the girl to show us the cloning exercise they have been doing - cloning the 
fluorescent protein from jellyfish into a bacteria.  They switched the lights on and off so that 
we could see the glow of the bacteria in the petri dish. 
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At the Science Lab, we also went into a room where the prof (all of them are simply great) 
was explaining the AAS (Atomic Absorption Spectrum).  He measured the content of a jug of 
distilled water, and the meter reads almost nil.  Then, he asked a lady visitor to just dip her 
finger in (for 2 seconds?).  He measured again and there was 0.4xx stuff.  Everyone was like 
going ooh and aah that there's so much alien stuff (read germs), and he smilingly interjected 
that it would be mainly sodium chloride!  
 

 

Ballet performance 
 
Next, my daughter Jian Lin and I went on to the 7th Solo Ballet Contest in the Matic at Jalan 
Ampang.  The annual contest is organized by The Dance Society, which is a non-profit org 
made of volunteers.  The quality of performance was high and the contestants put in a lot of 
trouble in their choreography and costumes.  We were there from 2pm to 6.45pm - imagine 
my little girl sitting through all those hours - it has to be good!  The Dance Society is having a 
Dance Festival in Dec, will keep you informed.  For this annual solo competition, definitely 
worth making a date next year for those interested in dance. 
 
The family sitting next to us has a daughter in the middle age group, and she came out third!  
According to them, the standard of the contestants has gone up tremendously from last year.  
This year was also the first time they had to do heats on Sat because the total number of 
contestants were too many at 50-over!  On Sunday, we saw 31girls and one boy put on their 
best moves. 
 
Jian Lin was so touched by ballet.  Why I took her there in the first place was because she has 
always been interested in ballet.  At one point, she wanted to learn.  Then, she decided no.  A 
few days back, I woke up seeing her reading Little Ballerina.  Helping her to shower, she said 
she wants to learn.  Then, I saw a little insertion in The Star about the contest!  
 
A nice turn of events was seeing the first and second prize winners of the middle age group at 
the KL Young Singers performance in Actors Studio later that evening (yes, we were there.  I 
know it's crazy but everything was like that Sunday itself and too good to miss!).  I chatted 
with one and congratulated her (turned out that both of them are from Ipoh!).  Jian Lin made 
me get the two's autographs.  They both wrote her lovely encouraging messages, and she is a 
very pleased young girl. 
 
Wai Leng alerted us to KL Young Singers, and the performance was definitely worth the time 
and money.  They sang from Andrew Lloyd's Weber's many musicals and accompanied their 
singing with neat props, and acts like a ballerina for Mr Mistofelee (Cats) and a ballroom 
dance for Evita.  What impressed me a lot was the zest that choir founder Susanna Saw 
brought to the troupe - seeing her expression and body language was inspiring.  Since it was 
the last performance, we got to see a special video of the choir preparing, and giving away of 
souvenirs. (Swee Bin) 
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Going for the ‘Odissi’ (By Ida) 
 

In fact, that day when I met Juliana, she was at first not sure if  others were interested in 
Odissi. She posted the info anyway and when Swee Bin and I were interested, Juliana actually 
took the time to set up a session with her friend, Sangeetha, so that Sangeetha could explain 
the dance steps with the help of a dancer, Chin. We were touched that Sangeetha would 
actually invite strangers like us to her house to share the with us. We (Juliana, Murali, 
Balakrishnan, Swee Bin, Jian Lin, Jian Eu, Swee Bin's niece, Irina, my  mom and 3 of my 
colleagues) ended up spending about 2 hours at  Sangeetha's house. Then, on Sunday, Rafil, 
Irina and I plus four of my colleagues went to see Odissi at the Temple of Fine Arts. We sat in 
the very front row on the floor. The dance was executed beautifully. Irina was really 
impressed especially by Sangeetha's 6-year old daughter who was the only child in that show. 
As for Rafil, let's just say that he couldn't not attend it as we told him that it's our Daddy's Day 
gift to him ;). He liked the food they served during intermission, though!   
 
 

 

Visit to a Shelter Home  (By Swee Bin) 

 
Thanks, Wai Leng, for organizing the trip to the home.  We were preparing our kids for very, 
very old ladies.  Anticipating Po Pos (Nenek) who are most probably conversant in 
Cantonese, the trip there was used for a quick lesson in rudimentary Cantonese!  I taught the 
kids to say "Leh hou mo?" (How are you?) in greeting; what "Leh khei sui?" (what's your 
age?) and how to answer with their respective ages; how to serve food to the elders first with 
"Chieng sek" (sila makan) and "Yeam char" (have a drink).   
 
Imagine our surprise to find that Grace Home is actually a home for destitute women, most of 
whom are under 65.  Matron Rada gave a nice short and sweet briefing on the founding of the 
home.  Just our luck - we also visited on an afternoon when they are throwing a farewell party 
for a staff  member going off to pursue nursing.  For the children, that was great timing 
because it meant lots of food as well as two sing-a-long sessions and a few rounds of pass-
the-parcel. 
 
It was a heartening outing for all of us - from Richard to me to all the four kids (one is a niece 
and another is a nephew).  In the car for the journey home, it was a pleasure to hear the kids 
expressing their enjoyment of the outing.  Unanimously, all of them said they enjoyed the 
visit and they would like to visit again.   
 
Now, onto the visit to TV3!  It'll be great if this can be on a weekend so those who attend 
normal schools can come along too.  Thanks again.  (PS How would everyone like to visit a 
sausage factory?  I can try to get an invitation to tour - fingers crossed!)   
 
These and much more, are what homeschoolers get to do as their education adventure! 
Because of the relaxed but interest-driven approach towards learning, children get to put their 
natural learning abilities to good use, like the freedom to ask questions, to wonder, to observe, 
and to enjoy! And parents are active participants too, judging from the many excited Moms 
learning and working together with their children!  
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Learning at the zoo 
 
Further to Wai Leng's email, I'd just like to add on to the part about our zoo programme. Our 
very own Zoo Negara has an education unit that caters to the needs of schools and any 
groups.  Claire heads the unit and is very approachable. She was quite delighted with our 
group's idea of doing a sustained programme since most groups do only a one-off visit. 
Incidentally, we are her very first hs group. 
 
A few of us moms met Claire in March for a discussion on topics we'd like to cover. We 
started in mid-April - our first visit was basically an orientation tour to get the children's (and 
parents?) excitement levels under control.  During this trip, we were treated to a guided tour 
by Claire, then we went on to do all the shows.  We had our second visit a week later, and we 
covered our first topic - animal classification.  The children had a great time - they were given 
worksheets (which we paid at photocopying cost) according to their ages.  They enjoyed the 
novelty of filling in the worksheets though we parents felt that it was distracting them from 
listening to the informative narration given by either Claire or her assistant Renee, especially 
because the children were stumbling over the spelling of words.  The whole task was also 
made tougher because we had not thought of bringing along clipboards!  Well, we live and 
learn ... 
 
We're going for our third visit (our programme is monthly) this Friday, and will be doing 
Habitats.  I think all the children are as excited as ever, and all of us parents are looking 
forward to another enjoyable day out. FYI, we've kept our group small at about 20 persons, 
including parents/children.  
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Chapter 13 On Patriotism and Racial Integration 
 

 
When citizens feel valued and protected by their country, 

 they will in return love and protect their  

country with all their hearts. 

 
 
 
 
This is a question that is much less asked but nevertheless it surfaces once in a while. How do 
homeschoolers get a sense of patriotism if they do not go to school to be indoctrinated or 
programmed for such a thing? My answer is, homeschoolers and anyone for that matter, do 
not need to be indoctrinated or programmed to feel patriotic because patriotism arises when 
one feels a sense of belonging and love for one’s country through the freedom that one feels 
in living and learning. When citizens feel valued and protected by their country, they will in 
return love and protect their country with all their hearts. In our multi-racial country, it is even 
more important that everyone is made to feel valued and accepted without prejudice or pride 
so that everyone lives together as one big family. This would motivate its citizens to 
contribute their utmost to the country.  
 
The latest proposal for compulsory national service for those aged 18 and above shows that 
the government is very concerned about the growing trends of racial polarization in the 
country. As the program has yet to be implemented, we cannot evaluate its effectiveness. But 
concrete steps need to be taken to prevent the situation from getting worse in schools and 
higher institutions of learning in the country as worrying signs are there for all to see that we 
as  a nation is heading for disintegration and factionalism.  
 
One way to ensure that people of different races interact with one another is to create 
situations where they are not segregated either by choice or by will. For example, more eating 
places should be made halal to attract people of different races to eat together instead of the 
current practice of separating the halal and non-halal eateries and hence, segregating diners 
according to their race and religions. In Ipoh for example, we get to see Malays, Indians and 
Chinese eating together at the same food court or coffee shops because there are many eating 
places that are halal and thus, people have no qualms about eating char kuey teow, or chicken 
kueh teow or satay or any of the common hawker foods together. This we have found to be a 
great unifying factor – a people who eat together, stay together! And Malaysians being a 
nation that takes great pride in its wide variety of food should also take pride in having meals 
together as one big family.  
 
This may seem like a diversion but I feel it is a significant point when we talk about racial 
integration. When school children and college students feel free to mix around in schools 
during recess and other recreational activities and when their own parents take the initiative to 
interact with a diverse mix of people, we shall begin to see unity in diversity in the everyday 
lives of Malaysians.   
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Professor Ibrahim Bajunid writes about this in his usual eloquent manner: 
 
“Self-esteem in a nation is about faith among the citizens that their rights are protected. It is 

about being free from fear. It is about opportunities and conditions for acquiring knowledge 

and competencies …In order for this to happen, each citizen must have the opportunity to 

develop strong character. The building of strong character takes place in homes, in schools 

and in the playing fields.”  
[As I Wonder: “For a sovereign society”, NST July 6, 2003] 

 
 
To this end, parents and teachers must work to ensure that their children have the opportunity 
to develop their self-esteem and character to the fullest. Homeschooling is one way to do this 
because instead of robbing children of their rights and freedom to live and learn, they are the 
embodiment of freedom! And when families make the effort to connect with others and 
establish strong bonds and friendships, we see an emerging society that is fiercely patriotic 
because they love their families and their friends and their freedom to live and learn in this 
country where they are born and bred.  
 
I would like to quote the Indian writer, Shashi Tharoor, on his love for his country: 
 
“….I love this country. I love it as my father and mother were, as their parents before them were, not 

just because their graves have mingled their bones into the soil of this land. I love it because I know it, 

I have studied its history, I have travelled its geography, I have breathed its polluted air, I have written 

words to its music. India [or Malaysia, if we may!] shaped me, my mind, my tastes, my friendships, my 

passions…”  
[from a book review in Options by Sheila Singam, The Edge, July 7, 2003] 

 
 
 
Below is an account of how we discovered our sense of patriotism through celebrating 
Merdeka Day together as a community. It was an informal gathering of our homeschooling 
support group in Subang Jaya consisting of five families of various racial mix: Malay, 
Chinese, Indian and mixed, or more often labeled as “lain-lain” in some government 
application forms!  
 
 

Celebrating Merdeka Day 
 
Merdeka Day has come and gone but this year's celebration has left an indelible mark on us (our family 
and our friends) because I think we have finally realised how best to celebrate this day that is supposed 
to be full of feelings of patriotism and nationalism. No, we did not join the thousands of people to see 
the colourful parades in the city. Nor did we join the shopping fans at mega malls for the mega sales! 
Instead, we got a few friends and their families together and shared the spirit of Merdeka on a much 
more personal and intimate level.  
 
As we gathered together with our friends and children, and sang our Negaraku, we could truly feel like 
one big happy family consisting of all the three major races of our country. It was not about showing 
our patriotism, but expressing it. It was not about trying to project a racially integrated community to 
prove that we are really integrated, but we are living it through our genuine friendships and respect for 
one another. To be honest, none of us really knew how to go about celebrating Merdeka, but for the 
sake of our children, we wanted to try to capture the spirit of Merdeka for them so that they would 
grow up with a sense of belonging and pride for being sons and daughters of Malaysia. Little did we 
know that in the end, we were the ones who really needed it! As we sang our National Anthem with 
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one voice and one heart, there was only one clear feeling in our hearts - that was, we were truly one and 
we were proud to be Malaysians!  
 
Before that, we adults were rather apprehensive about singing the national anthem as we had not sung 
it since our school days - and that was a pretty long time ago for most of us! But as we sang together, 
our fears began to melt while our confidence rose with each note resonating with pride and joy. 
 
Our children may not understand it now but I am sure that twenty years from now, when they look 
back to their childhood days, and when they reminisce about how their Moms and Dads made the effort 
to make Merdeka Day a significant and special day for them, they would smile and appreciate what we 
had tried to do. But most importantly, when we look back when we are sixty or seventy, we can do so 
with pride and satisfaction. Because we have been touched by the spirit of muhibbah, our children will 
be similarly inspired and will carry forward this touch to their children and their children's children. For 
ultimately, what makes us proud to be Malaysians has little to do with economics or politics, but a 
great deal to do with how well we are establishing friendships and ties with our neighbours, our friends 
and our communities. 
 
To help our children understand the significance of Merdeka, I wrote a short play to explain why we 
celebrate Malaysia's birthday on the 31st August every year. And I think we parents enjoyed it as much 
as the children did while the play was "acted" out by parents using three stuffed animals! Enjoy! 
 
 

 

 

The Story of Merdeka 
 

 

Deep in the Pahang jungle, live three young animals  that are so different yet they’re the best of friends. 
They are Alli (the alligator), Chim (the chimpanzee) and Jumbo (the elephant). One day as they were 
wandering along the edge of the jungle, they saw a great celebration going on outside their wooded 
world. 
 
Alli: What day is it today, huh? Why are there so many people in a celebration mood? 
 
Chim: Oh, today is Malaysia’s birthday and everyone is having a great party! 
 
Jumbo: Oh, is that so? Let’s sing a Happy Birthday song to Malaysia! 
 
Alli & Chim: Yeah, Let’s! 
 

           "Happy Birthday to you 

           Happy Birthday to you 

           Happy Birthday dear Malaysia 

           Happy Birthday to you!" 

 

Alli: Er, how old is Malaysia anyway? 
 
Chim: MALAYSIA  is   45  years old !   Today they are celebrating Malaysia’s 45 years of 
independence. 
 
Jumbo: Oh, I see. What’s independence? 
 
Chim: When a country gains its independence, this means she is free to look after herself and is no 
longer ruled by another country. 
 
Alli: I see. So, it’s like when we are old enough to be independent, we are no longer ruled by our 
parents? 
 
Chim: Yes, you’re quite right! 
 
Jumbo: So, was Malaysia ruled by another country? 
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Chim: Oh yes! Malaysia, or Malaya (as she was then called) was ruled by the British for over a 
hundred years ! 
 
Alli: Wow! That’s a very long time! That’s even older than my grandmother! 
 
Chim: Yes. Their grandparents  and their parents before them had traveled thousands of miles by sea 
and land from their motherland to come to Malaya to seek their fortunes here. The Chinese came from 
China to work mainly in the tin mines where they dug for tin to be made into tin cans, and materials 
making bicycles, cars, ships, and buildings. It was worth a lot of money and many Chinese became 
very wealthy. 
 
Jumbo: Interesting. And what about the Indians? Did they work in the tin mines too? 
 
Chim: No. The Indians came from India and worked mainly in the rubber estates where they tapped 
rubber to be made into tyres, rubber mats, gloves and mattresses.  
 
Alli: So, the Chinese and the Indians of the past were not the natives of this country? 
 
Chim:  No, they were immigrants – they had come to live and work here and had eventually settled 
down with their new families who became citizens of this country. This means that they belong to this 
country and are accepted as its people.  
 
Jumbo: So, who were the natives of this country? 
 
Chim: The Orang Asli and the Malays are considered the true natives of the country. Not to mention us 
animals of course! They were here long before anyone else. Today, all the different races who are born 
here from Malaysian parents are considered Malaysian citizens. And do you know what’s so special 
about being a citizen of a country? 
 
Alli & Jumbo: No, what? 
 
Chim: Well, being a citizen means that you have a voice to be heard. This is like having a voice in your 
family where you can express how you feel and think about things that are important to you. 
 
Jumbo: Oh, you mean like when my sister got to go out on her own to look for food and I had wanted 
to go too, but my Mother said that I had to wait until I was ready to be independent? 
 
Chim: Exactly! And for your wish to be granted, you would have to show that you are ready to be on 
your own and to make your own decisions and to live your own life. Just like how Malaysia got its 
independence – not by fighting in a war but by showing that she was ready for self-rule. It was not easy 
and it took a lot of discussions and debates before Malaysia was finally granted her independence. And 
on the 31st August 1957, Malaysia’s first prime minister, Tengku Abdul Rahman stood before his 
countrymen and shouted 
"Merdeka! Merdeka! Merdeka!" to an ecstatic nation - her Mother had finally let her free!   
 
Alli: Wow! And how do you know all that, Chim? 
 
Chim: Well, simple – I’m just cleverer than any of you! 
 
Jumbo: Oh, come on Chim, stop deluding yourself! You’re no cleverer than Alli the alligator here! 
You’re just repeating what you overheard from the human hunters! 
 
Chim: Okay, okay! I admit I heard it from elsewhere but at least I’m clever enough to piece them all 
together! 
 
Alli: All right. If you’re so smart, why don’t you tell us what the humans do with their freedom? 
 
Chim: Simple. They work hard  to make sure that their children and their children’s children and so on,  
will be able to enjoy this freedom as well, for as long as they possibly can. 
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Jumbo: Ahh.. but that doesn’t seem so simple. Sometimes children may forget how hard it was for 
freedom to be given. Sometimes they take freedom for granted – they do not think much about it. They 
may think that it will always be there for them and they do not do anything to protect it. 
 
Alli: Must freedom be protected? Sounds like a silly thing to do! 
 
Chim: Oh yes. Freedom must be valued and  protected so that it is not lost or robbed by others. To do 
that, we must be loving, caring and giving towards one another, even though we may be very different 
from one another, for deep inside, we are not that different. 
 
Jumbo: How’s that so? I mean, look at Alli. He’s a cold-blooded vicious reptile while we are warm-
blooded loving mammals. We’re not the same! 
 
Alli: Hey! Watch your mouth – don’t mumbo-jumbo, you big-headed Jumbo! 
 
Chim: Hold it! Cool it you guys! Remember what I just said?  We mustn’t fight each other! We must 
stay together and help one another. Otherwise, the hunters would be able to get us and that would be 
the end of us! Remember, stay together and work together as one big happy family!  Ultimately, we’re 
all creatures, aren’t we? 
 
Jumbo: Okay, Alli. I take that back – you’re not a cold-blooded vicious reptile. You’re actually just a 
cold-blooded silly reptile! 
 
Alli: And you, my friend, are a gibberish, jumbled jumbo! 
 
Jumbo: Why you….! 
 
Chim: And we shall all strive to live happily ever after! 

 
 

THE END 
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Chapter 14: What Can Parents Do? 
 

 

Don't worry about the system, it'll take care of itself.   

You create your own counter-system, within the limitations of your home and  

give the child somewhere to come back to where he can breathe. 
                          Latiff Kamaluddin                                       

 

 

 
 

Homeschooling may not be the way for all families and that for some, a period of 
experimentation before committing full-time may not be a bad idea. And some families, due 
to changed circumstances, put their kids back into schools and experience no negative 
consequences. Like my friend, Frances who had decided to go back to Australia after 
realizing that life is not working out as they had wanted here. She wrote back from Australia 
thus: 
 
One year has passed since I wrote the above article. My view on homeschooling remain the 
same I have thoroughly enjoyed teaching my children to read, write and count.  However, 
whilst I am against traditional schooling, I am for schools that make an effort to change 
according to times. There are benefits arising from a good school if you source hard enough 
bearing in mind though there is no perfect school just as there is no specific way to 
homeschool. One that encourages the child to reach his/her full potential in all areas, not just 
academically, will be a good one to start with; if you are thinking of sending your child back 
to school. 
 

We have just recently decided to send our children back to school. They are currently 

attending a school that is structured within a multi-age curriculum. Each child is valued as 

an individual and children are encouraged to develop at their own pace. For e.g. A child who 

is turning 8 can be placed in a classroom with 8, 9 and 10 year olds where the older students 

are encouraged to help the younger ones and the younger ones can join the older ones in 

subjects where they are stronger. This way children are not segregated by age.  I see the 

benefit of all the extra-curricular activities which we as parents cannot afford to provide in 

terms of time and resources. Also, I think it is good to expose the child to different teachers 

who are specialized in their own fields.  Even if a child has a bad experience from school, 

he/she can still learn from the experience with the proper guidance from the 

parents/caregiver. 

 

So to homeschool or not is really an individual decision with no right or wrong answer. You 

act to the best of your knowledge and capacity at the time; not based on what other people 

say because your situation is different to theirs.  There may come a time where you feel the 

need to pull your child out of school or there may come a time where you feel strongly that 

you need to send your child back to school. Sometimes, only YOU know what's best for your 

child; given your unique circumstances and the opportunities surrounding you. 
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This leads us to the question of whether our kids would be used to being homeschooled or 
not, or whether, half way through the process, both parents and children feel that 
homeschooling is not for them! What would they do then? Well, there is nothing to stop them 
from going back to school if that is what they want. And in many cases, the homeschooled 
child is found to perform way ahead of their peers because of all the freedom they had in 
exploring learning. However, I still believe in letting the child choose whether they want to be 
homeschooled or not, as I've endeavored to practise with my girls. It is always interesting and 
revealing what our kids have to say about what and how they want to learn and we cannot 
assume that they do not know what they want. And parents who have the wish to homeschool 
their kids but are not ready for it yet, do not have to throw out that option. Everything that 
happens begins with a single thought! 
 
 
“How I wish I could homeschool my children!” 
 

That is the often-repeated expression that many parents give when they hear about the many 
wonderful stories on homeschooling. A mother of six wrote in to express her wish:  
 
I'm really impressed how parents of homeschool children are able to organize activities 
together. I've read a lot about homeschooling in U.S and never thought it would happen in 
Malaysia. Our school system is so examination oriented, our children are being pressured into 
getting the first in class and passing exams with flying colors. Our media plays a vital role in 
promoting excellent students who scored straight A's. But when we mention about 10 students 
who succeed we forget about the 100s who failed. Schools only prepare students for exams 
nothing more and yet students still go for tuition classes for guaranteed success. My eldest 
daughter is taking PMR this year. She attended tuition classes earlier this year but only for 
two months when I found out that the centre cramped 60 students in a class! I told her she can 
pass if she does enough practise on the questionaires. A friend who was just a technician, 
can't afford tuition fees for his children resorted to training his children to answer all the 
questions in examination practising books from four different publishers. All his four children 
are straight A's students! I attended a class on psychology at a university, the lecturer 
discussed on the issue of excellent SPM students who couldn’t perform at university level, 
because they were used to rote learning! 
 
I went to a PTA meeting and brought up an issue on punishment for late comers. Students 
who missed 3 mins of school assembly are made to stand outside of school for the whole first 
period of class! The school expects the parents to apologise on behalf of their children if they 
don't want their children to be punished. Isn't it ridiculous. I asked them ( a row of the PTA 
committee members including the school principal), what is the value that the school is 
teaching the students ? They insisted that the number of latecomers has decreased 
tremendously. Yes, I agreed, but what is the value?  How punctual are we in the real world? 
The meeting that was supposed to begin at 4 pm only started at 5 p.m. I should have made 
them all stand up throughout the meeting!!! 
 
I suggested to the school to review its menu at the school canteen. My daughter told me that 
her friends ate burgers and fries everyday. Other types of food like nasi lemak and fried 
noodles don't attract them at all. But the school being defensive said that what they sold at the 
canteen was actually requested by the students and having burgers and fries sold in school 
was better than letting the students to buy them from stalls outside the schools. I insisted that 
the school should teach students good eating habits and the value of good food. Well, it's ok 
to eat burgers and fries once in a while but everyday! Can you imagine what kind of sickness 
our next generation would have. We all know that carbonated drinks contain lots of sugar, 
preservatives, artificial flavour and coloring and so on. But for growing up children to take 
these foods and drinks everyday might have negative impact on their health in the future. 
How much burgers did we eat and how much carbonated drinks did we take when we were in 
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schools? Look at ourselves now. Are we healthy? How can we avoid from getting high blood 
pressure or diabetes? If we take good care of what we put inside our tummy now, surely we 
are better off when we get older. 
 
So, one parent (who was just selected as the new committee member) stood up and 
commented, "The teachers are like the second parents to our children, so we should respect 
the rules imposed by the school but if you don't like it, then send your child to another 
school", I was taken aback,...then she continued, suggesting that the school should have more 
flower pots! FLOWER POTS!!! That the school would have 1000 flower pots if students are 
made to bring one each to school and the school would be more beautiful. And you know 
what, the school principal said that was what she had in mind. Finally they have something in 
common that they could agree upon. Hey! What happened to my suggestion on the school 
punishment system and what about the menu?? 
 
Note: I have 6 school going children, 2 in secondary and 4 in primary schools, another two younger ones go to a 

nursery 3 times a week ( at least they have some friends other than the maid!). Because I am a full time PhD 

candidate, the only time I could study is during the school hours, evenings are time for the children (average 1/2hr 

to a child) but the youngest clings on me all the time! (F. Ariffin) 

 

A good friend of mine who was on the verge of homeschooling her children due to too much 
school pressure, in the end decided to stick on with the school. This was because after talking 
to the principal about the matter, the school was prepared to make some changes to 
accommodate her wishes for a less pressured approach for her daughter, who was also in the 
school’s swimming team. When that issue was kind of resolved, they decided to stick on with 
it which she felt was for the best interest of her family.  
 
So, if homeschooling is not possible for you and your family, there are ways around the 
school system that reduces the unnecessary stress that is placed on children. Parents ought to 
look into the area of minimizing stress and optimizing enjoyment for their children in their 
learning years and the first thing that they should do is NOT to add more pressure onto them! 
However this is easier said than done given that the pressure would come from the peers and 
fellow parents who are all geared up for the perfect scores. So parents have to constantly 
remind themselves as well as their kids that they do not need to get perfect scores to be good 
students. That there are many other things besides the academics that can make a child more 
complete, more whole, more happy! 
 
This brings me to a very inspiring sharing by a good friend of ours, a professor at one of the 
local higher learning institutions here, that there are things that parents can do to make their 
children’s lives more meaningful and purposeful. And this, I think, is the perfect closing for 
this book that is essentially about living, loving and learning – the path to an educated life for 
all! 
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Let go, just let go 

(Dr Latif Kamalluddin) 
 

I don't have any solutions or recipes for you. But what might help is to look at two things. In a 
society like ours, which is patronizing, parochial even and managed top down, the whole idea 
of creating an alternative won't get us very far.  However, there are parts of society that's 
rather accommodating, overly "tidak apa" but very tolerating.  
 
This leads to a simple question, what can we do in our daily lives to make things better?  
Every morning we wake up our kids and take them away from their dream world. What can 
we do?  Let the child go to school a little late.  Maybe twice a week.  I'm not saying he should 
be two hours late, just ten minutes.  I tell my kid, if he has to wake up at 5.30, then Aunty 
Mary (the bus driver) would have to wake up at 4.30. Don't you think she wants to sleep too? 
This is a lesson in tolerance, that Aunty Mary has to earn a living by waking up early, that he 
doesn't live alone in this world and he has to share it with others.   
 
Some psychologists say that when a child reaches a certain age, he cannot sleep with his 
parents. My kid is 11 and he still sleeps with us. He feels safe with us, so why not? My kid 
has this ritual every night.  He lines up his toys and talks to every single one of them.  I figure 
that that is his way of creating his own space that's not controlled by anyone.   
 
I go to bed at nine-thirty but some kids are still at the tuition centre at ten.  What are we doing 
to our kids? We have a choice.  Don't send them for tuition, do their homework.  I do 
homework for my kids. It's not a big deal.  That little time you spend talking, it helps in the 
bonding experience. The cikgu found out I was doing my son's homework and wrote me a 
very stern note.  Why do I do homework for my kid?  If he can't understand, and I can't 
understand, then something is wrong.  The teacher is not a monster.  We just have to reach out 
to the teacher.  It's not what you say but how you say it.   
 
It is so stressful at school, don't make it so at home.  If you need to talk to the teacher, go talk 
to the teacher.  The kid may say, "But teacher said such and such."  So what?  The teacher's 
not always right.  We all have different ways of looking at things.   
 
My son used to have a ponytail.  The school complained about his hairstyle.  This thing is 
self-regulatory.  He makes friends and he sees that his friends have no ponytail, so he decides 
to lop it off.  Make homework a game for the kids.  My secret weapon is Pokemon.  Use 
whatever is familiar with the child to get the message across.  Make it as friendly as possible, 
relate it to something he can relate to.  This doesn't mean the system is done away with.  We 
still work within the system but it's the little things you can do.   
 
Take school report cards.  They write very nice things in report cards, especially in private 
schools but not always.  I tell my kid, "So what if you fail Maths?  Papa failed Maths, Mama 
failed Maths. What you can do with your head, you do with your head, what you can do with 
your heart, you do with your heart."  There are Form 5 students going home crying because 
they only got 8As when they wanted 10.  I tell my kids that 3 or 4As are enough. Dispel 
tension through animals, especially with young children.  Humans have agendas, animals 
don't. They're pure and spontaneous.   
 
Why are we creating strictures for ourselves?  Why aren't we brave enough to stand up?  It is 
only through bravery, honesty and sincerity that you get somewhere.  Don't worry about the 
system, it'll take care of itself.  You create your own counter-system, within the limitations of 
your home and give the child somewhere to come back to where he can breathe.   
 
Live and let live.  Let go, just let go!  
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Conclusion 

 
 
 
 
 
When I speak to Japanese parents, Thais or Koreans, Chinese or Taiwanese, I hear the same 
educational issues and problems being repeated, which leads me to the conclusion that the 
problems of education in Malaysia is not unique to us alone. The problem is more of an Asian 
affliction. Perhaps it’s the way Asian countries try to play catching up with the Western 
counterpart by putting a lot of emphasis on the education of their young, which is something 
positive. But when too much emphasis is placed on the paper chase at the expense of 
innovation and creativity, in the end, the country suffers from the lack of these important 
qualities.  

 
Supporting school-going kids with more holistic activities after school hours instead of 
imposing more stress with endless tuition, goes a long way in giving children the much-
needed balance in their young lives. With the world changing at warp speed, children the 
world over need something extra to help them cope with their new world – a sense of self-
worth and an unwavering belief that they can make a difference in the world. If children are 
given a little more space and time and freedom to grow instead of being rushed into adulthood 
accompanied by high levels of stress, the world may just be a better place to live in for 
children.  

 
Parents can and should play a bigger role in making education an enjoyable and lifelong 
process for their children. In an increasingly stressful schooling environment, parents should 
help create a healthy balance by instilling in their children the right attitude towards the 
pursuit of knowledge. And knowledge can also be found in other areas like sports, the arts, 
music, as well as gardening and farming, fish-rearing, cooking and baking and many other 
hobbies that parents and children can undertake to expand their knowledge and enjoyment of 
them. In short, parents should help their children de-stress by getting them involved with 
various kinds of activities other than merely studying for exams. There is so much more to 
life than just mugging to get good results. Making the changes within the family is something 
that is more easily achievable as compared to trying to change an entrenched education 
system.  
 
Whether parents choose to homeschool or stick on with the schools is entirely their choice. 
Many still find schooling a better option, as homeschooling requires a different kind of 
commitment on the part of the parents. But they lament the stressful school life their children 
have to endure. We should no longer think of our children as being employees of big 
companies in the future with their degrees as a guaranteed ticket to employment. This kind of 
dream is becoming more of a nightmare to many unemployed graduates in many Asian 
countries today. The rat race is found to be a farce. The promised pot of gold at the end of the 
rainbow is found to be an illusion, a delusion even!   
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So what is left that is real and relevant? If we think about it, we may conclude that it is the 
human mind that is aware, clear and conscious that can be said to be real and relevant. Wars 
are fought not out of calmness and clarity of mind, but of clouded thinking fueled by great 
anger and hatred. The goal of any kind of education ought to strive towards making a fine 
balance to the head and the heart of a person. Any imbalance towards this equilibrium could 
wreak havoc to the whole system and the effect can be felt globally. 
 
In an age where words like “knowledge-based society” and “borderless learning” and “life-
long education” have become common utterances amongst our nation’s leaders, it is 
imperative that we think out of the box in order to reach our target of a knowledge-society. 
Schools ought to be transformed into community-building centers where students go more for 
sports and interactive activities rather than for daily doses of laborious lessons and returning 
home with heaps of homework. Students need to be active participants in the learning process 
instead of passive listeners expecting answers and solutions to be nicely packaged and placed 
on their laps. In order to produce more creative thinkers, we need to transform the school 
system so that it supports creativity and innovation in its teachers and students. And emphasis 
ought to be placed on the learning process itself rather than the end results which may appear 
very rosy on the outside but hollow on the inside.  
 
We have the choice to suffer under the system or to find ways around it, or just be out of it, as 
demonstrated by many families who have successfully done so. The choice is ours and we 
should make the best choice for our family. As parents, we have the right to educate our 
children the way we deem fit because our children will be living in a whole new world of 
high tech and information overload. What they need is not more input of information but to be 
more in touch with their spiritual and emotional development that is much neglected 
nowadays. And the most sacred part of their lives, their childhood, should be sanctified and 
not be taken away from them. Children are made to grow up too fast too soon and the 
consequences can be seen in the many sexual and violent crimes we see too often in the 
newspapers. Over-exposure to the media is never a healthy thing and children, especially 
young ones, need parents to monitor the kind of programmes they watch on television. 
Visiting suitable and age-appropriate internet sites should also be practised with parents 
playing an important role in educating their children on the do’s and don’ts.  
 
In short, parents can make the difference for their children by providing the right opportunity 
and environment for them to learn and to grow - intellectually, emotionally and spiritually. 
When families embrace life-long learning in a healthy way, by embarking on a journey of 
learning adventures, then our society will truly be a knowledge-society – a society that puts 
knowledge as its highest priority.  
 
If we could just change our mindset a little, we will be able to push open the window of joyful 
learning that is so free and natural and meaningful! We can start by getting down to the basics 
with our children by instilling in them the love for learning. We can start by setting the right 
environment conducive for quiet reflection, joyful learning, engaging activities, and 
meaningful communication. We can start by giving our children the space and freedom to 
play, to question, to explore and make choices in what they want to do and learn. We can start 
by getting our children to be active participants in their education process rather than 
becoming puppets with their limbs tied to strings controlled by puppeteers.  
 
And we can all start to learn beyond schooling by just changing the way we live, love and 
learn.  
 
Think about it! 
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